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Dear friends,
With a heavy heart, I must report to you that this will be the
last edition of Mars Hill Review.
Since our inception in 1994, we have attempted to reveal
Christ in the unexpected places of contemporary culture. Over
the years, we’ve published twenty-five issues of provocative
essays, studies, interviews, poetry, fiction, nonfiction, and
book, film, and music reviews. We hope you’ve found this
work beautiful, inspirational, and true to our mission.
The primary reason for ceasing publication is simply that we
lack the time to satisfy the rigors required to produce such a
high quality journal. For years, we’ve given freely of our time
and money, while supporting this labor of love with other fulltime “day” jobs. My wife, Michelle, and I “birthed” this journal on our honeymoon in Northern Italy. She has given her soul
to it, and I’m so grateful to her. It has also been my distinct privilege to work on the journal with two wonderful and talented
friends, Sarah Vanderveen and Jill Lamar. Likewise, our friends
Marlene Muller, Dave Urbanski, Craig Detweiler, Lois
Swagerty, Ashley Wade, David Vanderveen, Liam Atchison and
Rachel Winstead gave richly to this effort. Thanks to Dudley
Fortner of Classic Printing and John Gay for years of excellent
service. And lastly, I extend my deep thanks and appreciation to
Bill and Laurie Bolthouse, faithful and generous friends.
We love this journal and our King whom it seeks to glorify.
We thank you for your support for what many consider to have
been a groundbreaking effort. Rejoice with us now that our
Savior was made known to many that may not have seen him
but for the lens of Mars Hill Review.
For Christ,
Kim Hutchins
Founder/Publisher
PS: Within 30 days, in lieu of their remaining issues, subscribers
will receive a CD-ROM of the entire archival content from each
our past 25 issues (a $53 value). Should subscribers prefer a cash
refund in lieu of the CD-ROM, please send an e-mail request to
refund@marshillreview.com within the next 30 days.
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Every year
everything
I have ever learned
in my lifetime
leads back to this: the fires
and the black river of loss
whose other side
is salvation
—Mary Oliver, “In Blackwater Woods”
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A LOVELY REASSEMBLING
By Mary M. Brown

S

ome time ago I read Alice Sebold’s The Lovely Bones, a
best-seller I found interesting, despite my initial skepticism. The story, narrated by a thirteen-year-old girl, the
murder victim of a serial killer, held the possibility of
turning mawkish, lurid, and inane all at the same time. It didn’t
help that I had wearied of the media focus on crimes against
children and young women—a focus perhaps begun by the disappearance some years ago of JonBenet Ramsey and refueled by
the creepy story of Elizabeth Smart, and by what is either a rash
of child abductions or a frenzy to investigate and publicize the
cases of missing children that have always been with us. In my
home state of Indiana, the story of Jill Behrman, an Indiana
University student who disappeared after mounting her bike
near her home in Bloomington and whose body was finally
found, was local news fodder for months. The repeated pleas for
help and information from Jill’s parents, their controlled faces
portrayed against a background of yellow ribbons, were common images across the state.
In The Lovely Bones , readers know what happened to Susie
Salmon from the beginning—because the murdered Susie tells
them. But her family members remain in the dark, experiencing
a kind of hell on earth. They can only speculate and suffer
through their questions and intuitions: Where is our Susie now?
Dead or alive, where is she? What does she see or know or
feel? And finally: What does it mean to be dead? What does it
mean to be alive, knowing someone we love, someone so
young, is dead?
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Though I won’t pretend to understand what it must be like
to face the reality of a missing or a murdered child or family
member, I know a little about what it’s like to have someone
suddenly vanish and to be haunted by her absence and by the
questions that absence raises.
A professor at a Christian college, I’ve taught a section of
Creative Writing each spring at nine A.M.
HOUGH I WON’T for the past fifteen years. On March 30,
1993, I was sitting at the table around
PRETEND TO which my writing students would gather,
UNDERSTAND WHAT waiting for them to arrive. Several students came in and settled themselves; we
IT MUST BE LIKE TO were in casual conversation when Laura, a
FACE THE REALITY freshman, entered, hurried and breathless.

T

OF A MISSING OR
A MURDERED CHILD
OR FAMILY
MEMBER, I KNOW
A LITTLE ABOUT
WHAT IT’S LIKE TO
HAVE SOMEONE
SUDDENLY VANISH
AND TO BE
HAUNTED BY HER
ABSENCE. . . .

“Dr. Brown,” she said, “we need to pray
for Tricia.”
This wasn’t an altogether surprising
request. On this campus, students often
ask professors and other students to pray
for one another. Still, Laura’s demeanor
seemed strange that morning.
“Is she sick?” I asked.
“She’s missing,” Laura said.
I didn’t understand the implications.
“What do you mean?”

“No one’s seen her since Monday night. Her roommate
noticed she was missing last night, and the police are searching
now.”
By this time some of my other students were coming into the
classroom, all talking quietly with uncharacteristic restraint
about Tricia—what they’d heard from whom, where they’d last
seen her, what could have happened, what they wouldn’t let
themselves think, what it might all mean. A damp weight developed in the room, a cloud turned inside out, the pressure of collective deep breathing without sufficient exhaling. And even
before I had heard all of the known facts, before I had excused
myself and gone back to my office to have a secretary make the
calls necessary to verify the facts, before I believed this was
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something other than a mix-up or a misunderstanding, I felt a
sense of panic, the slow crawl of fear.
I need to confess that Tricia was not my favorite student. She
was odd, aloof, almost an irritant, if that was possible for
someone so quiet and beautiful. She seemed almost sullen at
times—talented, but more resistant to my teaching than most of
my other students. I like to think of myself as a professor who
cares about students—who gets to know them as people, tries
to understand them, and develops relationships that often go
beyond academics or professionalism. I often worry about the
ones who seem troubled or unhappy, finding myself sympathetic to the lonely or the disillusioned.
Several years earlier I’d been told that one of my students,
Meredith, had been admitted to the hospital after attempting
suicide; when I heard, I laid my head down on my desk and
wept. In her expression of love for art and words, she had
become like a daughter to me. She was gentle, kind, and
deeply intelligent. Hearing she had wanted to end her life, I
was devastated, overcome with a sense of loss and failure. But
my relationship with Tricia had not been like that. In fact, I
use the term relationship loosely.
In retrospect, I sometimes wonder whether I didn’t particularly care for Tricia simply because she didn’t seem to care for
me. After you’ve been in a college classroom for a while, you
get tired of winning them over—of proving yourself, of mustering up the energy or the brilliance required to impress the
eighteen-year-olds or, harder, the twenty-somethings. Tricia had
the posture, both physical and psychological, of superiority.
She was young. And I was just beginning to accept the fact that
I no longer was.
When I remember Tricia now, I think of her full, red lips. But
the year she was my student was a year when lips that full and
that red weren’t quite the thing. Maybe some of us considered
whether Tricia was behind the times or ahead of them—but only
briefly. Tricia was somehow outside of fashion, a singular and
troubling soul, distanced from the present and so from us by her
aloofness to our trends. Her curly brown hair was carelessly
arranged, often gathered up in a ponytail with a plain rubber
band that somehow suited her cavalier perfection. She’d been
gifted not only with a perfect face, but a perfect body.
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Tricia was a runner. Not an athlete exactly, and certainly not
on the track or cross-country team, but she ran religiously or at
least obsessively—a little too long, alone, through mealtime at
the student center or a little too late into the evening, in the
dark. A student later confessed that he thought Tricia might
have been anorexic or bulimic, but in the early nineties most of
the coeds gave that impression at one time or another, and certainly little was made of that suspicion
HE HEART OF THE after her disappearance. But it didn’t surprise us that the last time anyone had seen
CHRISTIAN FAITH her, she had been running, or that the last
ASSUMES THE person to see her alive, a worker at a convenience store not far from campus,
IMMORTALITY OF believed he had sold her a bottle of water
THE SOUL. BUT IT after a run. A day or two later, bloody
ALSO ASSUMES THE pieces of her clothes were found in a field
near the campus. Just pieces of her clothRESURRECTION OF ing, nothing else. To this day, her body
THE BODY. . . . hasn’t been found.

T

We were shocked to learn that one of us
was missing. Truly shocked. But, God help me, I was not surprised that the one who was missing was Tricia. I did not reveal
this to the detective who called to question me. Tricia had sat in
my classes, and because she was a writing major, I served as her
advisor. The officer was interested in exploring the possibility
that she had run away, alone or with a boyfriend no one knew
she had and who just maybe would not have been the choice of
her parents or her Christian classmates.
Although I answered the detective’s questions truthfully, I
was also restrained, and I still wonder whether he sensed the
hostility I felt at being questioned about anything Tricia had
written in her journals, any sign in her writing that she might
be capable of something impetuous, devious, or evil. I was
adamant in my defense of Tricia’s character—in part because I
felt I was defending anyone with artistic inclinations and in
part because I suspected her myself with no solid reason and
because I understood too well my own capacity for petty, even
malevolent misjudgment.
Oddly, some switch had been turned in me. Whatever I had
failed to offer to Tricia while she was one of my students, I was
more than willing to offer her now. I not only defended her, I
prayed for her, mourned for her, lay awake at night writing sonnets about her, for her. It didn’t help that she had disappeared
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during Lent, and the weight of sin and the world’s darkness was
magnified and distorted in the faces of the students who missed
Tricia and, more, missed the fantasy of an innocent world.
If anyone had been Tricia’s friend, it was Josh, a student to
whom I had warmed up quickly and am still infrequently in
contact with. Josh had often talked with Tricia before class—the
only one to talk with her in anything but a completely superficial way. Still, I had always gotten the impression that their
friendship was limited. I knew they didn’t date, though maybe
Josh would have liked that; who knows. But after Tricia’s disappearance, a switch was flipped in Josh too, and he seized on
the idea that Tricia had been somehow central to his life and
to his (and every young adult’s) battle against loneliness, central to his ideas of friendship, individuality, loyalty, and rebelliousness. Perhaps one can never quite see these things in
another visible, embodied individual, but it is easy to see them
in someone possibly disembodied and suddenly invisible.
Suddenly Tricia became central to many of us, puzzling in her
presence, but beloved in her absence.
We held prayer vigils on campus, most of them starkly quiet.
We received e-mails about the progress of the investigation,
updates as to any leads the police were following—suspicious
conversations or reports of similar disappearances, and then
later, news of the discoveries of female bodies and, still later,
caches of bones—none of which led back to Tricia. We watched
with an awkward sympathy as her parents visited our campus,
pleaded before microphones for anyone who might have seen or
heard anything at all to come forward.
Finally they were forced to go back home to Ohio, perhaps
asking in the spirit of Sebold’s Salmon family, Where is our
Tricia now? Dead or alive, where is she? What does she see or
know or feel? And gradually, we all gave up—at least on searching for a living Tricia—gave her up in our imaginations to the
dark Indiana dirt of that wet spring. We dedicated our student
literary magazine to Tricia that year—to her memory. The last
piece in the issue was a poignant poem, written by Josh, about
watching a ponytailed girl walk away.
I had written long letters about the situation on campus to a
friend of mine who lived across the country. My friend finally
answered my laments with a simple sentence, “I hope your
Tricia has had her Easter.”
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My Tricia. Her Easter. My friend is more of a theologian than
I, and the comment caught me up short. I questioned my
understanding of the moveable feast of Easter, once the name
of the old Germanic goddess of the dawn and the spring. I suppose a less sophisticated friend might have suggested that
Tricia, hopefully, was in her heaven—a place more beautiful,
more perfect than Susie Salmon’s spot, but designed just for
Tricia, replete with all she dreamed, all
ERHAPS I WILL she desired on earth.

P

HAVE TO WAIT
UNTIL THAT
COLLECTIVE
RESURRECTION TO
EXPERIENCE OR
FULLY COMPREHEND
THE FORGIVENESS
OF MY SINS—
FORGIVENESS FOR
MY HAUGHTINESS,
PRIDE, JEALOUSY,
JUDGMENTALISM,
HARD-HEARTEDNESS,
AND SIMPLE
FAILURE TO LOVE.

I certainly have prayed that Tricia has
had an encounter with the resurrected
God—that at the moment of her death
her soul was received into the presence of
Christ. The heart of the Christian faith
assumes the immortality of the soul. But
it also assumes the resurrection of the
body, something Luther explains will
happen at “the Last Day,” when God
“will raise up me and all the dead.” In the
Apostle’s Creed, the statement of belief in
“the resurrection of the body” follows
immediately after the affirmation of “the
communion of saints; the forgiveness of
sins.” It strikes me now as a curious and
perfect ordering.

Perhaps I will have to wait until that
collective resurrection to experience or
fully comprehend the forgiveness of my
sins—forgiveness for my haughtiness,
pride, jealousy, judgmentalism, hardheartedness, and simple failure to love. And perhaps my
Tricia will have to wait for me and the rest of the saints to
really have her Easter—to experience not only the eternal life
of the soul, but an ultimate, communal resurrection of bodies, the reconvening of lips and legs and ponytails, the lovely
reassembling of bones.

MHR
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Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy. Six days you shall
labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is a sabbath
of the L ORD your God; in it you shall not do any work. . . .
For in six days the L ORD made the heavens and the earth, the
sea and all that is in them, and rested on the seventh day;
therefore the L ORD blessed the sabbath day and made it holy.
—Exodus 20:8–11 (NASB)
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A NEW PRACTICE:
SABBATH KEEPING
By Jill Lamar

W

hen I was a child, Sundays were certainly different
from the other days of the week. Nearly asphyxiated by the carbon monoxide of our Pontiac
station wagon as it warmed up in the garage, my
family would wait for my mother to join us so we could rush
off to mass. As she settled into her seat, the prickly scent of
Aqua Net would soon overtake the fumes from the car as my
father backed it out of the garage.

Late as usual, we’d screech into the church parking lot, and
my father would drop us off in front of the church while he went
to find a parking spot hundreds of yards away. Afterwards, we
would eat a quick brunch at IHOP, then just as quickly return
home. My brother and I would race outside to play, and the
remainder of the day was spent much like any other, except for
the wistful looks I would give the empty driveways of my neighborhood friends. Some of them were Protestant, and for reasons
incomprehensible to me, when they left for church, they didn’t
return for many hours—and sometimes not until late at night.
Years later, I realized that some of these families had moved
to the neighborhood from Brooklyn, and after church services,
would drive down to the city to spend Sunday afternoons with
their extended families. Had my powers of deduction been a bit
better, I would have realized the same pattern took place on
Saturdays in the driveway of our Jewish neighbors, the Kiviats.
As a child, my thoughts about God’s law or the Ten
Commandments were rather limited. Raised as a Catholic,
though I took seriously the concept of “sin,” as far as I under-
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stood it, going to confession seemed to take care of that problem,
and I didn’t often think about the more positive commandments.
By positive, I mean the laws that stressed doing something as
opposed to “thou shalt not.”
I’ve heard various people of faith discuss what they think God
meant by the fourth commandment. Some believe it demands
that they refrain from work associated
with
their chosen profession. For others, it
HE IDEA THAT
signifies the need to take one day a week
GOD’S CHOSEN to truly relax and do only enjoyable or
PEOPLE, THE JEWS, restful things. I didn’t give it much thought
until I found myself broke, working seven
WERE THE REAL days a week to pay the rent on a one-bedVINE AND THAT room apartment I’d leased before leaving a
CHRISTIANS WERE lucrative job on Wall Street to pursue a
career in publishing.

T

THE PRIVILEGED
FEW WHO WERE
“GRAFTED” IN
MADE ME WANT TO
LEARN MORE
ABOUT THIS
HISTORICAL VINE
I WAS JOINING.

On Saturday evenings, I’d come home
from my second job completely exhausted,
and want nothing more than to take a
bath and go to bed. My friends wanted to
go out on Saturday nights, but I felt it was
not only more responsible for me to stay
in and take care of myself; it was actually
what I desired. I learned how to say no by
observing this one small practice—keeping
Saturday nights for myself. It was a lesson
in self-care, and it felt like a gift I allowed
myself to receive—a gift ultimately, from God, in the form of a
Sabbath observance I hadn’t yet begun to grasp.
My Saturday nights weren’t all that well defined, but they
revolved around one specific idea—rest. They almost always
involved a hot bath, a quiet, simple meal alone, and a good book
or a languorous quiet time that I never would have found the
time for during the workweek. One aspect of this new practice
was that I woke up on Sunday mornings refreshed rather than
fatigued, despite the fact that I would also be “moonlighting” on
Sunday afternoons. Was this Sabbath keeping? I like to think so,
or at least it was a start.
As I’ve traveled down the Christian path, learning about the
origins of the faith, I’ve also become more intrigued with
Judaism. It’s unclear when this interest first began, but it was
probably piqued as I encountered the verses in Romans 11 that
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describe how Christians are “grafted into the vine.” The idea
that God’s chosen people, the Jews, were the real vine and that
Christians were the privileged few who were “grafted” in made
me want to learn more about this historical vine I was joining.
Many of the Jewish laws seem inappropriate for Christians,
saved by grace, to follow. But if we really believe that Jesus
came not to abolish the law, but to fulfill it, why do we spend
so little time thinking about the Ten Commandments and their
role in our lives? My first understanding of the Jewish Shabbat
was fifteen years ago, and came from the book, Jewish Literacy
by Joseph Telushkin. It served as a perfect introduction to the
religious holidays and customs of the Jews, and while reading it
I simultaneously felt a profound sense of discovery and of loss.
Many of the Jewish traditions and holidays sounded like practices I would enjoy, that would foster community and serve as
reminders of our dependence on God. The Shabbat is described
as a family affair, and though it sounded warm and inviting, I
knew no family of mine would embrace it, and when I casually
mentioned the idea to a few of my Christian friends, the
responses I received were most discouraging.
I dropped the idea for over ten years until I read Lauren
Winner’s conversion story, Girl Meets God, and a subsequent
book about her desire to reconcile the best from her days as an
orthodox Jew with her developing Christian faith. Reading
Mudhouse Sabbath, I became convicted, yet again, that something had been lost when the first century Christians jettisoned
the trappings of their earlier faith. While I can understand the
need to differentiate themselves from unbelieving Jews still
worshipping at the temple and fruitlessly trying to live in accordance with the law, I’m not so sure that the practice of Sabbath
keeping was something to be discarded.
As a New York City resident for the last twenty years, my life
moves at a rapid pace, and I often feel the need to slow down.
As an ambitious person, that’s difficult. As an older, more
mature Christian in a city where people of faith are always
needed for leadership opportunities, this need for rest has
grown from a nascent, nagging urge to an insistent craving. My
first thought was to treat myself to a restful luxury—massages.
But I’ve tried massages of all kinds, and while they feel good,
they don’t do much for my spirit, and they always put a bigger
dent in my budget than I’d like. So, a year ago, I decided to try
something new. I endeavored to begin to keep the Sabbath by
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hosting monthly meals at my home, most often on a Friday or
Saturday night.
Several elements are always present at these gatherings—
candles, good bread, and wine. When I have the time and feel
inspired, I’ll cook up a wonderful meal like veal shanks or
simmer a brunelleschi sauce for hours to serve over pasta. If
I’m rushed, I’ll run to the market, pick
N THAT ONE up a roast chicken and some prepared
vegetables, and we’re in business. Once
NIGHT EACH my dinner guests have arrived, usually
MONTH, quite a while after sundown (unless it’s
summertime) I pour the wine into glasses
THE WORLD IS and say a blessing. I’m unorthodox in my
PUT RIGHT AS THE observance, choosing to think of my
INFINITE TOUCHES Shabbat celebration as an exercise in freedom rather than a slavish conforming to
THE FINITE unnecessary regulations, keeping in mind
AND DECLARES, Galatians 5:1: “It was for freedom that
Christ set us free; therefore keep standing
“IT IS GOOD.” firm and do not be subject again to a yoke
of slavery.” Sometimes I say a proper
blessing over the candles, the bread, and the wine, and other
times it’s more of an all-encompassing prayer rather like grace.

O

During the course of our meal, I encourage the reading of
favorite poems that inspire gratitude (Mary Oliver is a favorite),
scriptures that have made a particular impact of late, or I read
a passage or two from Abraham Heschel’s classic, The Sabbath.
Heschel writes that when we observe the Sabbath “we especially care for the seed of eternity planted in the soul.” Staking out
that moment in time, setting it aside for rest and reflection, is a
way of saying to the world, “you may have me six days out of
the week, but my soul belongs to Someone Else.” Heschel sees
Sabbath observance as a way of cultivating the art of “perfect
rest,” and refers to the Sabbath as a “palace in time which we
build. It is made of soul, joy, and reticence.” It is a reminder of
our “adjacency to eternity.”
Having celebrated the Shabbat monthly for over a year now,
my little dinners have begun to feel like oases of hope, a place
of refuge and protection from the craziness of the world outside. On that one night each month, the world is put right as
the infinite touches the finite and declares, “It is good.”
Though having company involves a bit of scurrying around to
prepare for my guests, once the sun sets and the purpose of the
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evening begins to assert itself, I feel I can rest, even as I’m serving, picking up plates, and taking orders for tea. The evening
isn’t about me or what a great hostess or cook I am, but about
God and his perfect provision. Like all important traditions, it’s
about remembering.
Sabbath keeping has helped me to practice thankfulness. It
has given me a better and more complete understanding that
all good things do come from God’s hand. As someone who
can look back on her life and feel I’ve had some success, too
often I’ve attributed that success to my own endeavors. But
celebrating the Sabbath is a poignant reminder that everything
I have is a gift from my creator and that it is enough. As G. K.
Chesterton wrote, “There are two ways to get enough. One is
to accumulate more and more. The other is to desire less.”
My Shabbat dinners serve as a reminder that the pursuit of
integrity, righteousness, and the approval of my king, is so much
more important than prominence in my chosen profession and
an elevated rank in society. A monthly Sabbath meal has helped
me to be truly thankful for the things I have, rather than fretting
about the things I want. It has helped me to enjoy where I am in
life now, rather than playing a chess game inside my head, forecasting where I want to go in the future. It reorients my thought
life so that I’m once again focused on the things of God, rather
than the concerns of the world. As Lynne Baab writes in her new
book, Sabbath Keeping, “Just as tithing reminds me that all I
have is from God, so Sabbath keeping reminds me that God is
in control.”
Finally, Sabbath keeping has helped me to embrace the role
of evangelist. The gift of evangelism doesn’t come naturally to
me. I didn’t arrive at my belief in the truth of the gospel because
someone sat me down and talked me through the Four
Spiritual Laws, and I can’t imagine my doing so would have a
different effect on an unbeliever I might approach. I have
always felt my life would be my witness, and though some
would say that’s cowardly, I’m often compelled to take a stand
for my faith—in my social life as well as in my profession—
that’s rather declarative. But inviting unbelievers as well as
believing Christians and Jews to my Shabbat dinners has been
a natural outgrowth of the practice I’ve developed. As I share
with friends and colleagues about my newfound discipline,
more often than not, they’re first surprised, then nearly begging
for an invitation.
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Just last month, I hosted a dinner for five—three of whom
were writers and unbelievers. But our discussion about rest,
God’s provision, and a desire to reclaim time was universally
embraced—and each person had something fascinating to say.
At these dinners, there is no one to impress, and no jockeying
for position, just a sense of warmth, and (I hope) homecoming.

CELEBRATING THE
SABBATH IS A
POIGNANT
REMINDER THAT
EVERYTHING I HAVE
IS A GIFT FROM
MY CREATOR AND
THAT IT IS ENOUGH.

At the end of my evenings, I always say
a benedictory sort of prayer and leave
room for any additional prayers that my
guests might want to add. But I have one
rule—none of the prayers may be requests.
Rather, all of the prayers must be those of
worship or adoration, or of thanksgiving.
For as Heschel declares, “The Sabbath is
no time for personal anxiety or care, or
any activity that might dampen the spirit
of joy. The Sabbath is no time to remember
sins, to confess, to repent or even to pray
for relief or anything we might need. It is a
day for praise, not a day for petition.”

In maintaining this restriction, I’ve seen how difficult it is. For
Christians, as well as those who pray but wouldn’t identify
themselves as such, are quite used to “asking” God for things,
and restraining themselves from that habit is challenging. But
the practice of focusing on God’s provision has become an
important part of the rhythm of my life and a much larger part
of my communion with God.
The word Sabbath is used in the Old Testament nearly a hundred times and in the New Testament more than fifty times. All
creatures, from slaves to farm animals, are invited to rest on
this day. Why do so few take advantage of it? While I don’t
have the answer for everyone else, I can honestly say that for
many years, I was too busy seeking the approval of others to
allow myself to rest. I was enslaved to the idea of success I had
conceived of years before, and hadn’t exposed this running
“film” of my potentially successful life to the developing solution of God’s word. Let me tell you, it didn’t develop well in the
darkroom of my prayer closet. God exposed my film for what
it was—enslavement to an idol, rather than service for his glory.
While my newfound practice is bearing fruit in my life, I
recognize that I’ve only taken one small step in truly observing
or “keeping” the Sabbath. But I’m also learning to be gentle
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with myself and not to think of it as performing for God’s
approval. Instead, I try to view my fumbling efforts at Sabbath
keeping in terms of “good, better, and best,” rather than black
and white. In fact, this year I’ve felt convicted to double my
commitment and celebrate Shabbat twice each month. Who
knows? In another couple of years, the casual observer peering
into my living room window might have difficulty explaining
the difference between my Shabbat celebrations and those of my
Jewish neighbors down the block. And wouldn’t that make for
an interesting conversation starter?
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Vocation implies limitation but few people realize it
who don’t actually practice an art.
—Flannery O’Connor, The Habit of Being 1
Christianity does not make art easy. It deprives it of many
facile means, it stops its progress in many directions, but in
order to raise its level. In the very creation of these salutary
difficulties, it elevates art from within, brings to its knowledge a
hidden beauty more delightful than light, gives it what the artist
needs most, simplicity, the peace of reverent fear and love, such
innocence as makes matter docile to men and fraternal.
—Jacques Maritain, Arts and Scholasticism2
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MARITAIN’S SIGNPOSTS
TOWARD AN ARTIST’S
VOCATION
By J. Greg Phelan

I

t sounds presumptuous, not to mention terribly old-fashioned for an artist to claim a calling from God. Clergy, missionaries, and other caregivers freely talk about their sense
of vocation without raising too many eyebrows. But they’re
dealing with the recognized needs of real people. Even nonbelievers will acknowledge that helping professions are regularly
fueled by faith and a sense of mission.

But artists don’t help people, at least not in the eyes of a
materialistic society that requires physical verification of any
good deed. And forget about the ideal of beauty mirroring the
divine. The Renaissance artists dunked that baby in their
humanistic bathwater, and the modernists tossed it out. Art
today is created for art’s sake, and certainly not with the intent
to praise God. Polite and faithful artists, like those engaged in
other “secular” occupations, are expected to pray when they
get home, not at work, in front of the easel.
But this modern worldview is deeply troublesome for the
aspiring artist who is also an aspiring Christian, since a monumental effort is required to perfect one’s craft to accomplish Art
with a capital A. Without a greater purpose to sustain an artist
during years of obscurity, most of them simply give up. After
all, statistically speaking, it is nearly impossible to become a
successful novelist, musician, or artist. So why do it? Especially
when it appears that the improbable few who manage to make
their mark achieve success only by shoring up their own brand,
cultivating an egocentrism in opposition to the Christian ideal.
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Case in point: fledging writers are routinely inspired to
emulate the romantic rebelliousness of hard-living modernists, as if cultivating a dissolute life is the only way to
forge the character of a “real writer.” James Joyce offered
his famous rallying cry—“I go to encounter for the millionth
time the reality of experience and to forge in the smithy of
my soul the uncreated conscience of my race,” co-opting
religious imagery to make a vow of
T SOUNDS independence from his church.

I

PRESUMPTUOUS,
NOT TO MENTION
TERRIBLY
OLD-FASHIONED
FOR AN ARTIST TO
CLAIM A CALLING
FROM GOD.

But God’s departure from the artist’s
studio leaves in its wake a bleakness that is
often insurmountable. Countless artists
have been broken by alcoholism, drug
abuse, suicide, and countless other
tragedies—rejecting life in the name of art,
as if no alternative existed. W. B. Yeats
summed up the modern’s artistic credo in
his poem, “The Choice”:

The intellect of man is forced to choose
Perfection of the life or of the work
And if the latter must refuse
A heavenly mansion, raging in the dark
Yet there have been accomplished artists who somehow
avoided destroying themselves, some who even have a family
and friends who pay witness to their capacity for love and generosity. As an artist and a Christian, it’s only sane to try to emulate these rare human beings. Unfortunately most seem sworn to
secrecy regarding their faith-imbued artistic practice—as if their
Muse required a vow of silence in exchange for a steady supply
of inspiration. Of course, there’s a more likely reason for such
reticence: these artists know that if they answer questions about
their faith they’ll end up defending the significance of “Christian
art” in a secular society, and are loath to be pigeonholed.
However, some voices haven’t kept silent. Jacques Maritain,
the twentieth-century French Catholic philosopher and man of
letters, left signposts toward an artist’s vocation that encouraged
the saintly and brilliant Flannery O’Connor, who in turn
inspired generations of artists drawn to the difficulties of portraying man’s struggle with meaning.
As Ralph McInerney points out in his enlightening biography,
The Very Rich Hours of Jacques Maritain: A Spiritual Life,
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Maritain pursued his philosophical work within the context of
a rigorous daily practice of scripture and prayer, based on the
idea that intellect can only develop to its highest capacities if it
is strengthened through relationship with God. Such a spiritual
practice helps us grasp truth, and just as importantly, to be charitable to our neighbors. McInerney writes:
Jacques Maritain did not see the faith he had been given as a
mere garnish, something added to his workaday life in a more
or less incidental manner, something that might lead perhaps
to saying a prayer before sitting down to study. The Christian
faith initiates a life, and grace is to pervade all aspects of it.
This required Maritain to embed the intellectual life into the
common Christian vocation, thereby transforming it.3
In his early-twentieth-century watershed work, Arts and
Scholasticism, Maritain extended the aesthetics of St. Thomas
Aquinas and Aristotle to describe the nature of Art—the artifact, or created object—but even more interestingly, he applied
these same aesthetics to the artistic process or habit. From the
outset, Maritain was careful to define the process of creating art
as distinct from a spiritual practice because it’s about making,
not doing. “The sole end of art is the work itself and its beauty,”4 he writes, which might seem to justify the stereotypical
rationalization of the modern artist—“Sure, I’m a bastard, but
it’s all in service to Art.”
But Maritain’s idea of beauty does not reside solely in the eye
of the beholder. Like Aquinas, he sees beauty as reflective of a
divine truth, the pleasure of art as a sort of recognition: “The
mind rejoices in the beautiful because in the beautiful it finds
itself again: recognizes itself, and comes into contact with its
very own light.”5 Art is successful to Maritain only if it turns our
minds toward this transcendent beauty. “The ugly in art,” he
quotes Rodin as having said, “is the fake, whatever grins at you
without cause, senseless affectations, pirouettes and capers,
mere travesties of beauty and grace, whatever tells a lie.”6
Whether a given work embodies Maritain’s conditions of
beauty—integrity, proportion, and intelligibility—is for the
critic to decide. And it’s important to see art as distinct from the
artist. If an artist’s virtue (or lack thereof) were one of the criteria, many a masterpiece would have to be rejected. However,
virtue plays an essential role in the creative process, and more
specifically, the artist’s ability to apprehend truth.
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Maritain describes an artist’s ability to create art as “a habit
of the practical intellect”; practical, because the artist is concerned with an end result, the creation of an artifact. Such a
habit is an intrinsic force that combines an innate artistic disposition with years of acquired knowledge and discipline to enable
an artist to make the continuous and subtle, suprarational judgments necessary to evoke art. This discernment—choosing a
particular shade of blue, a precise word, or
tonality—is
at the core of the process of
ARITAIN
creation, a kind of creative intuition which
PURSUED HIS guides the artist toward his or her own
PHILOSOPHICAL ideal of beauty.

M

WORK WITHIN THE
CONTEXT OF A
RIGOROUS DAILY
PRACTICE OF
SCRIPTURE AND
PRAYER, BASED ON
THE IDEA THAT
INTELLECT CAN
ONLY DEVELOP
TO ITS HIGHEST
CAPACITIES IF IT
IS STRENGTHENED
THROUGH
RELATIONSHIP
WITH GOD.

It follows that the presence of virtue in
the artist is necessary for the “goodness”
of the work, since virtue is essential for the
discernment of true beauty. This spiritual
journey will also strengthen an artist’s
habit. In other words, the closer he or she
becomes to God, the greater his or her
ability to apprehend the divine. Here,
Maritain observes, the differentiation
between the artist and his or her art begins
to fade. “Through the presence in them of
the virtue of Art, they are, in a way, their
work before they create it: to be able to
form it, they have conformed to it.”7 Or,
as he puts more succinctly, “. . . as a man
is, so are his works.”8
In her letters, Flannery O’Connor
trumpeted the practicality of Maritain’s
ideas, which helped her differentiate her
vocation from the school of art as selfexpression:

Maritain says that to produce a work of art requires the
“constant attention of the purified mind,” and the business
of the purified mind in this case is to see that those elements
of the personality that don’t bear on the subject at hand are
excluded. Stories don’t lie when left to themselves. Everything
has to be subordinated to a whole which is not you. Any
story I reveal myself completely in will be a bad story.9
As an artist and a Christian, O’Connor understood the similarities between this “constant attention of the purified mind”
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and contemplation. The significance of every detail in our infinitely complex world is beyond comprehension, but not so in a
novel, a painting or a symphony, each of which mirrors facets of
the complex world in a way comprehensible to man. The artist
is not God, but he or she is called to contemplate God’s works
through the activity of creation. This doesn’t produce perfect
results; on the contrary, Maritain points out: “The artist who
has the habit of art and the quivering hand, produces an imperfect work but retains a flawless virtue.”10 The process of becoming a better Christian or a better artist is neverending—and
there are no guarantees of a positive outcome for either aim.
Regardless, spiritual discipline is essential to the habit of creating art, and is necessary sustenance for an artist in the face of
myriad temptations. “The air we breathe is saturated with spiritual filth,” Maritain writes; “. . . would it not be foolhardy in
the extreme to try to work in such a world uncontaminated
without arming oneself with the strictest rules of ascetic discipline?”11 Such discipline is the foundation of the artist’s vocation:
The Artist is subject in the sphere of his art to a kind of
asceticism, which may require heroic sacrifices. He must be
fundamentally in the direct line as regards the end of his art,
forever on his guard not only against the vulgar attractions
of easy execution and success, but against a host of less subtle temptations, and against the slightest relaxation of his
interior effort, for habits diminish, if unexercised, and ever
so much more by any careless exercise not proportionate to
their intensity. The Artist must suffer sleepless nights, purify himself without ceasing, voluntarily abandon fertile
places for barren places, full of insecurity. In a certain
sphere and from a particular point of view, in the sphere of
making and from the point of view of the good of the work,
he must be humble and magnanimous, prudent, upright,
strong, temperate, simple, pure, ingenuous.12
Flannery O’Connor aspired to these virtues as she struggled to
live in the world of the flesh while pursuing the life of the mind,
a challenge Maritain understood. “It is difficult to be an artist
and very difficult to be a Christian,” he writes. “. . . It is a question of reconciling two absolutes . . . the difficulty becomes
excruciating when the whole life of the age is far removed from
Christ, for the artist is greatly dependent upon the spirit of the
time. But has courage ever been lacking on the earth?”13
It was precisely these difficulties—epitomized by what
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Maritain illustrates as the rareness of beauty—that makes faith
essential to the artistic vocation. “Realize that you are summoned to a task far beyond your strength. Get to know yourself
so well that you cannot contemplate yourself without flinching.
Then there will be room for hope.”14 But by no means will the
artistic vocation become easy:
Grace does not relieve the artist of his
OD IS CALLING peculiar toil: it rather makes it more arduous by compelling him to bear a heavier
THE ARTIST, burden. . . . No more does it relieve the
AND THE ARDENT Christian of human preparation and
human effort, although it gives him, and
PURSUIT OF because it gives him, both the will and the
ART AND FAITH IS ability to perform. By ourselves alone we
NECESSARY can do nothing, in no way add to the sum
of being; but by ourselves alone we can do
TO ANSWER what is nothing, and diminish being. When
HIS CALL. the First Cause makes use of us as instruments, it is animated instruments with free
will, acted upon, no doubt, but at the same
time acting. In the field of our free acts it also can do nothing without us. One moment of which man is master, in the
most secret place of the heart, binds and loosens eternity.15

G

This “most secret place of the heart” is the essence of the
artistic vocation, which is both impossible to bear alone and
absolutely critical to us all.
Persecuted like the wise man and almost like the Saint, the
artist will perhaps recognize his brethren at last and find his
vocation once again: for in a way he is not of this world,
being, from the moment he begins working for beauty, on
the road which leads upright souls to God and makes invisible things clear to them by visible. However few they may
then be who will disdain to gratify the Beast and turn with
the wind, in them, for the simple reason that they will be
exercising a disinterested activity, the human race will live.16
God is calling the artist, and the ardent pursuit of art and faith
is necessary to answer his call. The artist’s life depends on it, and
so does that of the world.
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JOURNEY TO VOCATION
The Way Up Is the Way Down
By Todd Pickett

C

alling and vocation are words filled with light. They
promise ascent. But in the Christian tradition, ascent
into any kind of paradise has always first required a
descent. From St. Peter to St. Augustine, from Dante
to Kierkegaard, the way to him who calls has inevitably been a
dark one, down through the self. And so it is, I suggest, with the
journey to vocation: the way up is the way down. Any search
for a significant calling in life must reckon first with the very real
needs and compulsions in the self that often drive it.
For all our modern learning, however, such self-knowledge is
still hard won. In Lost in the Cosmos: The Last Self-Help Book ,
Walker Percy wryly observes that, while learning more and more
about the cosmos, we seem to be learning less and less about ourselves. Among a series of thought experiments Percy uses to peer
into the modern self, he offers this one on our “envious self.”
You are standing by your paper-tube in Englewood reading the headlines. Your neighbor comes out to get his paper.
You look at him sympathetically. You know he has been
having severe chest pains and is facing coronary bypass surgery. But he is not acting like a cardiac patient this morning. Over he jogs in his sweat pants, all smiles. He has triple
good news. His chest ailment turned out to be a hiatal hernia, not serious. He’s got a promotion and is moving to
Greenwich, where he can keep his boat in the water rather
than on a trailer.
“Great, Charlie! I’m happy for you.”
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Are you happy for him?
a) Yes. Unrelievedly good news. Surely it is good news all
around that Charlie is alive and well and not dead or
invalided. Surely, too, it is good for him and not bad for you
if he also moves up in the world. . . .
b) Putatively good news but—but what? But the trouble is,
it is good news for Charlie, but you don’t
feel
so good.
ALLING AND
(CHECK ONE)

C

VOCATION ARE
WORDS FILLED
WITH LIGHT.
THEY PROMISE
ASCENT. BUT
IN THE CHRISTIAN
TRADITION, ASCENT
INTO ANY KIND OF
PARADISE HAS
ALWAYS FIRST
REQUIRED A
DESCENT.

If your answer is (b), could you specify
your dissatisfaction, i.e., do the following
thought-experiment: which of the following news vis-à-vis Charlie and you at the
paper-tube would make you feel better:

1) Charlie is dead.
2) Charlie has undergone a quadruple
coronary bypass and may not make it.
3) Charlie does not have heart trouble but
he did not get his promotion or his house
in Greenwich.
4) Charles does not have heart trouble and
did get his promotion but can’t afford to
move to Greenwich.
5) You, too, have received triple good
news, so both of you can celebrate.
6) You have not received good news, but just after hearing
Charlie’s triple good news, you catch sight of a garbage
truck out of control and headed straight for Charlie—
whose life you save by throwing a body block that knocks
him behind a tree. (Why does it make you feel better to save
Charlie’s life and thus turn his triple good news into
quadruple good fortune?)
7) You have not received good news, but just after you hear
Charlie’s trip good news, an earthquake levels Manhattan.
There the two of you stand, gazing bemused at the ruins
across the Hudson from Englewood Cliffs.
(CHECK ONE)
In a word, how much good news about Charlie can you
tolerate without compensatory catastrophes, heroic rescues,
and such?1

If this is darkly funny to us, it is because we spy a reflection of
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our own fragile egos and the fantasies we invent to defend them.
Just a whiff of another’s success sends us off to recalculate our
own achievements and worth. That Percy’s little experiment centers on Charlie’s promotion and subsequent rise in the world
suggests how central work is to the Western sense of self. Of
course, among us, its importance will vary. But for many of us,
our hopes for work, calling, and significance are shot through
with the project of creating a self we can admire or at least not
be ashamed of when compared with others—like Charlie. No
less than the sage of Ecclesiastes laments, “I saw that all labor
and all achievement spring from man’s envy of his neighbor”
(Ecc. 4:4 [NIV]). The ever-expanding number of books and seminars on calling, vocation, and the virtues of success should make
us a little suspicious about what is at stake for us in work. As
Henri Nouwen says, “Much of our behavior—even our so-called
good behavior—is an anxious, though perhaps unconscious,
attempt to advance our own cause, to make ourselves known,
and to convince our world that we need to be reckoned with.”2
I want to suggest, following Percy, that any authentic understanding of vocation requires us first to unpack the neuroses of
the “vocational self” and explore, in particular, how we came to
believe that work can heal us. Here, I speak from experience.
I can remember well the beginning of my own vocational
journey. I was fourteen, lying in my bed upstairs just before
sleep. Why the terror fell upon me this night, I don’t know, but
it gripped and pulled me so hard that I sat up. What was I doing
with my life? The question came to me just like that, fully
formed, spoken almost audibly—like a call from God.
As it turns out, it was not a call from God. Thirty years later,
I now know that what gripped me that night was a sight of my
own nothingness. By whatever accident of child development, I
had suddenly become self-conscious enough to notice that life—
my life—was short and, so far, insignificant. At fourteen, it was
less of a thought, really, and more of a shiver.
And then just as quickly came a thought to comfort and
repress. Quite simply, I decided I would become something.
That was the antidote; I could feel it. By way of application, my
adolescent imagination could do no better than resolve to add
my name the next day to the list of those running for student
government. But this simple resolution was enough to beat back
the dread, and I lay down feeling warmed though unaware of
the neurotic relationship to notions of calling, career, and significance that began in me that night.
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Much of my search for a calling in the thirty years since then
has been, as Thomas Merton says, frantically dedicated to
escape the knowledge of my own nothingness.3 Of course, in
this I am not alone. Like anyone else reading this, I was born
into a postindustrial world where I believed I could become
whatever I wanted. Before steam and electricity, life was such
that we were bound to repeat the vocations of our mothers and
fathers—farmers, domestics, or if we were
OR MANY OF US, lucky, gentility. There was little question of
becoming something else. Now, at least
OUR HOPES FOR theoretically, we can become something
WORK, CALLING, else. The barista steaming our latte today
could receive an Academy Award next
AND SIGNIFICANCE year. In other words, with a little help, any
ARE SHOT one of us might really become something.
THROUGH WITH But with this comes a corresponding fear:
we might also become nothing. The modTHE PROJECT OF ern upshot is that our vocations and idenCREATING A SELF tities are wide open, which can lead us
either to a paralyzing agoraphobia or a
WE CAN ADMIRE OR fear of heights. With so many options, the
AT LEAST NOT BE freedom is agonizing and, if we do reach
ASHAMED OF WHEN for the stars, there is a long way to fall.
Who we are is no longer given; it must be
COMPARED WITH achieved.

F

OTHERS.

No doubt, something of this vocational
vertigo was making my head spin that
night, beginning a search for some sense of self that I needed to
find in a great calling. I thought work could save me. I just
needed to find that work. Young and unsure of myself, I looked
for others to point the way. Of course, what psychologists call
mirroring, looking for the self in the responses of others, is a
normal and natural way we develop selves. In my case, however, such outer-directedness made me vulnerable to the first great
vocational seducer in my life—praise. Early on, I discovered
that achievement—in school, in church, in sports—won me
applause, which would momentarily drown out the consciousness of my inadequacy and weakness. And from these warm
experiences emerged my first calling: to be a good kid.
Manufacturing my goodness became my own cottage industry.
This also marks the moment when “no” disappeared from my
vocabulary. Suddenly, every opportunity to excel, lead, or
impress had to be taken, and thus began a lifetime of compulsive pleasing and overcommitment.
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Jesus himself was on to such do-gooders. And it occurs to me
now that the rich young ruler was one such person—not too
unlike my young self. That this encounter is not really about
money but about the vocation of goodness is clear from the
start. The young ruler thinks it’s about theology, however, and
addressing Jesus as “Good teacher,” asks what he must do to
inherit eternal life. Jesus, who has the gift of discernment in
spades, sees the problem instantly. “Why do you call me good?
No one is good—except God alone.” Having dropped the hint,
Jesus goes on to answer the young man’s question with, “You
know the commandments.” Of course, he did and was waiting
for someone to introduce the subject. “Teacher,” he says, “all
these I have kept since I was a boy.”
And there we have it. The rich young ruler, it turns out, was
once “the good kid,” carefully studying and keeping the law,
pleasing religious-minded adults with his responsibility and
compliance—and all along developing an appetite for his own
goodness. Having burned up the light fuel of youthful achievement, the good kid, now the good man, wants to know what
else he can do. At this moment we’re told that Jesus looked at
him with compassion, for he knew that suffering, not more success, was the way ahead. Jesus tells the man to give his money
to the poor and follow him. This was hard not just because he
would lose purchasing power, but because he would lose his
very identity. Money, no doubt, had allowed him to be good—
to be successful, philanthropic, and respected. Such goodness
would prove impossible to give up—even in exchange for Jesus
himself. Even our good ambitions—or our ambitions for goodness—can get in the way of our calling.
The particular goodness to which I attached myself was academic. I loved literature but also loved the idea of myself as literary. One professor’s praise for my work in ancient literature
(which was by no means stellar) was so intoxicating that I
somewhat unreflectively hurried on to graduate studies in
Classics—Greek and Latin. There were other influences, too.
C. S. Lewis, whose work I’d been reading throughout my college years, was both the best and the worst person for me to
emulate. His brilliance seemed to be the product of a sturdy
classical education, and I resolved in turn that any education in
literature needed to start there. I also attached to the image of
the sage professor that Lewis represented—one full of knowledge, wisdom, and originality, shining intellectual light on a
darkened world. But the danger of following heroes is well
illustrated here, for Lewis was surely a genius and I was not.
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In fact, this romantic image of the independent man of genius
clashed with one of my real but unromantic strengths. I was a
people person, and I had originally begun taking first-year
Greek because I thought I was to become a pastor. I was gifted
in teaching, loved the scriptures, and was energized and
intrigued by the human condition. At the time, however, the
particular emphasis among Christians at my university was
away from full-time ministry. Real
Christians,
I understood, were called to
VEN OUR GOOD
the marketplace or the university—not the
AMBITIONS—OR church. This notion participated in a diviOUR AMBITIONS sion of work that had ramifications both
historical and cultural. In her book, Selling
FOR GOODNESS— Ourselves Short: Why We Struggle to
CAN GET IN THE Earn a Living and Have a Life , Catherine
WAY OF OUR Wallace traces the ways in which real
work came to be characterized by autonoCALLING. my, independence, rationality, and competition.4 She argues that, from Roman stoicism through Victorian progress to our
globally competitive economy, history has valorized and typed
as masculine work that is perceived as independent—the warrior, the scholar, the entrepreneur. The competitive and intellectual virtues came to be privileged over those emphasizing caring
and collaboration, which came to be typed as feminine, located
not in the world of man’s work but in the home. Today, says
Wallace, we still feed off this gender dualism, dangerously
abstracting from the world of work both care and mutual
dependence. This gendering of work has left us with a crisis of
care in the marketplace, among its workers and, increasingly, in
our homes where care is now outsourced so that we all, male
and female, can pursue “real work.”

E

In what is probably the first and best novel of vocation,
George Eliot’s Middlemarch, the young protagonist Dorothea
Brooke, struggling to find a great work in life, yearns for a
“masculine” scholarly vocation instead of marriage, family, and
local charity—the traditional vocations for nineteenth-century
women. Says the narrator: “Those provinces of masculine
knowledge seemed to her a standing ground from which all
truth could be seen more truly . . . how could she be confident
that one room cottages [local reforms] were not for the glory of
God when men who knew the classics appeared to conciliate
indifference to the cottages with zeal for glory?”5 In her mind,
Dorothea contrasts “masculine” intellectual work—independent and competitive—with her desires to reform the cottages of
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exploited tenants on local farms, privileging the former where
all the “glory” lies. To be clear, Wallace would not call women
like Dorothea to remain at home, sustaining societal care for
rest of us. Rather, she argues that care and relationship need to
be considered part of real work for both men and women, at
home and in the marketplace, if we are not to become more
depressed even as we become more successful.
Certainly something of the romantic glory of the self-sufficient
intellectual doing pen-and-paper battle with opposing scholars
played into my decision to pursue an academic vocation rather
than a pastoral one, which by comparison felt vaguely soft and
inglorious. In the Christian college where I now teach, these
values happen to be inverted. It is the calling into professional
ministry that is sometimes privileged, dividing sacred from secular work in a hierarchy that the Reformation sought to erase. At
the same time, however, those from our Christian communities
whose callings break successfully into “the world”—say, in
politics or media—are disproportionately celebrated and
quickly become icons of Christian success. Clearly, complex and
contradictory values of vocation are at play.
Fortunately, in my case, the cultural forces shaping my decisions were not entirely blinding—just distorting. Knowing
then what I know now, I might still have chosen the work I do,
for I love literature and still wonder at the ways it grants
understanding to me and my students. But some important
choices I have made within this profession might have been
quite different with a little suspicion of the inherited models.
At some point in many of our vocational journeys, we move
from this learning stage to the productive stage. We discover
that employers actually require results and productivity now
becomes the mantra. Most of our jobs tie our paychecks to our
productivity, making our income the game’s scoreboard—the
measure of our own “worth.” Because in such game-worlds my
worth is relative to my opponent’s or even my colleague’s score,
I become swept up in a race that can largely determine the
remaining days of my life. In short, we follow the money wherever it leads. The frenzy of a consumer society sweeps us along
as we find that our desire for stuff requires a growing income,
and so, greater productivity and longer hours at work.
In my field, literary studies, the connection between productivity and paycheck is a little more circuitous. Books written by
academics are seldom profitable; their audience is primarily uni-
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versity libraries and the few specialists in the field. Instead of
large advances and royalties, successful academics are rewarded
with promotions and job security. Salary gains from these, however, are usually modest, and don’t come close to compensating
for the years it can take to write an academic book. No, such
books should be written for the love of the subject and for how
they serve to inform others. But they can be and often are written for the love of self—the particular status
we may enjoy as experts in the field, as
HE DESIRE TO
“players.” But whatever the incentives,
HAVE AN IMPACT IN productivity warms us with tangible eviTHE WORLD CAN BE dence that we are doing something in the
world—that we are something. All of this,
EASILY CO-OPTED BY of course, is the established way of the
A SELF THAT ENJOYS world. But that does not make it less hazTHE FEELING OF ITS ardous to our souls. We just get used to it.

T

OWN STRENGTH.

Even in circles of Christian ministry,
productivity reigns, though here it is translated into the language of “impact.” We
commonly find the word embedded in mission statements, as in
“impacting the world for the kingdom of God.” In such contexts, “impact” appears to fit and certainly describes the need
for powerful change in our world—which we should want for
the world’s sake. But the violence of the image should give us
pause. Google the word and you will find it associated with
crash tests, asteroid collisions, and, interestingly, marketing
studies. In other words, it is about power, and when used positively it is often about our power. The desire to have an impact
in the world can be easily co-opted by a self that enjoys the
feeling of its own strength. That is why the word sells.
In the sphere of vocation, especially among the faithful, the
temptation can be to move toward those professions that will
promise the most impact. A case in point is a student who
recently asked to talk with me about her own vocational plans.
She was an art major, and by her own estimation, creating art is
what she did best and enjoyed most. But this didn’t feel very
“impactful” to her. She asked me which careers I thought made
the most impact in the world. I understood her desire. But the
question, I thought, was a dangerous one, for it can lead us
away from the realities of our own gifts and limits, and into
vocations for which we are ill matched. It can also set us back
on the old treadmill of comparison. In his book on Benedictine
spirituality and work, Norvene Vest says, “When we compare
our sense of power or helplessness with that of another, we are
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inevitably captured by the competitive spirit that is so destructive to care.”6 The result, says Merton, is envy: “we want to
taste the success that belongs to others.”7
I will confess to being a comparaholic. Like Percy’s envious
neighbor, I find the success of others disorienting. The news of
another’s success can make me believe I am not doing enough,
not producing enough, even pursuing the wrong career.
Opportunities for comparison and self-doubt in my life seem to
be everywhere, but I can count on them coming quarterly in my
alma mater’s alumni magazine. In the back of each issue, I can
look up my year and read updates on my former classmates—
updates that inevitably list recent triumphs. One writes in that
he is now doing cinematography for Stephen Spielberg. Another
notes that she is “still enjoying” her vice-presidency of a Fortune
500 company. No one ever writes in to report his layoff.
Where comparisons do not charge in, the world’s needs do.
Around the clock, news services bring before us tragedy and suffering from around the globe. It overwhelms, and we feel even
more powerless, more dissatisfied with our gifts and abilities,
and more ineffective in our careers. Faced with the world’s need
and our relative comfort, we feel useless and guilty. To the
degree that guilt moves us to see our complicity in injustice and
meet the specific needs of others, it can be good. Dostoevsky
was a master at probing the self-deception of our benevolent
ambitions. In The Brothers Karamazov, one woman insists
that she loves mankind; however, the next moment she
observes, “but I am amazed at myself, the more I love
mankind, in general, the less I love people in particular.”8
Ironically, in Dostoyevsky’s fiction, characters who once “loved
humanity” and even became activists end up hating humanity
for how its bottomless needs ultimately reveal their powerlessness. This suggests what we all know, that service generated by
guilt does not last and may often lead to burnout or cynicism.
Led around by our insecurities, envy, and guilt, embedded in
a culture preoccupied by productivity, competition, and consumerism, confused by gender dualisms, haunted by a world of
need and the specter of our own powerlessness—it’s a wonder
that any of us can hear the call of vocation clearly. To my own
moanings about calling and significance, readers may want to
say simply, “Just get over yourself. Do some volunteer work.”
Getting over myself is indeed the goal. But I’ve found I cannot
leap over myself. The soul hunger that cries out for significance
simply won’t be ignored. What needs our attention is that which
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truly generates our hunger. Before, I called it a fear of nothingness. It might be more accurate to call it loneliness.
Here, a little spiritual theology is helpful. Philosopher John
Coe, following Kierkegaard, maintains that “the self is radically
relational.”9 The problem, he says, is that each of us is born
alone. On the Christian model, while God is among us, he is not
necessarily in us—at least not at birth. We
HOULD WE VIEW grow up, then, plagued with an “existential loneliness,” with hearts empty of what
WORK AS MERE should be there—another to love us. This
SUBSISTENCE OR loneliness is our soul hunger, and we grope
for things to fill it. This can be anything—
DIVINE SERVICE sports, entertainment, shopping, gamOR SOMEWHERE bling, sex, drugs, a self-righteous morality,
IN BETWEEN? rebellion, children, leadership, politics,
beauty, brilliance—anything to which we
WHAT MOST can attach to fill up the emptiness. Fearing
THEOLOGIANS that our loneliness, insecurity, and inadequacy will become obvious, we develop
AGREE ON . . . IS “false selves,” those selves that we think
THAT AT SOME others will find impressive, successful, or
LEVEL WORK AND cool. Such false selves thrive on competencies, strengths, and visions of success. We
CALLING IS ABOUT know that we are broken, and we mistake
THE CARE OF these bandages for healing. These, however, only cover but cannot treat the emptiOTHERS.
ness. Work, I’ve been arguing, can become
one such cover or attachment, and our
successful selves one kind of false self. This can explain a lot,
including the now almost daily reports of “successful” folk
whose lives turn out to be teetering on the edge of depression,
addiction, obsession and suicide. And those are only the ones
“important” enough to make the news.

S

The real need I had that night at fourteen was, in fact, not to
find a career or calling that would fill me up. Rather, I needed
to be loved. Frederich Buechner’s famous definition of vocation
as discovering “how our deep need meets the world’s hunger”
is partly right. But the deep need here is not for a calling but for
love. Psychology’s version of this is “attachment theory,” where
healing comes as we learn to attach to others in caring relationships. In my tradition, the ultimate attachment should be to
God, who is the only being able to know me completely without being repulsed by what he may find. Of course, I have
known from childhood that God loves me. But that truth has
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been largely on file. For most of my life, I have sought to be
successful rather than loved.
It is being grounded in such love, however, that may allow me
to get over the self, no longer compulsively preoccupied with
my work or calling. Those who are loved deeply can perhaps
resist envying others’ successes and the strange vocational
detours that result. We can come to see both our giftedness and
our limits without the anxiety of impact. We can cease trying to
contort ourselves into false selves that seek praise, increasing
the chances that we will find and own the kinds of work most
congruent with who we are.
Indeed, honestly identifying our giftedness and our limits
turns out to be rather important. Research suggests that our talents are relatively hardwired. With mind-boggling speed and
complexity, synaptic connections form in childhood which will
largely determine the talents we have and the ones we don’t.
“For most practical purposes,” says one researcher, “the configuration of your mental network, with its range of stronger to
weaker connections, doesn’t change much after your midteens.”10 The hard reality is this: while we certainly can improve
our weaknesses, we will probably never be like that girl who
consistently and with relative ease succeeds in tasks or situations
in which we struggle. But by the same token, she will not be able
to mimic exactly the ways in which we thrive. This should be
liberating, for it allows us to detach from the compulsive and
egoistic need to be among the best at everything. We are free to
“find the place God wants for us in the modern world and carry
on our work even though it be no more than the work of an ant,
infinitesimally small, and with unforeseeable results.”11
Ironically, then, the loved self, doing a work for which it is
well matched becomes effective precisely by detaching from
the need for “impact.” Dorothy Sayers in her essay “Why
Work?” writes that “to aim directly at serving the community
is to falsify the work.”12 Of the several reasons she gives for
this, one is that seeking to please a public compromises the
work, for the public taste is a less than reliable measure of
what good work is. Of her own time, she says “We began by
pandering to public demand and ended by frantically trying to
create public demand for an output so false and meaningless
that even a doped public revolted from the trash offered.” 13
For Sayers, “The only way of serving the community is to be
truly in sympathy with community . . . and then to serve the
work without giving community another thought. It is the
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work that serves community; the business of the worker is to
serve the work.” 14
If we do serve work congruent with ourselves, what often
results, again according to Wallace, is “flow”—those moments
when we lose all sense of time, and of ourselves, in work. The
technical term for this is “autotelic” activity, and it occurs when
we find the task at hand intrinsically satisfying
and compelling.15 Granted, these
F WE CAN DETACH
moments can be fleeting, but during such
ENOUGH FROM THE times we sense that this is life as it should
NEED TO PLEASE be—free from the compulsions to use
work for some other end—like our egos.
OTHERS AND TO “When we do the best we can at a chalTASTE ANOTHER’S lenging task,” writes Wallace, “and yet we
SUCCESS, WE CAN do so without anxiety about our performance, our actions are at some level deeply
SEE MOST CLEARLY effortless.” In such a flow, we are usually
THE WAYS IN WHICH quite productive, although the metaphor I
prefer is not an industrial but an organic
OUR TRUE SELVES one: we become fruitful. Work in this ideal
MOST WANT TO mode is so well aligned with our formaSERVE OTHERS, tion that it is more like a flowering than a
product, bearing each of our imprints in
LEADING US TO THE ways that express, if unconsciously, our
KINDS OF WORK differences. Magic Johnson and Michael
Jordan both made the same work look
WE DO BEST.
easy—natural—but their styles, their
rhythms, were unmistakably unique. In
this sense, work is self ex-pression, a pressing out of the self.
Certainly, we should be skeptical of theories of calling that posit
self-expression as either the beginning or end of work. Pursuing
work as self-expression can tempt us to distinguish ourselves
merely in order to stake out an identity. The desire simply to be
different is shallow soil for vocation, often leading away from
our callings. Nevertheless, there also seems possible a holy creativity in a trinitarian mode, reflecting our “image” and yet
doing so in ways that move us toward others.

I

One cannot deny, however, that undercutting the ideal models
of work above is a biblical recognition of the drudgery and futility that accompanies much human work in a sinful and transitory world.”16 Of course, this is not because work is inherently
evil. Biblically speaking, since work was given before the fall, it
is in some sense fundamental to what it means to be humans
made in the image of God. The debate revolves around how
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much theological and ethical significance to assign work and
with what justification. Is scriptural language of calling confined
to the general calling to repent, find forgiveness, and grow in the
Spirit, or does it extend to particular callings we each have to
love and serve the Lord and one another? Should we imagine
such callings as singular and unchanging, applying to work
Paul’s admonition for each one “to retain the place in life that
the Lord assigned to him and to which God has called him” (1
Corinthians 7:17 [NIV])? Or should we imagine that our callings may constantly change as we are granted various gifts to
carry out particular tasks, as when the Lord filled craftsmen
“with the Spirit of God, with skill, ability and knowledge in all
kinds of crafts” to work on the tabernacle (Exodus 35:31
[NIV])?17 Do the spiritual gifts listed in Romans 12 and 1
Corinthians 12 apply to the world of work, or are they confined
to ministry in the body of Christ or even just to those with
“sacred” callings, as some still argue? Do we work primarily to
express the creative image of God found in Genesis or to effect
the transformation of the world realized in Revelation? Should
we view ourselves in work as “cocreators” with God or does
this, as Stanley Hauerwas says, risk making work “an idolatrous
activity through which we try to secure and guarantee our significance”?18 Should we view work as mere subsistence or divine
service or somewhere in between? The theological issues are
complex and volumes have been written trying to sort them out.
What most theologians agree on, however, is that at some
level work and calling is about the care of others. In discussing
autotelic activity, Wallace suggests that “flow” in work often
emerges as we become aware of helping others. This indicates
that there is some “deep human need to contribute to the common good” that can be consciously integrated into the activity
of work.19 In his book, Vocation: Discerning our Callings in
Life, Douglas Schurmann defends the Protestant notion of calling as first and foremost about serving God and our neighbor,
urging that vocational choices should be made with a view to
the current needs of our community, culture, and world.20 In this
sense, there is a “givenness” to vocation as we make our choices not from a vast sea of options from which we must select the
one, most fulfilling work, but as we look at what and who lies
about us at any given time. Gordon Smith, linking our gifts to
our hearts, writes that “our vocational identity is aligned in
some way with how we uniquely see the pain and brokenness of
the world.”21 He does warn, à la Sayers that, “often we miss our
vocation because our sense of the needs of the world is informed
and shaped by the expectations of others.”22 In other words, if
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we can detach enough from the need to please others and to
taste another’s success, we can see most clearly the ways in
which our true selves most want to serve others, leading us to
the kinds of work we do best.
In theory, this all looks right. But it also obscures a hard
reality—the great difficulty of detaching from the many compulsions, inside and out, that have formed
ISCOVERING AND over a lifetime of attachment and that
doggedly distort our vocational vision
PURSUING THE and practice. In other words, it is a battle.
ANCIENT AND Ironically, however, the battle for such
detachment takes place not in work but in
MODERN PRACTICES rest. We know this because the one thing
THAT OPEN US harder than doing something is doing
MORE FULLY TO nothing. Pascal writes, “Nothing is so
unbearable to a man as to be completely
GOD’S LOVE MAY BE at rest, without passions, without busiTHE ONLY CALLING ness, without diversion, without study.
He then feels his nothingness, his fakeTHAT CAN FREE ness, his insufficiency, his dependence, his
US FROM THE weakness, his emptiness” (Pensees 131).23
COMPULSIONS THAT When we are forced to be rather than do,
to be at rest rather than at work, the old
RIDDLE OUR WORK. nothingness or loneliness comes charging
back. We cannot bear to be ourselves, by
ourselves, without the cover that our
false, working selves provide. The evidence for this is that even
our leisure has become work—yet another arena in which to
display our own strengths and achievements. For such a person
(which is each of us), “the act of resting” says Merton, “is the
hardest, most courageous act he can perform: and often it is
quite beyond his power.”24 “As long as we are on earth,” he continues, “our vocation is precisely to be imperfect, incomplete,
insufficient in ourselves, changing, hapless, destitute, and
weak”—for it is in the awareness of our deep need that we are
most open to divine love.25 And it is only in the rest of divine
love and acceptance that we can be ourselves, recognizing and
engaging in our work with a joy and self-forgetfulness that frees
us to serve others rather than envy them. And so perhaps our
most basic calling is as William Blake says: “We are put on earth
for a little space that we may learn to bear the beams of love.”26
This, I hope, is more than pious sentiment. Discovering and pursuing the ancient and modern practices that open us more fully
to God’s love may be the only calling that can free us from the
compulsions that riddle our work. Otherwise, our labor may
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remain, as the sage of Ecclesiastes fears, “a meaningless chasing
after the wind” (Ecclesiastes 4:4 [NIV]).
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VOCATION AND THE
VIEW FROM THE BACK
OF THE TAPESTRY
A Conversation with Leif Enger
By Dennis Vogt and Marit Kreuger

L

eif Enger is the author of the novel Peace Like a River.
Released in 2001, just before September 11, it took a
while to garner attention. But by the end of the year
it had become a best seller. Time Magazine and the
Los Angeles Times each named it one of their Best Books of
the Year. Its popularity endures. In the spring of 2004, the city
of Denver selected Peace Like a River for its “One Book, One
City” initiative. Everyone in the city was encouraged to read
and participate in organized discussions of Enger’s “beautiful
and passionate novel,” according to organizers of the initiative.

Set in rural Minnesota in the early 1960s, the story revolves
around an eleven-year-old boy named Reuben Land, who has
severe asthma, and the boy’s father, Jeremiah, who has an
uncanny association with miracles, but can’t obtain one to
heal his son. The other characters are Reuben’s nine-year-old
sister Swede, a precocious cook and poet, and their brother
Davy, a self-sufficient man’s man at fifteen. Reuben, narrating
retrospectively, unfolds their story.
In 1948, Jeremiah miraculously survives a dramatic encounter
with a tornado, rethinks his life, and throws over his promising
medical career. He becomes a plumber’s assistant and begins a
permanent career in the menial job field. After Swede is born,
his unhappy wife gives up on him and abandons the family. In
1962, Jeremiah is working as a janitor in the Roofing town
school. After a football game, he intervenes to stop two
teenaged thugs from assaulting a girl in the locker room of the
school gym. These two threaten to get even with the Land
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family and begin a campaign of escalating terror. Jeremiah
depends on God for protection. Davy is not so trusting. One
dark and stormy night, the two thugs break into the Lands’
home, and the story plummets down the first breathtaking
drop of this roller coaster of a tale.
Enger was born in 1961 in Sauk Center, Minnesota. His
father was a high school band director and
his
mother was a teacher at Osakis High
HE IDEA OF A
School. Enger met his wife, Robin Reed,
“CALLING” MAKES at Moorhead State University, where he
MORE SENSE AS was studying English and she was studying education. They have been married for
I GET OLDER twenty-three years. Enger worked as a
AND SEE IT IN reporter and producer for the Minnesota
LESS DRAMATIC Public Radio program “Mainstreet
Radio” for sixteen years. The Engers curLIGHTING. rently live with their two home-schooled
WE ALL WANT THE sons, ages thirteen and seventeen, on a
fifty-six–acre field and woodland farm
AUDIBLE VOICE near Aitkin, Minnesota. With the success
POINTING US HERE of Peace Like a River, Leif is able to write
OR THERE, full time. Like Ratty in The Wind in the
Willows, he loves “messing about in
BUT FOR ME, boats,” particularly ones about twentyGOD’S HAND IS five feet long with winged keels and sails.

T

USUALLY PLAINEST
IN THE REARVIEW
MIRROR.

Mars Hill Review: You were raised in a
family that loved books. Your parents read
to you from the time you were a small
child. Your brother teaches writing. When
did the thought of being a writer nestle
into your own heart? When did you first begin to act on it?
Leif Enger: By the time I realized it was writing, I had been
doing it several years as play—making rhythmic ballads about
baseball players, gorillas, aggressive classmates. I still have
them, or most of them, and as writing goes they’re pretty bad,
going to amazing lengths for a rhyme or pun. Language has
always been the best toy in the box. I didn’t conceive of writing
as a profession until late high school, when an English teacher
told me about Susie Hinton who wrote The Outsiders at the age
of seventeen. This teacher told me I should try a novel so I tried
one but couldn’t make it go. I tried several more in the coming
years and they didn’t go either. But that English teacher gave me
something to aim at, the word “novelist,” which never lost its
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appeal. Later my brother Lin, similarly afflicted, suggested we
collaborate on a crime novel, a serious attempt at writing for
pay. The pay was not much, as it turned out, but the profit was
experience and many good days with Lin.
MHR: Has writing stories been a clear “calling” for you?
Something you were given by God to do?
LE: The idea of a “calling” makes more sense as I get older and
see it in less dramatic lighting. We all want the audible voice
pointing us here or there, but for me, God’s hand is usually
plainest in the rearview mirror. That’s where things line up and
form a picture. If a “calling” means “what you are supposed
to do,” then the following is rational: In college courses, in
church circles, in previous jobs, I often had the sense of being
a fake or impostor. Take reporting—in a newsroom where so
many journalists seemed truly interested in Government Policy
or Education Issues or Rooting Out Intolerant People, the only
stories I really wanted to write were about old men who trap
leeches for a living, or youngsters inventing solar go-carts, or
the Austrian family raising Lipizzan stallions in the penurious
outback—stuff where you can afford to describe your subject’s
eyes, or his messy canoe, and where the weather matters more
than the politics. These stories won’t change anybody’s routine
or make them worry about their drinking water, but they were
a balm and salve and I enjoyed them. In journalism, however,
this sort of thing can only take you so far and then you are
expected to grow up and scare some people. I did not want to
feel like an outsider; therefore I took the usual reporting workshops and fellowships in order to gin up the proper zeal, but
it didn’t help. When I had the chance to leave reporting and try
fiction full time, I noticed two things: first, it’s very hard to
spend all day at the desk when there is coffee in the kitchen,
and second, while there is no guarantee my next book will
succeed, I no longer have the niggling sense of being an impostor inside my profession. Humble as that is, it feels like “calling”
to me.
MHR: Did you harbor a vision of being a successful writer? If
so, how would you have defined success? Has your definition
changed over time?
LE: I suppose I’d have defined it in the usual ways, in royalties,
in numbers. Certainly when Lin and I were writing the crime
novels we scoured our quarterly statements for affirmation
(and were disappointed every time). When you are twenty-nine
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and writing clipped sentences about corpses and fistfights,
your picture of success probably looks a lot like Robert B.
Parker—leather jacket, sunglasses, dog on a taut chain. Nothing
against Robert but the picture is different now. I see Graham
Greene, Walker Percy. You still get crime, punishment, humor,
and characters defined through action, but you also get man’s
need for a redemption outside himself and admit to a big,
unpredictable universe where God can do
’VE A PERSISTENT whatever he likes.

I

HUNCH THAT WHEN
THE CURTAIN IS
DRAWN BACK WE
WILL SEE THAT ALL
ALONG ANOTHER
HOLY INVERSION
HAS BEEN AT WORK,
AND THAT
ROMANCE IS THE
STONE FLOOR ON
WHICH WE ALL,
BELIEVERS AND
SKEPTICS, HAVE
MADE OUR DANCE.

MHR: Has journalism become “polemicism”?

LE: Certainly much journalism falls into
that category. It’s not a new development;
objectivity as an ideal rides the pendulum
in and out of favor. Right now it’s out. It’s
human nature, after all, to believe you are
right and to argue your point. In our
times this has led to a general condescension in much reporting, an air of moral
and intellectual superiority. It has led to a
glut of talk shows in which opinion takes
on the patina of news, and to Michael
Moore, an effective entertainer, being
labeled a journalist. So there’s plenty of
confusion and bluster in the business, but
then there always has been. If I were starting out in the press today it would probably be as a sportswriter, where the stakes
are comfortably low and the audience
arrives in a good mood.
MHR: How did you make the move from writing commercially focused, formula detective stories to one about as far from
commercial formula as it is possible to be? Where did this story
come from?
LE: It emerged out of the stories I grew up hearing and reading,
and out of the suffering of our asthmatic son, and out of the
gladness and gratitude I felt that even the smallest of us are
given a part in the wide romance. Our pastor, who is also my
brother-in-law, talks about the purposes of God being visible to
us only as the threads in the back of a tapestry—they go here
and there, usually at odd angles, knotted off at strange places,
and the arrangement seems random or illogical to us in our tiny
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corner of the fabric. Yet on the other side of the cloth there is
structure, clear destiny, blinding color, an unimaginably beautiful story being told. I think what allowed me access to the novel
was the slow death of the commercially ambitious mysteries you
mention. How hard we worked on those, my brother Lin and
I—what fun we had, and how heartbreaking to write five books
and see each sell fewer copies than the last! That was a dark
knot in the old tapestry! As a certified failure, there was nothing
to write for except delight. And so the book took shape as a tale
filled with the things that delighted me most—danger, romance,
sacrifice, rhyming verse, men outside the law, human pride frustrated, a suffering child healed at last.
MHR: We understand it took six years of early morning and
weekend toil to complete Peace Like a River. What kept you
going?
LE: Actually five years, but your question makes me sound
more disciplined than I was. There were weeks, sometimes
months, when I didn’t work on it for reasons of busyness or lassitude. But on returning to the story I always found it still likable, still a delight to think about and a source of surprises.
Also, Robin and the boys stayed interested. That was key. Had
my family been bored with the story, had they rolled their eyes
when I approached with fresh pages, I don’t know that I could
have finished.
MHR: I’m a preacher’s kid and grew up in a “holiness church”
in the fifties. My dad loved having ten-day revivals with preachers like your Reverend Johnny Latt. They always stayed at our
house. Each one was spectacularly himself, a weird and wonderful mix of unusual physical presence, offbeat musical and
thespian talents, fall-down funny humor, and unexplainable
spiritual power. Every last one of them had a brand new big, fast
car and wore speeding tickets as badges of honor. We were all
enchanted. The house seemed smaller when they left. But I think
my dad would have been troubled by Jeremiah. Even though he
was faithful in attending services, Dad would have seen him as
a lone wolf operating outside the proper authority and discipline of the church. He would have wondered whether Jeremiah
was being a good steward of his life. It occurs to me most of
the pastors I know wouldn’t be very comfortable with either
Jeremiah or Johnny. What does that mean? I’m not sure.
LE: That’s fascinating. You’re describing exactly the itinerant
revivalist on whom I based Johnny Latt, a throwback who
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showed up in our small town several times in the nineties and
had remarkable energy. What chops he had on his silver trumpet! What recriminations he tossed about if the altar call didn’t
yield enough souls for his satisfaction! I grew up in a staid
Lutheran church until the age of thirteen, at which time my parents, who’d been growing dissatisfied there for several years,
moved to a nondenominational charismatic fellowship. It was
all right with me because the services were
F WE BELIEVE GOD exciting and unpredictable, the music was
livelier, and afterward we got to eat with
LOVES ALL OF US, eccentrics. Sometimes sick people got
HIS CREATIONS, healed, sometimes people fell over under
the power of the Holy Spirit, and someGOOD AND BAD, times they got pushed over by a sweaty
THEN WHAT guy who meant well and liked being up
BUSINESS HAVE WE front. It was messy and besmirched. It
made me revere God more and men less.

I

CREATING
I don’t know about the “lone wolf”
CHARACTERS WE
idea as the phrase evokes someone acting
DESPISE? IT’S A in his own interest at the expense of othRECIPE FOR CANT. ers. “Lone sheep” might be more accurate

for Jeremiah, a Christian often away from
the flock yet seeking the Father always.
Would such a person be distrusted and unlikely to make many
friends? Would he be less likely than the crowded ones to hear
the shepherd’s voice?
MHR: In a recent talk to a group of writers, you reflected on
how a story comes to you, what makes it a good story, why
some stories are worth rallying around and some are not worth
your time. For you, a good novel includes hopefulness,
romance, faith, violence, and the “irreplaceable element” of
innocence—even what you call “radical innocence.” Most readers would expect and understand the first four elements but be
surprised by innocence. For many the opposite of innocence is
“worldly wisdom,” a positive thing for them. This makes innocence a species of naïveté. What does innocence mean to you?
LE: It means a willingness to believe that at bottom the world is
a romance, a story being told by the Creator. This point of view
may attract charges of naïveté and foolishness, yet it’s a useful
way to see the universe and one’s tiny life inside it. Besides, how
is it naïve? It accepts experience. It denies neither pain nor
betrayal. In fact it requires them: no great story is without grief
and conflict. The Bible constantly upends human sense and
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intellect—the last becoming first, the foolish confounding the
wise, the proud withering while the humble prosper. It’s interesting that society is constantly looking for myths and romances
to debunk; we have learned to expect that “reality” is nothing
but one bitter pill after another and to fall back on cynicism for
“comfort.” How this chafes! Of course history has its lies and
misconceptions; of course not every verse of poetry is factual!
Yet I’ve a persistent hunch that when the curtain is drawn
back we will see that all along another holy inversion has been
at work, and that romance is the stone floor on which we all,
believers and skeptics, have made our dance.
MHR: You also said that most writers can not open up to innocence. Can you give us some examples of contemporary writers
who do?
LE: Did I say most? I might be wrong. Here are a few: Ron
Hansen. Thomas McGuane. Anne Tyler. Mark Dunn. Jim
Harrison! Brady Udall, Stephen Harrigan, Rick Bass . . . all
right, there are quite a few.
MHR: You suggested that “innocence is as innocence does”
and, by our count, made five observations as to how this works
both in art and in living. The first: “Innocence accepts delight.”
A dictionary definition of delight would be that which “allures,
attracts, charms, or entices.” How are you using it here? In what
would innocence find delight?
LE: I was talking here about humor, which for me is a close third
on the old ingredients list after protagonist and story. Of course
I don’t mean every novel should be Carry On, Jeeves—only half
of them should—but there are so many possible means of
delight in the generous framework of books and language that
it seems shameful to be serious all the time. When Charles Portis
interrupts his heroine’s single-minded quest for justice so that
Rooster Cogburn can have the pleasure of drinking whiskey and
shooting thrown biscuits for half a page, when Pooh asks Owl
what Crustimoney Proseedcake means, when Tom McGuane
counsels forgetting grudges before going out for a day of fishing
“lest you be shriven,” these are things I want to read because
they delight me. Shriven! I’m happy just remembering the line.
It makes me want to read some more of those fishing essays of
McGuane’s, or some William Saroyan. Innocence enjoys the
work, learns its secrets, and comes out clean.
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MHR: “Innocence loves everybody,” you have said. This is certainly not easy to live. What does this mean in the context of
writing novels? What happens when you do and what happens
when you don’t?
LE: When my brother Lin and I were writing mystery novels in
the early ’90s, we started with villains like those common in the
genre: hateful liars with bad breath and
sick
minds, people whose only purpose
F A WRITER’S
was to be loathed by the reader and
INTENTION IS caught (or killed) by the hero. The trouble
FOREMOST TO with this approach is that it’s untrue to the
creative template. If we believe God loves
PERSUADE ME all of us, his creations, good and bad, then
TO THIS OR THAT what business have we creating characters
WAY OF THINKING, we despise? It’s a recipe for cant; a person
might as well hang up stories and run for
I AM GOING TO office. If on the other hand we write
PASS UNLESS THAT antagonists that we love (as opposed to
ones who are merely lovable), villains who
WRITER POSSESSES possess the potential for redemption, as all
A TERRIBLY of us villains do, then we are free to turn
CHARMING VOICE. them loose and see if they’re actually
redeemed in the end, or if they swing. It’s
AS A READER I AM more fun to write this way, and more susHARD TO GET. penseful, and dramatically it works better
as it is closer to the truth.

I

MHR: “Innocence does not preach.” You went on to say that
“preaching is okay” but not in novels. What is okay in novels?
Even though it is not preaching, is there a message in innocence
itself? Or is Samuel Goldwyn right: “If you want to send a message, call Western Union?”
LE: It’s a subjective question. Fiction or non-, I am impatient
with propaganda, be it Ayn Rand or Al Franken or the Sugar
Creek Gang, but I know and respect (and am related to, and
hang out with) many fans of what is called “Christian fiction.”
People have different thresholds. My feeling is that if a writer’s
intention is foremost to persuade me to this or that way of
thinking, I am going to pass unless that writer possesses a terribly charming voice. As a reader I am hard to get. It takes some
courting, and that means characters that bear investment, and
stories that go from one place to another place without telling
me what I should make of it all. I go back to Dickens, to
Stevenson—who better illustrated the Christian worldview?
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And they did it with tales, not sermons.
MHR: “Innocence relinquishes control.” What does this mean
to you as an author? What does it mean to you in life?
LE: To write your best—to do what Madeleine L’Engle called
“serving the work”—I think you end up abandoning certain calculations which can be tempting if you’re especially hungry or
cold. I know one novelist, a writer of real humility and talent,
who was told by an agent that his books would doubtless be
best sellers “if they were set in the capitals of Europe.” That’s a
shameless example but makes the point. John Gardner said that
if you’re set upon writing, the spiritual rewards had better be
enough—the implication being that often those are the only
kind forthcoming. The opposite of innocence is to adhere to the
math, and wear the proper ribbons, and wonder always about
the source of that itch you can’t scratch.
MHR: Some reviewers thought Reuben and Swede a little too
good, too insightful, and too verbally skilled to be true. Maybe
it was Swede’s remarkable knowledge of western lore that got
them pursing their lips. Are the expectations we have of children
these days too low? What do you think?
LE: I don’t know what to say about this, except that none of the
Land children seem unrealistic to me. I guess as literary characters their natures and speech are apt to be clarified or honed, but
it is my experience that children (my own and others) are as
individual as adults and often have observant and insightful
things to say, if anyone is listening.
MHR: In Peace Like a River , Jeremiah says, “We and the world,
my children, will always be at war. Retreat is impossible. Arm
yourselves.” What is the nature of this war? How do you arm
yourself?
LE: Well, the world generally isn’t interested in what
Christianity offers. What does the old man want? Let’s see:
approval, respect, coolness, good-looking friends, power, the
autonomy of the bought conscience, wealth if possible, and say,
why not a bit of adulation? (I can always turn it down, and look
good doing so.) The old man wants to be his own God, and
probably yours too. Nothing messes up this happy picture like
some crank in a hair shirt reminding us there is a genuine
Almighty and that our self-made righteousness equals exactly
puke. No wonder kings dread prophets! No wonder prophets
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have so many hard days! That is the war in one sense, but the
other more common war is that of attrition wherein we are
called to simply persevere, in humility and—good grief—love.
Love your enemies. What a cussed rule for a general to give his
soldiers but it looks like we’re stuck with it. We arm ourselves,
as you know, with prayer and with the Word, but it has to be
the whole Word or the armory is bare. Bask in the Psalms all
you like, but then there is James to deal
with,
not to mention the appalling and
HE OPPOSITE OF
impolite Ecclesiastes.

T

INNOCENCE IS TO
ADHERE TO THE
MATH, AND WEAR
THE PROPER
RIBBONS, AND
WONDER ALWAYS
ABOUT THE SOURCE
OF THAT ITCH YOU
CAN’T SCRATCH.

MHR: Americans love “lone hero saves
the day” stories. Your book pulls the reader in partly because it describes a “way of
the faithful servant” that’s true to the tapestry you described earlier. It’s about a
company of people who are at the same
time heroes and not heroes. In this respect
it has a biblical sensibility. Does any of this
resonate with you?

LE: The truth is when I drew up the character of Davy I thought Peace Like a River
was to be a sort of Lone Hero book—my
very loose interior blueprint held dear an unrepentant Davy and
a Reuben who chooses to support him without question to the
bitter end. The whole Clint Eastwood/Butch Cassidy/self-reliant
American attitude is most attractive to me and I did not foresee
that Reuben’s feelings about his brother’s actions would come
under conviction or that he would have at last to relinquish
Davy to a law and logic higher than his own. When these things
began to happen, the daily writing became scary and thrilling
and a frontier in which any number of awful mistakes might
happen. This strikes me as quite lifelike, and for me it is necessary to rely as completely as possible on the God who is not only
the Weaver but the hero and point of the story. What is finally
heroic is submission, without which bravery and steadfastness
only take you so far.
MHR: Jeremiah’s prayer life is bit of a mystery. We don’t know
the content of his prayers. Sometimes miracles occur, but it is
not clear what effectual connection they have to his fervent
prayer. At Reuben’s birth, Jeremiah commands a miracle. One
shows up. In the middle of the story small (can any miracle be
small?) miracles appear to show up unbidden. But sometimes
nothing happens. While other miracles occur, Reuben’s asthma
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is not healed. And, sometimes what shows up is a kind of antimiracle. Jeremiah believed God would protect his family. “It’s
all taken care of.” But, he surely couldn’t have imagined a
killing would be the means. So what is the function of prayer in
the tapestry?
LE: The function of prayer is communication, to be in contact,
to stay in touch. To be reassured the Weaver is at work. This is
not to diminish the importance of direct answers to prayer,
which we see often if we are looking (and praying). By all
means, let there be answers! But even when they don’t seem
forthcoming, or when the answers seem mystifying or at odds
with the questions, we are his creatures and need to keep seeking him. Communication means listening as well as talking.
Sometimes it also means just waiting. Every conversation—
every good conversation—has silences.
MHR: Reuben’s asthma attacks are a constant threat in the
book. To provide relief, the family beats on his back which
enables him to breathe. What happens physiologically when you
do this? Is this an age-old palliative? Was it still used in the ’60s
when the book takes place? Have drugs or other therapies supplanted this approach in recent times?
LE: When our oldest son was five, a dramatic asthma attack
landed him at Children’s Hospital in Minneapolis, where a
strong, competent, determined nurse pounded his back for fifteen minutes, turned him and pounded his chest for fifteen
more, then let him rest an hour before repeating the treatment.
As she explained it to us, the pounding loosens the material collecting inside the lungs’ constricted airways. It makes an immediate difference. More importantly it allows the lungs to absorb
the Albuterol or other medication being delivered via nebulizer
to the lung passages. While writing Peace Like a River, I asked
several older asthmatics about the treatments they received as
children—all of them mentioned being whacked on the back,
and most also were given adrenaline injections, which they said
were quite effective. In more recent years steroids have been
used under severe conditions; Ty was treated with steroids a
number of times, with wonderful results. We also tried steam
treatments a few times, such as those described in the novel, but
without much success.
MHR: At the beginning of the book, Reuben says, “I believe I
was preserved to be a witness. . . .” At the end he says, “Is there
a single person on whom I can press belief? No sir. All I can do
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is say, Here’s how it went. Here’s what I saw. . . . Make of it
what you will.” Many Christians think of “witnessing” not as
observation and honest report but as a methodological format
for telling and selling the gospel to unbelievers. Over our lifetime, this latter mode seems to be working less well. Do you
have any thoughts about the two kinds of witnessing with
respect to the opportunity for writers? Or for everyday believers
who desire to be faithful in sharing the
HAT IS FINALLY good news?

W

HEROIC IS
SUBMISSION,
WITHOUT WHICH
BRAVERY AND
STEADFASTNESS
ONLY TAKE YOU
SO FAR.

LE: It’s easy to doubt the worth of “street
witnessing” as it so often depends on a
confrontational method that appears selfrighteous, and since it’s often been a practice of young Christians with more zeal
than sense. It’s easy to argue that this sort
of thing does more harm than good—when
I was in college, having been a believer
since the age of eleven, several Campus
Crusade–types cornered me in the student
union and “witnessed” until I was embarrassed to be a Christian. And yet, they were doing their best, as
the saying goes, “by the lights they had,” and it may well be that
real conversions sometimes happen in exactly this way. I don’t
know. For myself, experience suggests that I cannot argue one
soul into the kingdom. I admire those with the true evangelical
gift but I feel little compulsion to be a persuader, either through
intellect or emotion. Perhaps fear or doubt is to blame, or something as unexciting as laziness. My own apologetics are unsophisticated. I accept the Bible; everything Jesus said was true; I
want my life and work to bear witness to truth. If a Christian
writer seeks God and feels compelled to write truthful evangelical novels, he should do so. If he seeks God and feels compelled
to write another kind of truthful story, be it a court drama or
The Old Man and the Sea, he should do that. God makes use of
us all, somehow. As for witnessing: the most powerful witnesses
I’ve ever seen, and those with the greatest impact, have been
quiet individuals who did nothing to build themselves up in
anyone’s sight. They were not “street witnesses” or soapboxers;
they were steady parents and employees who picked up after
themselves, appeared when needed, and did not “sell” the faith
but spoke of it with respect and restraint.
MHR: Thank-you.
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LAST JUDGMENT
By Michael Kula

H

ad she been the type of person who prayed or who
believed in praying, Andrea would have paused
where she stood, her hand outstretched against the
door to the gymnasium, and she would have asked
for something. What exactly, she wasn’t certain—maybe for victory, maybe simply for patience—but she didn’t. She hesitated
only long enough to look up at the half-scaffolded church next
door and recall how the news images of the fire had captivated
her a year earlier. She remembered the scenes of the helicopter
flying over the burning skeleton of the building, the smoke billowing out from the hole left by the fallen rose window, the
parishioners huddled in tears across the street as the firefighters
looked on helplessly.
But that was back when this church meant nothing to her,
back before she’d ever dreamt of creating any kind of religious
art. Now, however, as she opened the heavy door to the church’s
gym, she could think of nothing but victory. She’d labored over
her sculpture for months and now felt proud of what she’d ultimately created, even if the idea of carving a Last Judgment scene
seemed strange for a person who’d never believed in any of it.
Inside the gym, rows of carefully aligned chairs converted the
basketball court into a makeshift church, green banners commemorating past athletic championships hanging from the rafters.
Two men stood across the room near the temporary altar and the
front of a raised stage cut into the wall behind it, where the two
sculptures sat displayed on steel easels in the center. From where
she stood, however, Andrea couldn’t distinguish enough detail in
either of the plaster slabs to determine which one was hers.
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“Andrea?” one of the men called out, his voice echoing in the
airy silence of the gym. She walked toward them down the center aisle, feeling scrutinized the way she imagined a bride must
on her wedding day. One of the men wore a plaid shirt with
jeans and pointy boots that clunked on the hardwood floor; a
gray ponytail bobbed from side to side with each of his steps.
The other man was heavyset but moved in a fluid, natural way
that made it seem as if his body were meant to carry that much
weight, like an athlete past his prime. He was dressed in a navy
blue sweat suit, his hair combed over and greased against a
balding scalp.
“I’m Father Kriegel. It’s a pleasure to finally meet you.” To
Andrea’s surprise, the heavier man who looked more like an
out-of-shape basketball coach than a priest extended his hand,
and she shook it. “This is Phillip Aristeade,” he said, gesturing
to the man beside him. “The other finalist, but I suppose you
already knew that.”
Phillip leaned in, his ponytail doing a quick pendulum swing,
and he kissed each of Andrea’s cheeks in a European-style greeting. She’d known about Phillip and his work since graduate
school, when she’d read the cover story in ArtNews about his
commission for the Vietnam Memorial in Philadelphia. She’d
seen his sculptures the previous summer in the Mid-States
Exhibition in Cincinnati, where her single accepted piece had
been surrounded by what seemed like an entire room of his elaborately carved works. Glancing at her sculpture next to his on the
stage, Andrea felt a brief flicker of pride, but as she turned back
to Phillip, the feeling trailed off into stomach-churning nervousness. He appeared taller than he had just a moment earlier.
“I’m a fan of your work,” she said.
“Likewise. I remember the dancer you had in the show in
Cincinnati last year. If I remember correctly, our pieces were in
the same gallery.”
Self-conscious about her work, but even more so about her
own face, Andrea felt herself starting to blush. She wasn’t beautiful or, for that matter, even attractive in most people’s eyes; she
knew this with more certainty than anything else in her life, and
so she saw no need to deceive herself into thinking otherwise. She
knew no matter how hard she tried, she could never change the
fact that she’d been born with a cleft lip and had, at a young age,
endured several surgeries that left her with a badly flattened nose
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and a twisted scar running from her right nostril to her mouth.
Over the years, she’d found the best way to deal with her
appearance had been to accept herself as she was, with the same
blunt realism the world did, a strategy that worked for the most
part, but always seemed to fail at moments like these when she
met someone new and watched as his eyes strained to avoid
focusing on her scar.
“Yes, I think you’re right. They were in the same room.” She
smoothed the fabric of her skirt against her hips, brushed her
hair back from her cheek, and stared down at Phillip’s boots—
a silver decoration covering the toes. “I’m honored that you
remember my work.”
Father Kriegel interrupted before Phillip could respond.
“We’ve got a busy day ahead,” he said, and then began reciting
a quick schedule of the coming events. Later that evening after
Andrea and Phillip had a chance to settle in at their hotels, the
church was hosting a small, formal dinner in their honor in the
rectory. The next morning, Sunday, there would be the usual
two masses, followed by a reception for the congregation
where Father Kriegel would unveil the sculptures, allowing the
parishioners to decide which of the two artists would be awarded the commission. “I know it’s a bit unorthodox, but we
thought the best people to decide would be the ones who would
see the sculpture most often, the ones who’ll be worshipping in
the renovated sanctuary.”
Andrea recalled the moment she had first learned of the competition, when she’d read the article in one of her art magazines
that explained how the fire had nearly destroyed the entire
church—the vivid images she’d seen on the news returning to
her mind. Although no lives had been lost in the blaze, all of the
artwork inside had perished, and the article further explained
that an elderly man who’d been married in the church fifty-three
years earlier had donated a portion of his life savings to commission an artist to recast what had been the church’s pride and
joy: a ten-by-ten–foot bronze relief carving that depicted the
Last Judgment and had sat behind the altar since the church’s
consecration a century earlier.
At first, Andrea had been attracted to the competition for professional reasons. A high-profile commission would do wonders
for her résumé as she headed into tenure review at the college,
and so she began researching Christian iconography. She studied
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the mosaics in Ravenna and Istanbul, medieval manuscript illuminations, and the many frescoes of the Renaissance—all of
which she’d read about in her art history classes, but which she’d
never taken the time to register with more than passing artistic
curiosity, the subject seeming foreign and irrelevant to her life.
But the lure of the commission was too great, and eventually she
sketched her plans for the carving, submitted a set of three elevations detailing her proposed sculpture from multiple angles,
and waited for a response. She’d nearly forgotten about the
drawings when news arrived six months later that her work had
been chosen as one of the two finalists. As requested, she carved
a miniature version of her proposal in plaster and submitted it
for final adjudication: a day that was now at hand.
As Father Kriegel continued talking about the weekend’s
events, Andrea stared past him toward the stage and the two
sculptures. Hers was on the left; that was now clear to her. She
could see the outline of the large Christ in the center of her composition, and she felt a sudden swell of confidence, admiring the
beauty she’d created.
“We couldn’t be more delighted with both of your works,”
Father Kriegel said, as he touched Andrea on the shoulder. “As
far as I’m concerned, you’re both winners.”
Andrea nodded as if in agreement, though she’d never been
one to believe in consolation prizes. Despite his athletic appearance, the priest’s words were those of a man who’d never
engaged in competition, at least not on any meaningful level,
and he still believed in the empty notion that pride of performance was a reward in itself. In Andrea’s world, you either won
or you didn’t; nothing else mattered. There was no Purgatory
for also-rans.
“Now if you’ll excuse me for a moment,” Father Kriegel
said. “I hadn’t expected you all quite this early. I should go
change into something more appropriate. I trust you’ll make
yourselves at home. Have a look around the church if you’d
like. The renovation is almost complete.”
Father Kriegel left, and Andrea and Phillip walked closer to
the sculptures, the thudding of their shoes on the hardwood
court evoking thoughts of infantry heading off to battle. They
stepped around the temporary altar, Phillip bowing reverently as
he passed, and they climbed the stairs to the sculptures on the
stage. Andrea could now smell the chalkiness of the plaster.
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“They really are quite striking,” Phillip said.
Andrea agreed, although she was certain striking wouldn’t
have been her word of choice.
In overall composition, the two works were similar, each
using a central Christ figure as the focal point, each opting for a
young, virile Christ, the same beardless variety preferred by
Michelangelo on the altar wall in the Sistine Chapel, rather than
the wild-eyed version in most Hollywood movies. But there, the
similarities stopped. Phillip’s piece had much more action, more
movement. In his, an intricately carved vine twisted down from
Eden in the upper left corner, wrapped itself around the waist of
his Christ figure in the center, and then snaked its way to the
bottom of the scene where a group of tiny figures huddled in a
miserable looking clump. The relief was carved so deeply that
Christ’s body seemed to levitate off the background, as if the
vine wasn’t supporting the weight of his body, but holding him
back from leaping right out of the plaster—an effect Andrea had
to admit she admired.
In contrast, her piece seemed to have a more formal feel, a
more static organization that left the composition feeling posed.
Andrea had borrowed the arrangement from Dante, structuring
the work according to his vision of judgment: the River Styx near
the bottom, the giant rose petals of Paradise at the top, where
she’d even tucked in a tiny Beatrice complete with a welcoming
smile. A large Christ in the center dominated her scene also, but
he stood rigidly with his arms outstretched as he lifted one group
of figures heavenward and cast another group down toward the
abyss. She’d waited to carve her Christ last, thinking it crucial to
get such a prominent detail just right. She’d stalled for weeks,
leaving his face untouched like an egg in the center, until finally
the inspiration came to her in the model-like looks of a fraternity boy in her Fundamentals of Sculpting class. When Andrea finished the carving, she had to admit she’d surprised herself. The
figure was perfect, she thought, her Christ’s face flawless right
down to the dent in his chin and the dimple in his right cheek.
She didn’t think she’d ever created a more beautiful carving.
“Well, may the best person win,” Phillip said, offering his
hand.
Andrea took it, and squeezed as vigorously as she could, but
Phillip’s large grip overwhelmed her fingers. She stared out over
the empty seats in the gym, trying to picture the rows of anony-
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mous faces who would decide her fate tomorrow. She imagined
those same people seated in front of her carving in the years to
come—celebrating baptisms, marriages and funerals—and she
recalled the words of her figure drawing professor in graduate
school: “Art lives forever.”
The phrase hadn’t seemed to matter to her career thus far, but
now it felt so true, so different from the usual feeling she had
when wealthy suburbanites bought her work at galleries or art
fairs; she often imagined them returning home, tucking her
sculpture into a corner of their cluttered living room or den, relegating her art to an expensive backdrop for their everyday
lives. The church’s commission, however, seemed so permanent,
so meaningful, and Andrea was suddenly struck by the overwhelming desire to win, no longer simply to further her career,
but to feel that her art would somehow matter.
“Yes. May the best person win,” she said.
• • •
At dinner that night Phillip, Father Kriegel, and Ted
Irizinski, the elderly man who’d sponsored the competition,
seemed like old friends as they talked about their childhoods.
They’d grown up with strict mothers, and recalled the days of
knuckle-cracking punishment in Catholic schools, things with
which Andrea had no familiarity. Her own childhood had
been spent in poorer public schools where she’d been picked
on by fellow students for her scarred face and where she’d
spent most days in silent isolation—a lonely existence she was
reminded of as the three men carried on their conversation as
if she wasn’t even there.
Some time after they’d finished picking at their desserts,
Father Kriegel, now dressed in the black clerical attire Andrea
had expected, looked at Phillip and asked when he had first
realized he wanted to be an artist.
“People ask that question a lot,” Phillip said, “but I always
have a tough time answering it.” He drank a last gulp of wine
before continuing. “The best I can say is that I have just always
known.”
Father Kriegel smiled, clearly inviting Phillip to continue.
“I remember asking my parents for a watercolor set when I
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was five,” he said. “The urge was there from the beginning.” He
looked toward Andrea as if awaiting agreement, but she had
nothing to add. His ponytail was pulled tight against his head,
appearing wet or greasy in the light. “You know how it is, when
you crave something? Like chocolate? When you come home
from work, and you have to have something sweet or you think
you’ll go crazy? That’s what it has always been like for me. If I
didn’t have my art, I’d feel like someone was dangling chocolate
in front of me: I could see it, smell it, feel my mouth watering
for it, but I couldn’t eat it.”
Ted interrupted, reciting a quote he claimed was from Saint
Augustine, though Andrea failed to see how it had any bearing
on what Phillip had said. Father Kriegel then told a quick story
about how he’d felt similarly when he decided to enter the seminary. When he finished, he turned to Andrea. “What about
you? When did you know art was your calling?”
This was what Andrea disliked most about religious people:
they always talked about things like callings and divine inspiration and lofty-sounding ideas that made life seem much more
mystical and complex than it needed to be. The truth was,
Andrea didn’t understand what Phillip was talking about. There
had been no cravings for her, no yearning for art, just an everpresent knowledge of her talent.
“When I was a kid,” she said, “I always got made fun of at
school. My friend, Jenny—she was fat—and I during recess
used to hide in the bushes together. One day the janitor found
us and took us to the principal’s office, but instead of getting
mad at us, the principal held our hands and walked us to the
art room. He told us to have at it. The teacher gave us paint,
crayons, paper, whatever we wanted. The first time she gave us
clay, I carved out a swan in about five minutes, and I thought
the teacher was going to fall over. I never went back outside for
recess after that.”
The entire table was silent, the way most people got when
Andrea told this story. She figured they didn’t know whether to
act happy or sad for her, and to be honest she didn’t know
which she expected.
“So I wouldn’t consider art my calling,” she said. “It’s just
what I’ve always been good at and I guess it’s my responsibility
to do it; like if you have a great voice, you’re supposed to be in
the choir.”
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All three of the men stared, as if pondering some deeper
meaning in what she’d said.
Finally, Father Kriegel stood up and changed the subject by
inviting them out to the gym for a last look at the sculptures that
night. “Shall we?” he said.
They followed a different path to the gym that evening, passing the main entrance Andrea had used earlier, and continued
farther along the side of the church. They entered a small door,
and to Andrea’s surprise, emerged directly on the stage, a heavylooking curtain now pulled across the opening, concealing the
rest of the gym from view. Father Kriegel slid a lever on the
entrance wall, raising the overhead spotlights, their brightness
generating an immediate heat in the confined space.
“I wish Clara could have seen these,” the old man said.
During dinner, Ted had mentioned that his wife had passed
away in the months since he had established the competition,
and the chosen sculpture would be dedicated in her honor. “She
would have loved them,” he said, his voice cracking, on the
verge of tears.
Father Kriegel placed a consoling hand on Ted’s back and
asked if there was anything Phillip or Andrea wanted to say
about their works. They looked at each other, politely waiting
to see who would speak first, Andrea hoping she could avoid the
whole thing. Eventually Phillip responded.
“In mine, I wanted to show how everything is connected.
How darkness and light are part of the same thing, how evil
and goodness, life and death, are just leaves off the same
branch. That’s why I made this so prominent.” Phillip stepped
closer to his work and pointed to the long vine twisting from
heaven to hell.
Andrea felt sick, wondering for a moment if it was the large
meal upsetting her stomach, although she knew deep inside
that wasn’t it. What she felt, though she hated to admit it, was
jealousy. It wasn’t something she was used to. Normally, when
she went to a show or a gallery and saw a piece that outshined
hers, she accepted it not with envy, but with a matter-of-fact
recognition that on that day, in that room, her work had not
measured up. The next time she would try harder; it was that
simple. But there was something about Phillip’s sculpture that
made her feel that her piece was lacking something essential—
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what that something was, she didn’t know—but for the first
time she felt its absence was her fault, the result of some profound limitation she had never before recognized in herself.
After so much research, so much care and attention to detail—
the complex structure, the intricate figures, the beautiful face of
her Christ—she couldn’t accept that she might have failed. She
closed her eyes for a moment, hoping it was just the heat of the
lights affecting her.
“Andrea?” Father Kriegel asked. “Anything you would care
to say?”
She felt the men staring at her, Ted’s eyes darting quickly away
from her scar, and the lights above seemed to grow even
brighter. She raised a hand in front of her face as she spoke. “I’m
never comfortable talking about my work,” she said, which was
true, but today she used the evasiveness as a shield, rather than
as a means to invite interpretation. “I think people should see
whatever they see.”
“I see Dante,” the old man said. “You certainly know your
Divine Comedy.”
Phillip nodded along with him. “I see it, too. I love the way
you’ve adapted his vision. That’s Geryon, right?” he said,
pointing.
Andrea didn’t answer.
Father Kriegel stepped closer to her artwork. “That’s right,”
he said. “I’m shocked I hadn’t recognized it earlier, but now that
you mention it, I see it. There’s Minos.” He turned to Andrea.
“That must have taken a lot of work to figure out how to get
everything into such a small space. A lot of thought.”
The priest’s final word hung in Andrea’s mind like the stale
smell of the dusty stage. Thought. That was it. Her sculpture
had the look of something thought, not felt. She studied her
piece and, as if stumbling across it for the first time, she recognized the unoriginality. The entire composition had been stolen
from others: from Dante, from Michelangelo. Although her
hands had formed it, the sculpture in front of her wasn’t hers;
she didn’t even believe it.
Something began to burn inside Andrea, an almost violent
energy she hadn’t experienced before but which she could now
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feel in her throat as tart as the residue from the cheap wine at
dinner. She clenched her hands into fists, fighting to regain her
composure, and with that tension came the sudden urge to lash
out, the impulse to smash something: her sculpture, she thought.
No, perhaps Phillip’s. She imagined the plaster falling on the
stage, shattering into a thousand pieces of worthless chalk. Her
breath began to quicken. The lights seemed to dim, then brighten, then dim again in a hazy blur that pulsed as much from
inside her as from above.
“I think I might be sick,” she said. “You’ll have to excuse
me.” Andrea raced for the door before any of the men could
stop her; the night air outside felt cooler than she’d remembered.
• • •
Andrea woke the next morning in her hotel room still unsure
of what had come over her the night before. Looking back,
there had been no need to lose confidence. Her sculpture was
fine. More than fine: perfect, she reassured herself. She dressed
quickly, anxious to get back to the church and see her art again,
although she knew that would mean sitting through an hourlong mass before the reception.
Andrea had been to church only a handful of times before,
mostly in high school when her friend Jenny would drag her
along after Saturday night sleepovers. The only memories
Andrea had of those childhood trips to church were how the
faces of Jenny’s parents grew so serious inside the candlescented church, and how afterwards they would all go out for
pancakes at the Seven Dwarfs Restaurant.
At the restaurant, Jenny would always unashamedly clear her
plate of food, something she never did in the school cafeteria,
where she only picked at her meals and said she wasn’t hungry,
although Andrea knew better. She’d asked Jenny about this a
few times, but always self-conscious about her weight, her
friend had only grown defensive, saying that it was a dumb
question to ask. Strangely, Andrea’s mother had given her a
similar response the one time Andrea had asked her why they
never went to church.
“That’s a stupid question,” her mother had said, taking a
drag from her cigarette before continuing. “Because church is
too easy.”
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As a teenager, Andrea hadn’t understood what her mother
meant, but the words stuck with her for years, until eventually
they did make sense. In college, she’d watched as friends who’d
never before expressed interest in religion suddenly popped out
of bed for Sunday services whenever a crisis struck their lives.
To Andrea, it seemed so much easier to dump your problems
on someone else, instead of dealing with them on your own,
accepting the reality you faced. It hadn’t happened often, but
on that point, Andrea thought her mother had been correct:
church was just too easy.
The morning of the reception, Andrea pulled into the church
parking lot and noticed Phillip pacing in front of the main
entrance to the gym. He wore a suit this morning, his ponytail
again slicked back, and Andrea was thankful she’d opted for the
more formal of the two dresses she’d packed.
“There you are,” he said as she approached. “I was beginning
to get concerned. The way you left last night, I was worried
something was wrong.” He leaned toward her, intending to kiss
both of her cheeks, but Andrea pulled away.
“Better not. I think I might have a touch of something,” she
said.
“Well, I’m just glad you made it.” Phillip smiled, and
motioned toward the gym door. “After you.”
Andrea stepped in, recalling the anticipation she’d felt in that
very spot the previous day. She expected to see the two sculptures in the distance, but she couldn’t. The curtain again covered
the stage, blocking them from view. The gym was busy with
motion: families greeting each other, ushers leading parishioners
to the few empty seats still available in the now crowded space.
The rows of chairs, positioned so neatly yesterday, were thrown
out of parallel by the tightly packed bodies, and Andrea and
Phillip sat together in the last row.
Near the front, the piano began tinkling a melody Andrea
thought she recognized, and the crowd quieted. Phillip hummed
along softly. Andrea waited, feeling as out of place as she had at
dinner the night before. This was one place she knew she didn’t
belong, and she looked at the crowd wondering what they were
thinking, what it felt like to be one of them. Although she knew
it made no sense, despite the crowd around her, Andrea felt
alone. She thought of her sculpture, sitting beyond the curtain
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on the stage, and realized, in a way, it was just like her: with the
congregation, but apart from them at the same time, separated
by some barrier.
The music grew louder, and everyone rose to their feet,
singing. The quick movement made Andrea’s head spin. The
lights above seemed to grow hot the way they had the night
before.
“I have to leave,” she whispered to Phillip.
He looked puzzled.
“I feel sick. Like last night.”
Phillip pointed to himself, asking in an awkward sign language if she wanted him to come. Andrea shook her head no
and left.
Father Kriegel, dressed in white vestments that made him
seem heavier than she remembered, processed down the center
aisle as she slipped out the doors behind him. Outside, Andrea
tried to catch her breath, but the bright morning sun cast a
painful, disorienting glare across the concrete. She squinted, trying to regain her composure. What was happening to her?
Suddenly, she was questioning everything: her ability, her talent,
her once confident understanding of her place in the world.
Everything she had ever believed now seemed as fragile as the
plaster of her sculpture itself.
Andrea walked quickly along the path Father Kriegel had led
them down the night before. Finding the place where the side
door entered the stage, she went in, the sounds of Father
Kriegel’s voice filtering through the curtain like a radio left on in
the next room. The stage was dark, though as her eyes adjusted, Andrea could see the cutouts of old theater sets pushed
against the back wall, and she moved slowly to the front, careful not to stir the curtain. The gym beyond it fell silent, and
Andrea stopped. She held her breath, waited, and nearly jumped
as the choir erupted with song.
Andrea moved in to see the details of the sculptures in the dim
light, her fingers close enough to reach up and touch the plaster.
There was her creation, as perfect as she remembered it: the
well-organized structure, the detailed figures, the face of her
Christ. She turned toward Phillip’s sculpture and once again
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admired its movement, the way the vine twisted through the
scene supporting the figure of Christ, binding the composition
into a unified whole. She reached up and slid her fingers along
the vine’s contours, the way a mother might touch her child, the
plaster polished smooth along its entire length. What was it
Phillip had said? About darkness and light? Evil and goodness?
Life and death? Could it be the same with winning and losing?
With ugliness and beauty?
At that moment, the singing beyond the curtain stopped, and
the stage fell silent, so quiet Andrea thought she could hear the
sound of each of her breaths, muffled by the thick velvet, its
presence nearly suffocating.
A woman’s voice sounded out through the microphone in the
gym, reading or reciting from something—most likely the
Bible—though Andrea didn’t pay attention to the words.
Instead she turned back to her own carving, the face of her
Christ gazing out with its unblemished appearance. Only now
the figure seemed almost laughable, a grotesque caricature as
false as the airbrushed models on the cover of Cosmo. In that
very beauty she had been so proud of, she recognized her flaw.
It was, as her mother would have said, too easy: too easy to
admire, too easy to accept. How much more difficult, Andrea
now felt, to love what was real, the flawed and the scarred.
She no longer cared about winning or losing.
The woman beyond the curtain stopped reading, and Andrea
continued to stare at her sculpture with a mixture of thankfulness and regret. She wished she had a chisel to recarve her
Christ. She reached up, running her fingers along his face, imagining herself fixing her work: flattening his nose, rough-edging
his lip, forming him in her image.
Andrea stepped back, taking a final look at her sculpture, and
then reached again to touch it, this time as if to say goodbye. She
lowered her hand to where the plaster of the carving met the flat
support of the easel, and slid her fingers around the wing nut
holding it in place. The metal was cold at first, resistant to
movement like an unoiled hinge, but as she leaned her weight
into the twisting of her hand, she felt the metal gradually sliding
loose along the threading.
She moved to the second nut, twisting it with even more
strength until she felt the bracket catch for a moment before
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finally giving way, sending her creation crashing to floor of the
stage. It exploded in a cloud of chalky powder visible even in the
darkness. Andrea stepped back, listening to the collective gasp
of the people beyond the curtain, and then raced outside to join
the crowd she knew would be coming. She would take her place
alongside them, feigning shock, but secretly rejoicing that no
one would know what she had done.
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THE LAST TIME I SAW
MARTHA
By Stephen G. Bloom

T

he first time I met Martha was when she showed up
on a rainy afternoon at the San Francisco bureau of
the Los Angeles Times, where I was the senior correspondent. Martha had put in for a transfer from Los
Angeles to the San Francisco bureau because, among other reasons, she wanted to meet eligible single men. Not in the bureau,
but in San Francisco. She never said as much, but that was the
word around the L.A. newsroom, and I believed it. God knows,
San Francisco was not the place to meet straight men, but
Martha, who was in her early thirties, wanted to jumpstart her
life, and in her mind, San Francisco was the place to do it.

Los Angeles and Martha were polar opposites. L.A. was filled
with drop-dead gorgeous women. Most stereotypes have a factual basis somewhere, and the personal aesthetic of hundreds of
thousands of Julia Roberts–wannabes in Los Angeles was reason enough for L.A.’s reputation. It was no wonder that the men
there didn’t give Martha the time of day. Compared with the
average woman tooling down La Cienega Boulevard, Martha
was nothing to honk your horn at. Don’t get me wrong. Martha
wasn’t a washout. She had a pleasing manner and an engaging
smile that tugged at you. She looked you straight in the eye,
surely an asset for a reporter. But would a guy’s head whip
around when she entered a restaurant? I’d have to say no.
The management of the Times had recently posted an
announcement for a job opening at the two-person bureau due
to the death of my colleague, Marvin Peterson, a reporter in his
midfifties who smoked and drank too much, and argued incessantly over the phone with his third wife. Marv was straight out
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of The Front Page. He called everyone (me included) “sweetheart,” was a master at two-fingered typing, and could dictate
with numbing alacrity a breaking news story word-for-word to
the rewrite desk. On Marv’s last day, after he filed two news
briefs, he complained of a headache, went outside for a smoke,
and ten minutes after returning, pitched forward onto his Radio
Shack laptop. When the paramedics arrived, Marv was already
dead, felled by a massive heart attack.
I missed Marv for many reasons, one of which was that he
and I felt exactly the same when it came to our employer. The
bureau seemed empty without his booming voice and personality. No one else saw the world quite like Marv and I had.
Looking at his now-empty (way too tidy) desk made me want
to cry. His beige phone just sat there, waiting to ring, prepared
to be cradled between his ear and shoulder, a fired-up Kent dangling from his lips. One lonely afternoon, I lifted the phone
receiver to see if it still smelled of Marv’s tobacco breath.
Management wasn’t too broken up over Marv’s death. For as
long as I knew Marv, he had complained to anyone who’d listen
about how his stories were always being trimmed, the increasing
use of color photos and (worse) color graphics on Page One, the
newspaper’s slide towards happy news (“idiot news,” was how
Marv put it), and the advent of readership polls. But the newspaper, like life, marches on, and with Marv out of the picture,
there was an immediate opening in the bureau.
At the time of Marv’s death, Martha had been at the Times
for nearly ten years. Working as a reporter at the paper had been
her only job. She had started as a summer intern, a bright-eyed
student from the University of Missouri, and was now calling in
all her chits to get transferred to San Francisco. Frankly, I
thought much of her writing was labored and obvious. But great
writing has never held sway when it comes to promotions and
transfers at the Times, or any other newspaper, and Martha’s
time had arrived.
In my mind, covering San Francisco for the Los Angeles Times
was as good as it got for a reporter, although not many on the
fast track in Los Angeles shared my view. San Francisco was off
the Times’s flowchart when it came to advancement. Metro,
then a national assignment—maybe in New York, certainly in
D.C.—capped by a posting in a foreign bureau, now that was a
career. The Times’s editors, like most Angelinos, viewed San
Francisco as a provincial outpost. Nothing of import ever hap-
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pened in San Francisco, an inconsequential burg that, had it not
been for Tony Bennett and Willie Mays, few would know or
care about. The San Francisco newspapers were atrocious, but
more to the point, what kind of cultural mecca was pint-sized
San Francisco when compared to L.A.? San Francisco was postcard cute, worthy of a weekend excursion, but only if the trip
included a run up to Napa.
Status in L.A. is conferred by the kind of car you drive, how
much you pay for a haircut, where you get seated at the restaurant du jour, who your personal trainer is, and to whose party
you score an invitation on Oscar night. The dominant sound of
life is the drone of air conditioners. San Francisco, on the other
hand, is quiet, stately, and overwhelmingly civilized. Bankers
wear Brooks Brothers suits, not Armani Guayaberas. In my line
of work, there was an additional perquisite to living 450 miles
north of the mother ship. I was safe from the caldron of
internecine politics bubbling at Times Mirror Square, spared
from seeing rows of ambitious editors in glass cages plotting
their careers while shuffling their troops like toy soldiers. It was
bad enough that I had to talk on the phone to these suntanned
generals once a day. So what if I’d never get to the Times’s Paris
bureau? If San Francisco was to be my cul-de-sac, then I would
bear that cross with pride.
Once she’d put in for the San Francisco transfer, Martha
called me. Anyone who worked for the Times quickly learned
how to negotiate any and all potential turf battles. This was
basic protocol at any large newspaper. Martha volunteered several kind comments about Marv, which was good form,
although I was certain she’d never met him. We talked about
our mutual friend, Susan, whose twelve-part series on deforestation in the Amazon had been running ad nauseam on 1-A.
Who cared about deforestation for even one story, no less a
dozen? It was typical Times overkill. (The series went on to win
the Pulitzer Prize; shows what I know.) Then Martha got down
to business. Or so I thought.
“Is there a workout place close by?” she asked.
That was her first question about transferring to San
Francisco? Nothing about working for Gloria Skorton, the state
editor, who at the moment was locked in a power play with
Peter Feldstein, the Times’s national editor, and was bound to
lose? What about San Francisco’s ridiculous cost of living (the
Bay Area had L.A. beat on that count), rents, rental agents,
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which neighborhoods were nearby and which were safe?
Instead, Martha wanted to know where she could do step aerobics. Like I would know.
My wife, Nancy, was four months pregnant at the time,
which pretty much put her out of commission when it came to
such activities. I ran in Golden Gate Park five mornings a week,
but other than that, I avoided any form of exercise that involved
Spandex, loud music, and clapping.
“I think Nancy used to work out at the JCC in Laurel
Village,” I told Martha. “It’s reasonable, and a lot of women
work out there. They offer a slew of classes.”
Martha didn’t answer, which made me feel uncomfortable.
The pause in our conversation was palpable. Could it be because
JCC stood for Jewish Community Center? The JCC was as
Jewish as the YMCA was Christian. My friend, David, a black
banker for Wells Fargo, taught a class in Tai Kwan Do there.
“I mean you don’t have to be Jewish to work out at the
JCC,” I qualified. “It’s more of a neighborhood place than
anything else.”
“I just don’t know if I’d feel comfortable there,” Martha said,
stumbling over her words. “It’s just not what I’m used to. I’d be
moving to San Francisco to broaden my horizons.”
What was that code for?
Living in Los Angeles and she wasn’t used to Jews? Broaden
my horizons? On all accounts, the phrase was unacceptable.
And Martha called herself a writer?
“People go there to sweat, not to pray,” I said a little too
defiantly.
The last thing I wanted to do was cross-examine Martha. If
she and I were going to work together, I didn’t want to start as
adversaries. If she didn’t want to join the JCC, that was fine.
“There’s an aerobics place on Fillmore in Pacific Heights, near
Jackson,” I volunteered. “I pass it every night and it’s packed.”
While we talked, I flipped through the Yellow Pages. “It’s called
‘In Shape’,” I said, and gave her the number.
• • •
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Martha started at the bureau a month later, and while she was
no Marv, I grew to enjoy working with her. She was five or six
years younger than me, and as a woman, brought something to
the bureau that Marv couldn’t. A true cynic, Marv thought
everyone in the news was a hustler, from Dianne Feinstein to
Mother Teresa. Marv could do any and all stories blindfolded.
He’d type so ferociously that I could almost see smoke pouring
out of his ears. Martha was cast from a different mold. She hadn’t yet fully gotten down the craft, and when writing a story, she
labored over every word.
Within two weeks, I had introduced Martha to all of my
favorite lunch hangouts—a Vietnamese restaurant on Larkin
where the cook had taken to making spring rolls as soon as she
saw me walk through the door; Salmagundi on Market for
chicken taco soup; and the hofbrau on Geary for turkey or
French dip sandwiches. (The hofbrau was not a hit with
Martha, who ordered a chef’s salad.) All these restaurants were
within walking distance of the bureau, located in a sixties highrise, Fox Plaza, at Market and Ninth. During lunch, we talked
mostly about work, politics in the Los Angeles newsroom, but
rarely about our stories (veteran reporters are loath to discuss
anything they write). I was glad for that; the first two or three
times Martha tried to bring up what she was working on, I
steered her away, and she got the message.
I didn’t want to get too friendly with Martha. I didn’t want to
fold her into my personal life, especially with Nancy and the
baby coming. I wanted to keep it professional. She wasn’t my
kind of woman, anyway. She had no use for makeup and often
wore her hair in a ponytail. On the rare occasion when she’d
wear a skirt, it would cover her knees, hanging midcalf. I doubt
whether she owned a pair of high heels. She had quickly insinuated herself into a group of young women at the San Francisco
Examiner, and her two closest friends in the group were Katie
and Maris, both of whom were married (one to an ophthalmologist, the other to an Examiner city editor), and had promised
to fix up Martha with dozens of eligible men. They had helped
her find an upstairs flat in Noe Valley, which Martha painted
bright yellow, and where she lived with two cats, Millie and
Maxine. On the surface, I’d say Martha seemed to be adjusting
rather nicely to San Francisco.
Frankly, though, I felt sorry for her, being new to the city. I
also felt a certain responsibility towards her. So one Saturday, I
invited Martha to join Nancy and me on our weekly outing to
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the Farmer’s Market on Bayshore and Alemany. It’s not that I
had fantasies of a ménage à trois. I loved my wife but I also was
growing to like Martha. She wasn’t Marv, but it was reassuring
to see her every day in the bureau. So why couldn’t the three of
us become friends?
This farmer’s market was the real thing. Besides fruits and vegetables, you could buy chickens in cages and fish in tanks, to be
killed on the spot. You had to learn your way around, navigating past the legions of flinty-eyed Asian shoppers, fiercely bargaining vendors with three sets of prices—one for Asian locals,
another for Caucasian locals, and a third for everyone else. The
morning we went was overcast, drizzling as it often does in that
part of San Francisco. As Nancy and I darted past chattering
shoppers loaded down with sagging canvas sacks, Martha insisted on stopping at each booth, even those that experience had
taught Nancy and me to avoid because their offerings were overpriced or overripe. The three of us got separated; then we found
each other near the orchid stand, only to go our separate ways
again, agreeing to meet at the pomegranate stall at the south end
of the market. By noon, loaded with our purchases, we made
our way to our respective Muni stops and then waved goodbye,
each of us forcing a tight smile. It was one of those moments
when I would have given anything to be alone with Nancy.
Back home as Nancy started to unpack, she looked up at me,
swinging her hair over her left shoulder. “Martha’s interested in
you,” she said. Then, without waiting for a response, she set an
egg tray of six persimmons on the kitchen counter. “Aren’t
these beautiful?”
At first I felt flattered by Nancy’s comment. I might even
have suppressed a smile. This may be complicated to explain.
(I write about other people, not myself. I dread writing in the
first person. As Nancy would tell you, I’m shallow—a quality
I totally cop to. I’m not in the least introspective, and am
bored whenever she wants to talk about “feelings.”) But as
best I could figure, my reaction to what Nancy said had something to do with four elements:
a) Delight that another woman might have found me attractive;
b) Glee that the woman was younger than me;
c) Mild concern that my wife noticed it;
d) Possible unease at the thought that Nancy’s observation
might lead to a small but wholly manageable bout of jealousy.
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Of course, Nancy’s reading could have been wrong, the result
of her second trimester and the hormonal imbalances that manifested themselves in crying jags, nightly demands that I massage
her feet, and her wholly unaccountable laughter at the lamest
lines on “Cheers.”
“Are you kidding?” I asked.
“I saw how she looked at you. Women can tell.”
“Well, I’m not interested in her, at least not in that way,” I
said, kissing Nancy on her cheek, an act that I’m afraid came
across more paternal than amorous.
“Just watch it,” Nancy warned, placing the persimmons on
the window ledge over the sink.
• • •
Actually, it turned out Nancy was right, but only half right.
Martha and I continued to go out for lunch, enjoying our time
together more and more. On Thursdays, when we had Sunday
stories to write, we worked late at the bureau, and on those
nights, I usually gave Martha a lift home. As far as I knew, Katie
and Maris’s plan to fix Martha up with the promised army of
bachelors never materialized. They had suggested a half a dozen
men, but for one reason or another, Martha had rejected each
and every one of them.
One Friday in early December, as we sat at our usual table in
the Vietnamese place, I decided to ask why. Martha’s wasn’t a
new story, and it certainly didn’t surprise me. She was
approaching thirty-five and she wanted to have children. I got
the impression that the children part was more important than
the husband part.
As she talked, Martha suddenly seemed small and vulnerable.
She lifted her spring roll to her mouth, and at the instant she was
about to plop it in, the whole thing collapsed—diced lettuce
leaves, shaved carrot peels, bean sprouts, avocado and tofu
slices—raining down onto her plate.
“Oh my!” was her response, which I had grown to appreciate
as typical Martha. Controlled, restrained, just a little on edge in
the face of adversity. She couldn’t get a man or a baby, and now,
she couldn’t eat a spring roll.
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I decided to help, though I knew matchmaking could be a
recipe for disaster. I had only two male friends in San Francisco
who were straight, single, and unattached. Dennis was divorced,
in his midthirties, and had been a copy editor at the Sacramento
Bee, but reviled Sacramento so much that he had quit the Bee,
moved ninety miles west to San Francisco, and at the moment
was working as a waiter at Stars, the swanky Jeremiah Tower
restaurant, until something turned up at either the Chronicle or
the Examiner. Dennis was a knockout. Tall, regal, and handsome, he looked like a Ralph Lauren model. Dennis and I were
early morning running partners. My other friend, James, was
nerdy, short and stocky, five years older than me, a total jock
who lived and breathed the 49ers. James had never been married and whenever he visited Nancy and me, had the habit of
stretching his back out on our living room floor due to a herniated disk between his fifth and sixth vertebrae. James worked as
a reporter at the Examiner, and while mildly eccentric, he was
smart, funny, and not bad looking. I thought Martha would be
out of her league with Dennis, so I suggested that she and James
go out. I offered to call James and see if he was interested, and
if so, I’d have him call her.
“Does he smoke?” Martha asked, eating the remains of her
spring roll with chopsticks.
“No.”
“What religion is he?”
“I have no idea, but I assume he’s Protestant.”
“How long has it been since he had a serious relationship?”
I knew he used to go out with a woman in Los Angeles. A
physician, I think. More recently, he had broken up with Beth,
a scattered sort of woman who lived in the Richmond district
with her teenage daughter. James was definitely straight, if that’s
what she was asking.
“What does he look like?”
“If I were a woman I’d go out with him. He’s no Richard
Gere, but he’s not Danny DeVito, either.”
“How tall is he?”
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“Maybe three inches taller than you.”
I was growing testy. What was the deal with all the questions?
I mean it wasn’t as though Martha could afford to be picky. I
vouched for James. I had known him for years. Wasn’t that
enough?
“Okay,” Martha said, taking a deep breath.
I could see this was a big deal for her. Her temples were pulsing. She started playing with the packets of sugar in the red plastic container on the table. She agreed to meet James for “perhaps lunch, maybe a drink after work, then we’ll see what happens.” I got the impression that she’d agreed because she didn’t
want to disappoint me.
That evening I phoned James and told him about Martha.
“I’ll call her in a couple of days. Maybe we can get together this
weekend,” he said, John Madden’s voice in the background.
“No big deal,” I said. “If it doesn’t work out, then it doesn’t
work out.”
“No problem,” James said, distracted.
Martha and James were decent people whose separate lives
just hadn’t intersected yet. What were friends for if not to introduce them?
Late that night as I was rubbing Nancy’s feet, the telephone
rang. I put down the jar of goat’s milk lotion, praying it wasn’t
Gloria with some ridiculous assignment. The last time the phone
had rung this late it had been Gloria, asking if I’d drive out to
Vallejo to check on a citywide power outage.
“Have you called James yet?” Martha asked in a panicked
tone.
“Yeah, and he’s psyched to go out with you. He’ll call you
soon.”
“Well, I talked to Katie and Maris about him. And they said he’s
a total loser. That I ought to avoid going out with him at all costs.”
“I’ve known him for years and I like him,” I said defensively.
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Whom did Martha trust more, her girlfriends or me? There
was an uncomfortable silence, which confirmed the answer.
“I guess I could call him back and tell him something has
come up,” I finally offered. “Is that what you’d like?”
What I should have done was leave well enough alone. Throw
the ensuing mess onto Martha’s lap and when James called her,
let her deal with it. But listening to Martha’s pleas, repeating in
my mind her friends’ admonition, I knew I had to undo what I
had set into play. If Martha had asked me about Katie and
Maris, I would have told her that Katie was a gold-digger, a girl
who had gone after a doctor and gotten what she wanted,
who’d be out of journalism in five years, tops, living in a splitlevel in Danville. And Maris? She was all right but her husband
was nuts. Everyone knew that.
All was not lost, though. Katie and Maris had told Martha
that they knew I was friends with Dennis, whom they both
agreed was a hunk. “Gorgeous,” was the word Martha used,
and it made me wince. They thought it was “outrageous” that
Dennis wasn’t going out with anyone. Katie and Maris would
drop their husbands in a New York minute to hook up with
him. “Get Steve to set you up with Dennis,” Maris urged.
Suddenly, I felt like an out-call service. By now, Nancy had
fallen off to sleep, and was doing her usual percolating number
with her lips. I stretched out on the bed next to her, the phone
to my ear. I told Martha that I’d make apologies to James, and
then talk to Dennis. The next morning, Dennis and I planned to
run in the park, so that would be easy.
Dennis grilled me more than James had. He was between relationships, still smarting over his ex-wife who was marrying a
dentist in Sacramento next month. “A dentist! Can you believe
it?” he kept saying as we passed Steinhart Aquarium, then the
Japanese tea garden. Sure, he’d go out with Martha. What did
he have to lose? “A dentist! Her dentist. They met with her
mouth wide open.”
“She’s not a dog, right?”
“Gimme a break. Would I set you up with a dog?”
“What’s she look like?”
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“She’s not a knockout, but she’s attractive in her own way.”
“What the hell does that mean?”
“That she’s not a classic beauty. But she’s okay.”
“Thanks for the endorsement, buddy.”
At the bureau later that day, as soon as I told Martha the verdict, she started in on her laundry list, but this time I cut her
short. “Just go out with him. Katie and Maris would. You trust
them, don’t you?”
Martha and Dennis met at a breakfast place in the Marina, on
Chestnut. Then they walked down to Crissy Field, where people
fly kites near Fort Mason, and then through the Presidio toward
Fort Baker, under the south tower of the Golden Gate.
Nancy and I were watching TV when Dennis called. “Martha
and I are not an item,” he started. “I repeat: we are not an item,
despite what she may tell you. No way are we an item, and no
way am I going out with that chick again.”
“Geez, what happened?”
“I’m not exactly sure. First off, the chick is way serious, at
least, for me. She wanted to talk about philosophy, then religion, then about ecology, then about God. I’m not kidding! She
kept talking about “Midwestern values,” whatever the hell that
means, and how the fact that I grew up in Minneapolis and was
a Lutheran meant a lot to her. What is that all about? When I
took her back to her place, she asked me in for some tea, (tea?),
but I just wanted to get out of there, so I said I had to work the
early dinner shift, and then she gives me this big hug. She just
sorta hung on me and wouldn’t let go. I had to practically slide
out from under her arms to get free. It was weird.”
Dennis didn’t know what to make of Martha. “I hate
Minneapolis and all those white Christian Min-ne-soooo-tuns. In
my mind, Martin Luther was an anti-Semitic asshole. I left the
Midwest to get away from all those self-righteous, uptight jerks!”
Obviously, not a marriage made in heaven.
Yet, on Monday morning at the bureau, Martha was positively aflutter. “Dennis and I had a wonderful time together
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Saturday,” she practically sang. “Did you talk to him?” Before
I could answer, she asked, “Wha’d he say?”
I hadn’t signed on for any of this.
I didn’t raise my voice, but I didn’t lower it, either. “I don’t
know what Dennis’s reaction to you was. Ask him. I don’t want
to be in the middle of this. Call him or wait for him to call you.
Or go over to his apartment. Do whatever you want. Just don’t
count me in. Okay?”
Martha looked like I’d slapped her. She was sitting in Marv’s
old chair, which for the briefest of moments made me consider
how easy it had been with him.
“I’m sorry,” I said, meaning I was sorry for my tone, not
about her outing with Dennis. “You need to straighten this out
with Dennis. Talk to him, okay?” I went back to my Sunday
story on the encampment of homeless people across from San
Francisco City Hall. Gloria wanted a first read that afternoon.
Martha did call Dennis, and as Dennis described the conversation the next morning while we ran past the stables in the
park, he said she told him he had “led her on,” which Dennis
described as “total, complete, one-hundred percent bullshit.”
“The chick is dangerous,” he said, pushing me faster across
the polo field. “She sees things that aren’t there.”
The next day, Martha and I agreed to a moratorium on any
and all future discussions about, as she put it, “matters that may
get in the way of our working together.” That’s how it stayed for
the next several months, which made our friendship more distant but more manageable.
Still, in April when Joey was born, right after I called my parents and Nancy’s, I called Martha. She came over to the house
that evening, and as an indication of how much her friendship
meant to me, I thrust a swaddled little Joey into Martha’s arms
as soon as she walked through the door.
In retrospect, could I have wanted to tweak Martha by presenting her with what she didn’t have and had no immediate
prospect of having? Or maybe Joey was some kind of proof that
said I was attached and in love with another woman. I had a
spouse and now a baby, two of life’s passages that had so far
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eluded Martha. I’m not sure. Whatever my motive, I was deliriously happy and wanted to share that sensation with her.
The next six months went by in a blur. Joey was healthy, but
wouldn’t sleep through the night. Every morning, Nancy and I
awakened to his robust crying. The first couple of times, the
sounds were so loud that we thought he must have hooked himself on his crib and was strangling. Gloria had been accommodating when I asked for two weeks off from the bureau, but
when I returned my heart really wasn’t in the job. My copy
came in as it always had, clean and on deadline. But having a
child gives you a new snapshot of life. Anyone would say that.
Martha, now going on a year in San Francisco, was still solo.
She, Katie, and Maris had all gone their separate ways. For
Martha’s birthday, I took her to an overpriced breakfast place
on Union Street, and as we were sitting in my car, waiting to
drive back to the bureau, she just sat there, looking straight
ahead. It was suddenly quiet. I think it was her thirty-fourth
birthday, but I knew not to ask. “Happy birthday,” I said, then
without really thinking about it, I pulled Martha towards me
and kissed her on the lips.
The kiss broke some tension between us, but also created
some, and as we separated from the embrace, I feared I might
have gone too far. I recalled what had happened with Dennis,
and as we drove back to Fox Plaza, neither of us said anything.
As fall approached, the closer I became with Martha, the
more often the topic of religion came up, as Dennis had earlier
reported. She had joined the Lutheran church around the corner
from the bureau and had become active in several activities
there: a Sunday soup kitchen and a program to match jobs with
homeless people. I started reading Martha’s copy more closely,
and began to notice a trend in her stories. She often wrote about
her own personal heroes, civic do-gooders, people who “made
a difference.” The pieces Martha wrote seemed to matter to her
almost too much.
Despite my status as a new father, with the presidential elections around the corner, Gloria assigned me to the political beat
for the newspaper, which always requires a hellacious amount
of travel. I was hesitant at first, but surprisingly, I grew to enjoy
the assignment. Though I missed Nancy and especially Joey, I
got more sleep on the road than I would have at home. Being
farther away from Martha was good, too.
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One week when I was in town, Martha and I went to
Salmagundi for chicken taco soup. We were sitting at a table in
the back, postponing our return to the bureau, and celebrating
a rare story we had written together about a multimillion-dollar
drug bust in Blackhawk, one of those pricey gated communities
in the East Bay. It must have been a slow news day because
Gloria had convinced Feldstein that the piece deserved a corner
on Page One, and that’s where it ran.
As I glanced over at Martha, I realized for the first time that
she had developed lines, little wrinkles around her eyes. I had
grown accustomed to her, how she sipped her soup, how she
dangled her shoe from her left foot when she was about to say
something. I asked if she thought the transfer from Los Angeles
had been a success, whether it had been all that she’d hoped for.
Before answering, she tilted her head, another gesture I had
come to expect and appreciate. “I came here to meet more
Lutherans,” she said, sounding more beleaguered than she probably meant to. “That’s why I transferred to San Francisco. But
I’ve never really felt that this city embraced me.”
Her reasoning had been as implausible now as it had always
been. I flashed back to our first conversation, about the JCC,
and then to her reaction to Dennis—how eager she was once she
realized that he was a Midwesterner and a Lutheran.
Martha went on to talk about how her father was the chief of
Lutheran religious education in the state of Wisconsin, and how
there was absolutely no way she would consider marrying outside of her faith. Not only did the guy have to be a Lutheran, he
had to be an ELCA Lutheran, whatever that meant. And I
thought Jews were picky.
“I could never marry anyone who wouldn’t want to spend
Christmas with my family,” she said. “We open presents in the
evening, then go to church Christmas Eve and then again on
Christmas morning. My husband would have to be up for all
that. It’s important. It’s a matter of sharing the same values.”
All this was so contrary to everything I held dear that I had to
say something. This “values” thing was code for being just the
way she was, as though everyone else was somehow less worthy. Her view was positively antijournalist and narrow-minded.
Journalists are supposed to be seekers of truth—cynics who do
what they do because it breaks with tradition and makes sense.
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“So, given a different set of circumstances, you and I could
never get married?” I asked crossly. “What you’re saying is that
a non-Lutheran, even if you fell in love with him, would be
unacceptable. That’s out of the Dark Ages. You might as well go
to a professional matchmaker.” I was saying everything I’d
vowed I wouldn’t.
Martha just sat there, looking at her soup. “I’m glad you
aren’t Lutheran,” she said quietly. “If you were, I don’t know
what I would have done. We both would have been in a lot of
trouble.”
I said nothing. What could I have said?
• • •
Three months later, the San Francisco bureau was dissolved.
It was a shortsighted, cost-effective move decided by the number crunchers in Times Mirror Square. If any breaking news
happened in San Francisco, they figured they could get someone
up to the city within an hour and a half. In the corporate scramble, Gloria was bounced to the business desk, and Feldstein
went to the San Fernando Valley edition of the Times. It was a
devastating fall from grace for both of them.
Martha and I were offered metro jobs in L.A., but I’d never
move to that cultural morass, working under the noses of the
editors Marv and I had ridiculed for years. After much soul
searching, I made a decision to leave the Times. I took a series of
jobs, one of which was working as the press secretary to the new
mayor of San Francisco, but after he slipped on one too many
banana peels, his henchmen gave me the ax. I taught journalism
for a while at Berkeley, but when I was offered a teaching job at
a large Midwestern university, Nancy and I felt that it was time
to leave San Francisco. We packed up our car, put Joey in his car
seat in the back, and headed east, not knowing what to expect.
After that moment of truth in Salmagundi, Martha and I
never really got back to where we had been before. She, too, had
quit the Times, and got a job for a local AIDS organization,
which suited her talents better than journalism.
Life in the Midwest seemed to agree with Nancy, Joey, and
me. Maybe Martha had been right, at least right about that.
There was none of the flash of San Francisco, but we no longer
seemed to need flash in our lives every day.
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Most friendships like Martha’s and mine are finite—a matter
of convenience.
Family, new jobs, geography, and the passage of time usually
trump them. Such circumstances don’t have to affect them, but
they often do. That’s as good an explanation for what happened
to Martha and me as I could come up with.
Ten years after I left San Francisco, I had cause to return to
publicize a book I’d written, and I thought of Martha at once.
Nancy and Joey weren’t coming with me, so I’d be alone in the
city I had so identified with a decade earlier. I hadn’t heard from
Martha in the intervening years, but the week before I was to
return, I called her at the AIDS foundation, hoping that was
where she still worked.
Martha answered the phone, and as soon as I heard her voice,
I was transported back to our first conversation, those weeks
after Marv’s death. When I told her about my upcoming trip she
paused, then mentioned she already had plans the weekend I’d
be in town.
“Paulina has a swim meet, and we’ll be gone all day,” Martha
explained.
“Paulina?” I asked.
“Oh, I’m sorry, I guess you don’t know. How would you?”
Martha paused. “You didn’t know I have a little girl?”
“That’s wonderful.”
Paulina, it turned out, was seven. She was an orphan from
Bulgaria whom Martha had adopted at age three. The adoption
was arranged through a Lutheran network that matched
prospective parents with Eastern European homeless children.
I assumed Martha hadn’t gotten married, but I didn’t ask. She,
though, anticipated my question. “Being a single mother is
rewarding, but tiring,” Martha said as though such phrases had
become her mantra. “So many obligations, and now with her
swimming, we have meets every weekend. It seems like all I do
is take her from one swim meet to another.”
“That’s wonderful,” I said again. I was about to mention that
Joey was taking swimming lessons, too, but held back.
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There was another pause, which I knew to expect.
“You should see my daughter,” Martha finally said, suddenly
cheerful. “She swims like a fish.”
“I could meet you at the pool,” I suggested, surprising myself.
“We could get caught up and I could meet Paulina.”
“Oh, it’s in one of those awful subdivisions down in San
Jose,” Martha said. “I wouldn’t even know where to begin to
give you directions.”
I wanted to suggest that we ride down together, but understood. “I hope she does well,” I said.
“Does well?” Martha asked.
“At the swim meet. I hope Paulina does well at the swim
meet.”
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BUTTER AND EGGS
By Bill Bolthouse

T

illie’s head bobbed gently back and forth against the
cow’s large warm body. Her strong hands were red
and raw from working in the cold air. With each powerful, rhythmic squeeze on the teat came a spray of
milk, ringing against the side of the stainless steel bucket,
accompanied by a puff of rising steam. It was five A.M. and all
she could hear was the lowing of the cows nearby waiting to be
milked. That milking would be done by her husband Jack, with
the help of two hired hands. Tillie, however, was responsible for
the “family cow,” Isabel, who silently chewed the fresh hay in
her trough. A curious calico cat weaved through Isabel’s front
legs and meowed longingly at Tillie. Without missing a beat, she
turned the teat out of the bucket and sent a squirt of milk flying
in the cat’s direction. It was caught in midair without a drop
falling to the straw below.
The bucket almost full, Tillie moved it safely away from
Isabel’s legs. Only once had she left a full bucket untended and
that was enough of a lesson. She opened the back gate of the
milking stall so Isabel could go her own way when she’d had
her fill. Unbalanced by the heavy bucket, Tillie careened back
to the house.
In January, it was still dark on the Illinois prairie at this hour,
the only sound the crunch of her boots through the old crusty
snow. Her path was illuminated by the warm light shining
through the barn windows. They were lucky to have electric lights
in the barn. She knew many families who didn’t; times were tough
in 1939. They were lucky in so many ways: the pantry full of food
she had canned that fall, Jack and their five growing children, thirty head of milk-producing cows, and a barn full of hay that should
see them through until early May, when they could go to pasture.
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Still, her heart was limned with a mysterious sadness. Her
husband loved her, as evidenced by their progeny, but he was
not a loving man. He was godly and churchgoing; thank goodness he wasn’t given to drink or gambling. As their church
prohibited dancing, he didn’t do that either. But their marriage
was a dance of sorts: he lead and she dutifully followed. It was
not a dance of joy, but of duty. Were she to complain, folks
would just say she was feeling sorry for herself. The thought
of such an accusation stiffened her resolve to get on with the
morning’s chores. She straightened up and made for the back
door of the house.
Once in the kitchen, things took on the rhythm of everyday.
Tillie fired up the woodstove, mixed biscuits, fried ham, and
separated the cream from the milk. Later that afternoon, she
would churn three days’ worth of cream from the icebox into
butter. On the countertop were two dozen eggs, retrieved that
morning from the chicken coop. Taking half the eggs and half
of the fresh butter, she would walk a quarter mile to the parsonage and deliver her usual supply to the pastor’s wife, Edna
Anderson. For this week’s work she would receive twenty cents
from Mrs. Anderson, as she had every week for the last three
years. Often Mrs. Anderson would order extra, like a pint of
fresh cream or more eggs to make a cake. Squirreling away
every penny in a cracker tin she kept hidden on a high shelf,
Tillie had saved nearly fifty dollars.
The amount scared her a bit. Most of the women she knew
never had more than a dollar or two for buying groceries or needle and thread. Jack never let her have any cash, but insisted on
putting everything on account at the general store so he could
see what she was buying. In a way he trusted her; but he held
her accountable.
That afternoon she added two dimes to the cracker tin and
was standing on a stool to put it back in place when Jack
opened the back door and came into the kitchen.
“Whatcha doin’?” he asked, curious.
“It’s nothin’,” she replied, a little too quickly. “Just my butter
’n’ egg money.”
“That so,” he said, picking up the tin to hand to her.
Its heaviness gave him pause, and before Tillie could climb
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down from the stool, he had pried off the top of the tin. Tillie
bit her lip as Jack took account of the piles of dimes, nickels,
and pennies.
“Now just how much butter ’n’ egg money we got in here?”
Jack asked.
Tillie didn’t want to answer, but her silence was proving
awkward.
“Fifty dollars,” she choked, tears welling up in her eyes.
“Tillie, this is wonderful!” Jack smiled and looked up at her,
but was oblivious as to why she might be crying. “I’ve been
wanting to look at a bigger tractor, and Pete Wilson has one for
sale. With this and what I’ve been saving . . . we’ll be able to get
it for the spring plowing.”
“But I was thinking . . .” Tillie started. Her voice was strained
with sadness.
“What?” Jack asked, a little too loudly. “Tillie, I know you’ve
worked hard for that money. But we’re a family and we’ve got
to do what’s best for all of us. With a bigger tractor, I could open
up ten more acres of hay.”
He could see the soundness of this reasoning was not getting
through to her.
“We’ll talk about it,” he said.
He handed the tin back to her, but in that moment its meaning changed. It had once represented her work and accomplishment, but it had become an object of contention. It no longer
belonged to her. She silently lifted the tin to the top shelf, unable
to even look at it. As she did so, she accidentally knocked over
a decorative pink bowl that had been one of their few wedding
presents. Pink shards flew in all directions as it hit the floor.
“That’s okay, hon,” Jack said, still giddy from the discovery
of his sudden wealth. He turned and walked out the back door
towards the barn, whistling as he went, leaving Tillie to pick up
the pieces.
That evening, she turned the ragged and worn pages of a catalog, thinking of all the things she had wanted to buy: a new
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dress (store-bought, not homemade), fashionable shoes, toys
and clothes for the kids. She had imagined these wonderful
things coming in paper-wrapped boxes by parcel post. She had
wondered what it would be like to open them up, just like
Christmas. But that was not to be. Jack was always trading farm
equipment. He was good at finding a bargain and the barn
seemed to shelter a different tractor in each season. Tillie prayed
over that open catalog: “Lord, help me know what to do. It’s my
money, isn’t it?” she cried. The answer to her prayers came
clearly: “No, it’s my money.”
A few nights later it was Missionary Night at their church. Dr.
Hugh Bell and his wife had been running a hospital in India and
performing Christian outreach in the city of Madras for fifteen
years. They were back in the U.S. raising money for the work.
It was hard to know which was more difficult: working among
the poor of India or trying to raise money for them during the
Great Depression in America.
“In India, the Hindus believe that the cow is sacred, and so
they allow them to roam freely through the streets. Some are so
strict in their religious beliefs they will not even drink milk or
eat an egg, nothing that comes from an animal.” The doctor
expounded on this while showing colored glass slides projected
onto a white sheet tacked up in front of the church. “I’m praying that on this trip, I’ll be able to purchase some operating
room lights that I can ship back over and run on our generator.
You have no idea how hard it is to operate in the dark!” he said,
prompting a few chuckles among the congregation.
Pastor Anderson got up when the slide show was finished.
“As I announced this morning, we will be taking up a love
offering for the Bells, to help them on their way. Ushers, please
come forward at this time.”
Jack, a regular usher for the church, made his way to the
front, took one of the offering baskets, and as the organ played,
shuffled pew by pew to the back of the church.
When he reached his family’s pew, second from the back,
Tillie was prepared. The nearly empty wicker basket was coming down the row, each child passing it to the next. At the end
of the row, Tillie sat with Jack standing over her. Silently, she
took the cracker tin out of the large purse that sat on the pew
next to her. She undid the lid and looked up at Jack. He stared
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down at her, confused at first, but slowly realized that his wife
intended to put the whole thing in the basket. Instinctively, he
reached out to stop her, a small yelp nearly escaping his lips.
Tillie smiled at her husband and whispered up to him “I think
that tractor can wait.” With that she poured in the entire contents of the can. The sound of the falling coins reverberated
through the church and the organist stopped playing. The pastor and Dr. Bell looked back from the podium and every head in
the church turned to see Tillie hand Jack a basket spilling over
with coins.
Jack smiled sheepishly as he carried the heavy basket up to the
front. He looked down at the pile of coins that had given his
heart such joy that week and the thought of a new tractor, gone,
at least for now. “What could Tillie have been thinking?” he
wondered, as he put the basket on the table. As was their habit,
each usher turned around and faced the congregation, hands
folded in front of them.
“Jack, would you ask the blessing on this offering?” Pastor
Anderson asked, with a twinkle in his eye.
Jack cleared his throat and paused. “Lord, we thank Thee for
the bounty that Thou hast given us. We thank Thee for Dr. and
Mrs. Bell who are bringing the light of the gospel to the land of
India . . . and now will be able to bring along an operating room
light as well.” Jack smiled at his own turn of phrase as he heard
the other members of the congregation laugh.
No one was smiling more than Tillie who could see that her
husband was beginning to understand what this strange act
was all about. If she couldn’t have the money for herself, well
then, it would be better to just give it away. Why let a mere fifty
dollars stand between them? “Thanks, Lord,” she whispered
prayerfully. Perhaps the dance would be more interesting from
now on.
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THE ANGEL WITH THE
BROKEN FACE
By Marly Youmans

I

owe my acquaintance with the angel entirely to the accidents of marriage. Formerly I was married; Julia, my bride,
wanted to take a job in a distant village. So I came along
and was hired by a wealthy man to repair and care for his
private archives and library. I had no proper training for the job,
but he claimed that I “was intelligent and keen.” He had me
trained and provided me with a cottage on the grounds, where
I ply my restorer’s tools and examine such items as fall into his
hands. It is an appropriate job for one of my disposition.

I spoke to my wife only a few times between the day she abandoned me and the one in which our division became complete.
I would have been loyal to her forever, or as close as we get to
forever in this life. In the peculiar manner of many people who
grow restless with their mates and slide into an affair, she chose
someone very like me in appearance and manner. At first I didn’t particularly see the resemblance, but others often mentioned
it. And more than once I have had reason to take note.
The first time was after I had gone to the hospital clinic on
some trivial matter, and as I was crossing River Street, I heard
someone call after me.
Although I felt quite certain they were in error, I stopped and
listened.
“Farn, Farn—”
Busy thinking what a silly name Farn was, I didn’t turn
around until the last moment.
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“Oh, I thought you were—.” My wife’s voice drained away.
She looked rather upset. I say wife because at this juncture she
was technically still my wife, as we had only a legal separation.
“I’m so sorry,” she gasped, as though she had been running and
was out of breath.
“There’s no reason to feel sorry. Perfectly understandable.”
My glance slid away from hers. “In the future,” I said, as if to
myself, “I would prefer not to speak. I’m not angry, but I would
prefer not to.”
She began to stammer something about how she had never
meant to—well, what she meant no longer mattered, did it? So
I gave a little nod of the head and simply walked away.
I really don’t see the resemblance between us. Farn Ainsworth
is a narrow fellow with a straight nose and blond but thinning
hair—I’m glad to see that my mother’s family is noted for full
heads of hair well into old age—and a meticulous attention to
detail. So I will admit some likeness. But we are far from being
twins, or kindred spirits of any sort. I have a dislike of the type
of fellow who would attempt to possess the affections of another man’s wife. I’m sure you would too, given a similar situation.
My name, by the by, is a plain, sturdy James.
The angel. I was going to talk about the angel. It all has to do
with Christ Church, where James Fenimore Cooper is buried. I
mention Cooper because everybody does, and because I have
quite a bit to do with the man in a small way—and not just
because we share a first name in James. My employer has
amassed an enviable collection of Cooperiana, composed of
documents, letters, manuscripts, and first editions. He has a
good many pieces that were believed lost, and he enjoys hoarding them, since he can afford to keep his pleasures private.
Cooper and his family, then, come with my employment, and
he is part of the business of our town, Templeton. For his sake
we are slapped with Leatherstocking Realty and Bumppo sandwiches and Pioneer Studio. Christ Church, which has one of the
loveliest kirkyards in the country, is proud to contain the glory
of his moldering bones, along with family gravestones and a
rather pedantic stained glass window devoted to his memory
and to explaining away some of the unexplainable triune God.
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But I’m getting away from the angel in the sanctuary.
Fenimore Cooper refurbished Christ Church as a Gothic edifice,
and it is a pleasing one, with mellow bricks without, surprising
colors within. There is the charming St. Agnes Chapel and the
lawn of leaning headstones with mottos—She had her faults but
was good to the poor—and the lane of cherry trees leading
through the lych-gate to the sanctuary doors. At night when the
snow is drifted deep and life has shrunken close to the bone, a
red-garbed Christ hangs against the cobalt sky, a lamb in his
arms. The stained glass of the church is one of its treasures.
The angel with the broken face stands in a window close to
where I habitually sit on Sundays. I suppose you think less of
me, if you are a happy booster of the post-everything world.
Postmodern. Post-postmodern or whatever comes after that;
chaos, perhaps.
A friend who was visiting this morning read me some of the
more curious bits from rotten.com. He never goes anywhere
without his laptop. The Unitarian Universalists were on about
polygamy. The Society for Man-Boy Love was hammering and
yammering on that topic. In fact, he showed me a photograph of
a man and a pudgy-looking boy in a tamarack in Central Park.
Post public oral sex, mind you. Teenage Muslim terrorists were
manning recruitment booths in English villages and calling for a
European jihad. A Frenchman was trying to adopt his daughter,
who is the result of making overly familial love with his half-sister. Why not breed a race of mutants since the cool intellectual
types quit believing in God and meaning a long time ago? I
crossed the threshold of belief years back. I went in the direction
of something, and before I knew it, I was in its deep waters.
I sit by the angel, and I stand and sing and make the appropriate responses. Sometimes a river of flame washes through me.
Sometimes I stand in the pelting drops of light, the secret arrows
passing through my skin. Sometimes what is in me seems to
spire through my pores, or else flares up until I am standing in
a furnace of glimmering foxfire. Sometimes there is an immense
syllable trembling inside me, a word from a distant star in a language before languages, before the foundation of the world.
Such talk will make no sense to you, perhaps. And that is all
right. There is a power in what is concealed.
For me, the Tiffany angel with the broken face is secret. But
it’s perfectly visible. You can even sit near the hem of its robes,
and turn your head to see the flowers around its feet, the grass
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and foliage flaring up as the sun increases. I’m not the only one
fascinated by it; there’s a woman who sits nearby who wrote a
poem about the angel, but I don’t think she got it quite right.
Across the way, a second Tiffany angel stares at the one I
think of as mine. The second angel is more female than male,
though strong and muscular, as if carved from opal—a gem of
snow with green and purple lights. Such stones are as fragile as
glass. My angel is built in a larger, heavier style, with colors like
yellow plums and musky Concord grapes; waves of hair surround its face.
I was sure that it was once magnificent, because beauty’s echo
lingers there, annealed in the glass. Sometimes I think it lovelier
for having been shattered and remade after a rock crashed
through its face.
During a recent restoration of the church, the stained glass
windows were shipped away for six months; they came back
cleaned and releaded and astonishingly bright. Only the angel
with the broken face had not been healed of its wound. Its face
is only dimly visible, as if just sketched in by the glassmaker who
repaired it. The angel’s head is pale except when the sun comes
out during the service, as it does now and then in winter and
regularly from May on. Occasionally one must turn one’s face
away from its white fire.
• • •
At the time my wife left me for Farn Ainsworth, I was busy
collecting genealogical material. I will call my employer Mr.
Brown, out of deference to his feelings. He was distressed by the
tenor of what I had unearthed about one of his ancestors, and
more than once had asked me to stop my investigations. But I
persuaded him to let me continue. “What’s the matter with discovering the truth?” I asked him. “You have many fine and worthy leaves on the ancestral tree. What is one misguided man? He
has historical interest, more than many who behaved better.”
After all, if sin were not alluring, Satan would have no glamour.
I was fascinated with the pursuit, and I had turned up several
documents in private possession that I urged my patron to buy.
He did so, as much to cover up the thing as from any other
motive, I now believe.
The source of Mr. Brown’s unease was a civil disturbance
called “the Railroad War.” According to Father Birdsall, a for-
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mer rector of the church and a village historian, the wrangle
“divided the village into armed camps, destroyed friendships,
set neighbors against each other, poisoned social life, corrupted
voters, depressed business, instituted boycotts, carried savage
quarrels into courts of law, and spilt printer’s ink like blood.”
My research disclosed that one of my employer’s forebears
had played a malignant behind-the-scenes role in this drama.
Mr. Brown cared deeply about this insult to the family honor,
and perturbed by my findings, he was most interested to hide
the truth.
But I am wandering from my subject; I meant to illuminate
my state of mind. My wife had left me. I readily admit that she
took me by surprise, and that the news of her affair was a sharp
knock to my self-esteem and contentment. I disapproved of
what she had done, of course, and found it hard to picture that
while we were living together she was slipping around the corner to visit this Farn.
Mr. Brown kindly offered me living quarters, gratis, and I left
the cottage Julia and I had shared. Abandonment of the old
scene, the absence of Julia and her possessions all acted as a
tonic. Before long I was steadily banishing her from my
thoughts, and was surprised at how easily I could excise her. I
refused to communicate with her. Nor would I discuss our affairs
with anyone but her attorney, a mutual friend. She managed the
divorce, which cost me little or nothing in time or distress. She,
after all, was at fault, a reality I never failed to mention to the
lawyer, who appeared sympathetic to my position. I had nothing
she wanted. She was the one with the trust funds, not me.
So I have pondered whether it was the digging into my patron’s
family history that must have upset me in the months after I left
home. Perhaps the act of seeking truth conjoined unpleasantly
with the finding out of an unwanted truth about my personal
life. Perhaps the whole concept of “unearthing” facts that would
have been better left alone unsettled my subconscious.
Why such rumination? Because of an unusual conversation I
had with Father Martin. One Sunday the priest accosted me on
the walk by the sacristy.
“What were you doing out in the churchyard in the middle of
the night? I heard a noise and got up and looked out my bedroom window. And there you were, picking yourself off a slab.”
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“It wasn’t me,” I declared without a second’s hesitation. “I
was sound asleep in bed.”
“I could have sworn to it,” he said, “but I must have been
mistaken.” He nodded, and I wondered if he was thinking that
Farn Ainsworth looked remarkably like me.
“Moonlight plays tricks . . . on an old man,” he finished, clapping a hand on my shoulder.
“On eyes,” I corrected. “There are plenty of trees between the
rectory and the church. It must be hard to see. You’re not so old.”
“Oh, yes I am! And what’s the matter with your hand? You’ve
got it tied up tight, don’t you?”
“I must’ve scraped it. I didn’t even notice when it happened.”
I fingered the gauze, remembering how the abrasion had awakened me with its throbbing. Several times recently I had hurt
myself without taking in the cause of the injury, as if my mind
were so fully occupied in fending off any memory of my recent
troubles that I had scant attention to spare.
“Let’s plan to have lunch soon, James. I want to hear how you
are doing.”
“I’m doing well,” I told him. “Really. I never think about—if
I remember any unpleasantness, I shove it out of mind. I’m
strong enough to do that.”
“All the same,” he said quietly, “you might come and see me.
Sometimes when we push away what we don’t want to think
about, it comes back to haunt us.”
He gave me a blessing, his hand straying again to my injured
arm as he called down the peace of the Spirit upon me.
Afterward, I wondered what on earth Farn Ainsworth was
doing at Christ Church in the dead of night, but I gave it little
additional thought. I had no need to brood about him. Instead,
I drove over to see a woman in Cherry Valley who had some
papers I thought might be of interest to Mr. Brown.
• • •
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Several weeks passed, and one night I woke to find myself on
the lawn in front of my cottage. I had the terrible sense of dislocation one has when rudely hauled from sleep. When I first
looked around, I saw nothing that I recognized; then, as in a
dream, the shape of the hill and the distant mansion and the
curve of the lake became familiar, and I saw the cobbled walls
of the place I now called home. Something began to pain me,
and when I glanced down I saw blood on the aconite leaves, and
a ring with my keys on it, glinting silver in the moonlight. They
seemed like some open sesame to a magical door, and after
plucking them from the grass, I stared at them in amazement. I
was shivering, still feeling a gulf between this scene and reality.
Once in my grip, the keys resolved into the ordinary, though
now flecked with red. Evidently, I had cut my foot on a stone.
The wound bled profusely and would hobble me for days.
The next morning, my sheets were soaked with blood, and I
felt lightheaded. When I stood up, the pain reminded me of
what had happened the night before. It so happened that Father
Martin and I had lunch plans that day, and when I called to cancel, he was concerned and came for a visit, insisting that I let
him take me to the hospital. The wound on my foot, which had
seemed only superficial to me, was quite deep.
“You have really gouged it, haven’t you? How did this happen?” he asked, looking at me in a needlessly probing manner.
“I’m fine. I don’t really know.”
Perhaps it was the loss of blood, but I felt confused. I supposed the gash to be due to a reoccurrence of my boyhood penchant for sleepwalking. It had been years since I’d thought
about those night escapades. They had alarmed my family, as I
would walk downstairs and handily work my way through the
padlocks and open the front door of our house in New Orleans.
My parents had been frightened one night by a sailor ringing
the doorbell at three in the morning. He was a big man, his skin
blue-black and gleaming in the heat, and spoke with an unfamiliar accent.
“Your boy? Some’m wrong with him—”
My mother, darting out in a gown and shawl, tried to wake
me, but I was still asleep, though later I was told that my eyes
were open. The humid air was a cloud of suspended droplets.
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Inside this eerie fog, I appeared to be conversing volubly in
French with persons unseen. The peculiar element in the story
was that I had forgotten the French I had learned as a small
child, living in a Cajun town on the levee. At least I didn’t
remember it in my waking hours.
Soon the neighbors were peeping out of their houses, and my
parents’ good friends, Marie and Cephus, padded out in slippers
to see what was happening. My father saw the sailor off with
some money to thank him for returning me to the house. Then
he and Cephus carried me up to bed. Supposedly, I went on
murmuring in French for some time before falling silent. It had
all been a long time ago.
When I told Father Martin this story, he suggested that perhaps
I had really been in the churchyard on the night he had gotten
out of bed and seen a figure sprawled on a tomb.
“But that would mean I drove to town in my sleep,” I said,
letting out a laugh.
“Exactly. That’s what I fear,” Father Martin told me, rapping
on the arm of his chair. “Imagine your car skipping off the road
and into the lake. That would not be a good awakening.”
“You give me credit for more oddness than I possess! I couldn’t do that,” I assured him. “I never sleepwalked farther than
the front yard when I was a boy.” It took me all afternoon to
convince him that I was safe to be left alone, and I had to promise that I would not keep my keys in their usual location by the
door but leave them in a different spot each day. I felt touched
by his concern, but was certain that I posed no danger to myself.
I gave no more thought to the accident, and nothing more
occurred to give me any additional unease. In the following
weeks, I was busy cataloguing some items of interest pertaining
to the Corning and Clark families, while I pursued my earlier
research into the Railroad Wars. My employer was now in
Paris, and I had a free hand in the business of buying, collecting,
and digging for information. In his absence, I also served as a
private secretary, answering his letters and e-mail and taking
important calls, which were routinely forwarded to my cottage.
In this way, the time went on, and my foot healed. I began
running again, and by the third week I was back to jogging my
usual six miles a day. I felt that I had taken control of every
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aspect of my life that was within my control; I ate well, exercised, and sent thoughts of Julia straight to the trash.
So I was more than a little disturbed to be reminded once
more of my sleepwalking. Such acts suggested a lack of control
within me. Life and death held quite enough mystery without
me becoming mysterious to myself. My employer had written
me a letter of instructions not long before, including in it an
account of the Paris catacombs—its labyrinthine toils, as well as
the robbers, curiosity-seekers, and pagan worshippers who were
drawn there. He had gone on a tour of the catacombs and his
account of the maze of tunnels and chapels packed with skulls
gave me a feeling of vertigo.
One night as I slept, a strong hallucination came to me. I was
standing in the sanctuary at the church. In the manner of
dreams, I was just there, with no preface to the event. The pews
were crowded, and slowly the congregation turned to look at
me. Only slowly did I grasp that the people were dressed in oldfashioned clothes, many of the men bearded. The last to turn
and meet my gaze was a big-shouldered man, his gray eyes darting to meet mine. I realized that the combed-back hair and the
generous features could only belong to Fenimore Cooper, and as
I cried out in protest, the church sank into blackness.
The next thing I knew I woke up to the sound of the telephone
ringing.
“James! I saw you!”
“What? What’s going on—Father Martin?”
“I saw you racing between the rows of cherry trees . . . are you
all right?”
“Yes, I’m fine. I haven’t been anywhere at all; I was asleep in
bed.”
“But I called earlier, and you didn’t answer.”
This stumped me. Why hadn’t I answered? Perhaps he had
dialed the wrong number in the dark.
“Sometimes I sleep like a rock. Too much fresh air, I guess. I’m
sorry if I worried you. But I don’t think it was me.” After a
pause, I added, “Couldn’t you have mistaken me for someone
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else?” I didn’t have to say whom. Farn Ainsworth attended the
eight A.M. service, so Father Martin surely knew him.
“I’m just worried about you, James. Are you sure you haven’t
been out?”
“Sure,” I said, feeling almost certain. If it hadn’t been for the
queer coincidence of that vision—I somehow hesitated to call it
a dream—I would have felt quite positive.
Before I had gone to bed, I had hidden the car keys in the soap
dish by the sink, and I carried the phone in the kitchen to check
if they were still in their hiding spot. They were splayed exactly as
I’d left them. I went to a window to see if the car had been moved.
I later noted that the door was unlocked, but I often left it so.
“Well, all right.” Father Martin capitulated, mentioning that
he would keep me in his prayers.
By this time, I was thoroughly awake. The oddity of his calling
when I was dreaming about the church made me uneasy. I slid
the latch across the door. After fixing myself a hot whiskey in
hopes that it might make me sleepy, I went back to bed. I felt
warm and relaxed, and I began considering my plans for the following day. But as I glanced around the room, something startled
me. My clothes were not where I remembered leaving them. I
had gone for a run just before twilight; and I was sure that I had
left them folded on the hamper. But now they were lying in a
heap on the floor. I felt them over, trying to decide whether they
might still be moist from my run. I had been home by dusk; it
hadn’t been all that long, I told myself.
I had merely forgotten where my clothes had been left, though
I am congenitally tidy and do not like the common habit of discarding pants and shirts on the nearest chair or onto the floor.
That was a failing of my wife’s, though I felt it wrong to correct—she was the one who did the laundry, and it seemed an
unfair objection. No doubt she had some small and aggravating
habits to lodge against me as well. Perhaps I was overly neat and
organized. I’ve been charged with liking a spare existence. It
suits me, now that I’ve settled in this place, with nothing but a
few clothes, a laptop computer, and a small CD player.
Everything else belongs to Mr. Brown.
A cold spring gave way to a chilly June, which ushered in one
of those intermittent Yankee summers in which a sweater is
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always needed. The wind off the lake was unpleasant. All that
summer I questioned why I continued to stay in the area. I did
not try to see or reconcile with my wife, so there was no reason
to remain. Occasionally people insisted on telling me some piece
of news about Julia and Farn. After the divorce, she would soon
be his wife.
But I liked the solitude and the detective puzzle required by
my work; and I liked Mr. Brown, who promised to send me on
some “digging” trips. He wanted me to go to England with him,
since I had proved very useful as a researcher. If I had a question
about preserving his artifacts, I was only a fifteen-minute drive
from the museum where he served as a trustee. I now had a master’s degree in curatorial work, earned through that same institution, and it had been suggested to me on several occasions that
I might be well suited to their needs.
That summer, I had no more trouble with dreams. Father
Martin and I had lunch several times, and he told me that I
looked well. But in the fall, not long after Julia’s lawyer sent me
a notice of the date for our divorce to be finalized, something
troubling happened. I had had several bouts of bad dreams and
interrupted sleep, and I had taken once more to hiding the keys,
more out of a kind of superstition than anything else.
One night I woke to find myself standing in the church sanctuary. I did not feel sleepy, nor did it occur to me to wonder how
I had come to be there. What my condition was, precisely, I cannot say, but it was not that of a dream. It was far more solid, the
place tactile to my hand. The lovely old lamps were on; it was
oddly light inside, but that I didn’t consider until later. I walked
around the church, stopping to visit the angel with the broken
face and read the words in the wreath below his feet:
TO THE
GLORY OF GOD
AND IN MEMORY OF
GRACE EHNINGER DUNBAR
A.D. 1870–1894.
.BLESSED.ARE.THE.PURE.
.IN.HEART.FOR.THEY.
.SHALL.SEE.GOD.
In keeping with my altered state, unruly tears filled my eyes. I
had never thought about how young she was, this Grace
Dunbar, and it seemed sweet that somebody loved her enough
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to claim purity of heart for her. It seemed to me that I had never
met a woman with purity of heart, and I felt a strange longing
for this dead girl. The ribbon twined around the wreath of
sword-shaped leaves was golden, and my eyes rested on it with
a sensation of comfort. Looking up, I knew the familiar pleasure of gazing at the angel, with the wings that change from a
curve of opal to a shadowy purple, rose and blue. Above the
head, surmounted by a halo of green and gold swirls, the blue
and green hills and the glimpse of lake made the sketchily rendered face appear blank in contrast.
I could feel the stare of the second angel from the opposite
side of the church. Her eyes follow wherever one moves about
the sanctuary. It is some trick of Tiffany’s artistry, I suppose, as
I have seen oil paintings that also seemed to register what happened in a room. Oddly, I felt some fear in turning to meet her
eyes. I had seen this angel as often as the angel with the broken
face. It served as an old woman’s memorial, her name and dates
inscribed on a kind of glass pedestal below the angel’s feet:
CHARITY
In Memory of
Catharine L. Dodge
Sept. 23, 1817–Dec. 28, 1901
“She hath done what she could.”
I had always given more of my attention to Grace Dunbar’s window, but now I stared at this one as though seeing it for the first
time. It is hard for me to describe how I felt; the aura of that
moment reminds me of a fragment of my youth, when I had
taken up smoking cigarettes laced with hash oil as I watched
Bergman films at the art house near my apartment. I’d go after
hours and watch even the most obscure films with the owner,
Max. We had a friendship based on this shared fanaticism. But
I’m no adventurer. There’s not much more to tell of my drug
experience. And I haven’t watched one of those movies in years.
Perhaps I simply have had enough of northern light and silence
and of dwelling on a woman’s face, close up.
To understand the intensity of what I felt, one must look at
the angel closely, as I did. The cast of the entire panel is opaline,
the pale amethyst feathers delineated with minute strokes. A
mottled disk frames the face, which is radiant in its opal-like
substance, with grave blue eyes and a mouth of muted rose. The
flesh of the hands is almost frightening in its alien beauty: a living opal, veined with otherworldly fire. Its robes are not so
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much white as made from smears of the same gem. Perhaps only
the Japanese medieval technique of nihonga can express the
nature of that cloth: the art of painting with crushed jewels,
layer after layer of tint catching and refracting the light. A
wreath serves as the angel’s crown, its ends hanging down below
her shoulders. There were things about the window I had never
noticed before—the pedestal shot up into narrow pillars that
lifted vaults ribbed with gold in a tri-part cathedral.
What struck me was that the miniature edifice was shot
through with Gothic windows that gave glimpses onto interior
parlors that were places of magic and mystery. There the light
was mottled, and I had a great desire to stand in the variously
tinted rooms. It was only much later in recollection that I shivered, remembering the wild chambers of Poe’s “The Masque of
the Red Death.” These were not the grotesque and gothic
images of Poe, yet perhaps they shone in another world, to
which death was a key.
Death is a terrible passage for all; if it were not so, we who
call ourselves Christians would not think it such a gift that our
God slammed a stake into the heart of history by dying for us.
We would not think it impressive that he should return, fragile
at first, like a butterfly whose wings have not fully cured. One
of my childhood companions nearly died of a virus shortly after
we went away to college. He later told me that in his fevers
Death had appeared to him as a great grinning mask to which
he was tethered. And Death had played him like a yo-yo.
• • •
While I was wrapped up in my wish for the mystical region of
color and light above the angel’s head, a group of people had
entered the side door that leads through an arched walkway to
the chapel. I didn’t notice them until someone coughed and
cleared his throat, not trying to catch my attention but readying
himself to speak. Turning, I found that it was Father Martin. To
my surprise, Julia was there as well, standing with another man.
With incomprehension, I looked at him. Was this me, with Julia?
I observed that the angel with the broken face was looking vaguely in their direction. The light brightened, obscuring his features.
I took this as encouragement to approach and slowly walked
up the center aisle. Even before I reached the front, I saw that
the man was not me—which would have been impossible, of
course, but quite believable in my state. His hair was not right.
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The man was, as I should have realized, Ainsworth.
I now accepted the facts without question: my wife and Farn
Ainsworth were being married. Nevertheless, this caused me
some struggle as I had trouble remembering what our circumstances were. I could not quite bring the divorce, which to my
mind had not yet happened, to the fore. The event resembled a
dream, but in almost no other way was it vague or dislocated,
other than the fact that I was in my jogging pants and a T-shirt,
clothes entirely unsuitable for attending a wedding. When I
glanced behind me, toward the double doors, I saw that the
head of the angel with the broken face had vanished in the light.
I drew closer, unnoticed. The witnesses shifted slightly, a man
fumbling in his pocket, perhaps to make certain that he still had
the ring. Father Martin read the marriage service from the
prayer book, glancing up from time to time. Farn and Julia, not
holding hands, listened intently.
Father Martin was momentarily distracted; he looked up
from the page and seemed to look at me. Crossing himself, he
thrust out his hand toward me in a gesture of dismissal.
“Go—.” With that choked-out syllable, the vision ended.
• • •
The next time I saw Father Martin alone, I dared to ask him
whether he had seen any more intruders in the cemetery. He
shook his head, saying that he slept more and more soundly as
he grew deafer.
“You haven’t been up to anything, have you?” He pressed my
arm in a friendly manner. His grip was a little strong, though;
clearly, he was concerned.
“If I have, I’m unaware of it.” That was true enough. I didn’t
know what to make of my recent experience or what more I
could come to learn about it.
In the late fall, Julia and Farn Ainsworth were married. It was
a notable event in town gossip circles, and I avoided Main Street
for weeks, even skipping church the Sunday after their ceremony
and only attending the Wednesday morning service after conquering a strong reluctance. It’s a cheerful time to go, because
people often breakfast together afterward, sitting and talking for
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an hour or more. But I didn’t want to chat, because someone
would’ve said something, either to me or in a whisper to someone
else, about the recent nuptials. So I sat in the back of the little St.
Agnes Chapel and was the last to kneel at the rail to receive communion in that outrageous Victorian sanctuary with its bright,
narrow Gothic windows and walls the color of a ripe mango.
The Body of Christ, the Bread of Heaven.
The Blood of Christ, the Cup of Salvation.
As I tasted the wine on my tongue, I felt for an instant like a
figure of glass, flaring to crimson in the sun, entirely breakable.
My mother’s voice drifted out of memory: Remember you are a
vessel of the Holy Spirit. Light as a butterfly’s wing, I felt her
touch. As I got up from the kneelers, Father Martin whispered
for me to come back to his office before I left. I nodded, feeling
uneasy, and had a hard time concentrating on the remainder of
the service. I found myself closing my eyes and praying simply
Spirit of God, Spirit of Christ, over and over. It is St. Paul who
says that when we don’t know how to pray, the Holy Spirit
prays for us with sighs too deep for words.
Father Martin made no mention of the wedding until he had
made us each a mug of cocoa—it was cold outside, and the
roads were full of slush. He had a bag of croissants, and we
munched on them and talked about a lectionary study he wanted to begin before Advent.
“You doing all right?” He rubbed his hands together, to shake
off the crumbs or to warm himself.
“Yes, I’m doing well enough. It doesn’t bother me. The marriage, I mean. I don’t think much about her anymore.”
“Hmm.” Father Martin didn’t believe me.
“Well, it’s done.”
“Yes, it’s over,” I said.
Father Martin fidgeted with the white bakery sack before
crumpling it into a ball.
“I never had such a strange round of counseling in my life.”
His hair flopped to one side as he combed his fingers through it.
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“I shouldn’t have said that. Privacy. You know, there was a witness, a girl, who was dressed in the most appalling fashion—”
Feeling almost guilty, I remembered the vision I had experienced. The scene was still fresh in my memory, though some
months had passed.
“I shouldn’t have said that. I didn’t mean to upset you.” The
priest leaned over the low tea table.
“No. I’m not. Not upset.”
“It’s just that I could have sworn—”
Father Martin inspected me. He glanced away, tossing the
crushed paper into the wastebasket.
“What?”
“Nothing.”
“What?” I pressed him, but fearfully. I didn’t want to know
and couldn’t help but ask. Again I had the feeling of being in the
wrong somehow, as though it were my fault that I’d found
myself in the church at that wedding, before it even happened.
“Nothing. It’s just that I thought I—just a trick of the light, I
expect,” he went on, as if to himself.
I hesitated, with the sensation that my breath was slowing and
that the seconds could combust into some dreadful revelation.
Father Martin stared at the wastebasket as if a phoenix might
materialize from its depths, then shrugged.
“Come on. Let me show you some things I found in the
church history cupboard. Give you a little work to do, since
you’re our historian.”
Simultaneously, I felt relief and a lingering apprehension.
• • •
I ran into Julia on the street the next day, and she spoke to me
as I continued walking briskly. The tip of her nose was red; she
was wearing an attractive wool coat I did not remember.
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“You know that it’s done. Did you ever receive copies of the
papers?” She kept up with my pace, though my legs are long,
and I was uninterested in stopping to chat.
“I suppose.” Wishing to remain noncommittal, I said no
more, but she caught me by the arm.
“I hear you’ve been sleepwalking.”
“It’s no longer anything to you, is it?”
“Stop it.” She pulled at my arm, and I paused. Snow was
beginning to slide across my vision.
“You are cold,” she stated.
“It’s winter.” I looked across the street toward the park,
where Otsego Hall had burned. Fenimore Cooper, in bronze,
brooded on the weather, which is almost always hatching out
snow.
“That’s not what I meant,” she insisted, tugging again at my
sleeve.
I jerked my arm from her grasp, pulling the sleeve back down
over my wrist. She would follow me until she had her say, I realized.
“You’re making an exhibition of yourself,” I pointed out.
“You’re now Mrs. Ainsworth, and, as such, you can be nothing
to me. Nothing.”
Here she gripped my tie and held me—a surprisingly intimate
and faintly erotic gesture, but distasteful and intrusive at the
same time. What did she want from me?
“I am still something to you,” she whispered.
“You no longer stand in any possible relation whatsoever to
me. Nor do I wish for some impossible relation.” At this, I buttoned my overcoat, wanting to shut her out of any more philandering with my tie, as well as—frankly, I admit it—to shield
the spectacle of an erection from her sight. I closed my eyes and
pictured the wimpy Farn Ainsworth. Now he was a deflating
prospect. Then I sighed and looked for the first time into my former wife’s face. The only flaw in her appearance was that her
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features gave the impression of being a little vague, as if painted
on silk in watercolor. Some day she would look washed out. She
possessed a quality of cunning and surprise in bed that I missed.
“Go ahead, then. Say whatever it is you need to say.” I turned
my head until I could see as far as the bridge and the old hanging grounds beyond.
“You were always cold, James. There were pieces of you that
I never knew. There were rooms inside of you that were completely closed off and inaccessible. Whole wings of you, for that
matter.”
Though I refused to meet her eyes, from her voice I could tell
that she was crying, and there was something imploring in her
tone. It would be foolish for me to try and hide that I felt a
wrench of emotion.
“That’s not true. You saw what there was to see. Maybe you
just wanted something you didn’t and couldn’t have.”
“No. It is true,” she insisted. “You just don’t want to see what
I mean. I was always looking for you to open up to me.
Always.”
“This is absurd. You are trying to pin fault on me. But I wasn’t
the one who chose to screw around.” I felt impatient and more
than a tinge angry. The whole scene was unnecessary and unfair.
“You made that choice. You would have had my faithfulness
forever.” The wind dashed snowflakes against the black of her
coat. Little marvels, they lay frozen on the cloth.
“I was looking—maybe I was looking for you, James.
Searching for a way to get into those closed-off places.” Her
small, strong fingers seized upon my sleeve once more.
Dimly, I noticed that she had turned her face up to mine. I fastened my gaze to the grillwork of the park gates.
“You certainly had an interesting way of going about it,” I
said coolly. “Now I really must go. I’m late for an appointment.”
Gently removing her hand from my sleeve, I stepped into the
street. My sensation of relief was strong, and I crossed the park
quickly. At the far gates near the church, I turned to glance back.
I could still see her, standing in the same position, watching me
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through the snow. It seemed to me that she raised one hand
slightly before I looked away.
I felt the same primitive grief—an uncontrollable emotion that
seemed too large for my body to hold—that I had felt when my
mother died. I did not allow myself to cry, though my face was
already wet with melting snow. The depiction of myself as a
house with secret rooms had touched and intrigued me, though
I felt that Julia was absolutely in the wrong. I had lived what is
a normal man’s life with her, full of sex, meals, and taking care
of what needed to be done, along with a certain amount of talk
about our work, the church, outside activities, and what we
read in the news or magazines or on the Web. I daresay that I
am more communicative than most.
But I did feel that the sleepwalking had shown that there were
parts of me that I did not and could not master—rooms, in
Julia’s term, where one could not go. Had she found those chambers open in this man, Farn? Was such a thing even possible? I
thought not. But I wondered whether Julia felt that she had
rediscovered me in him: that he was as she wished I had been.
Perhaps he was a more romantic person than I, with his artistic pursuits and his well-known ramblings around the lake. The
village and countryside are full of half-imaginary places that
people still believe in. One can see where Cooper’s LeatherStocking destroyed a panther in the act of leaping on Elizabeth
Temple, visit “Natty Bumppo’s cave,” and so forth. Farn
Ainsworth was known for leading groups to these romantic
spots. He had an air of the poet about him: perpetually bruised
under the eyes, he was sickly looking and would have made a
fine nineteenth-century consumptive. One would be unsurprised
to see him sitting at the edge of the patio fountain at the hospital. He had all the appearance of a long-term patient.
• • •
I hunkered down for winter, and settled myself to the task of
reviewing my employer’s entire collection, making sure that
each of the paper items in his collection was stored or mounted
properly with an acid-free backing. Before he left Paris to meet
friends in Stockholm and London, Mr. Brown had shipped me
seven boxes of exquisite acid-free papers, including envelopes in
a range of sizes. These were to protect his treasures, including
the letters about the Railroad War.
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There is something mindless and satisfying about cataloguing;
it is a fine cold-weather activity, good for the part of the year
when Advent and Christmas are past and Lent looms ahead.
Many letters have some poignant drop of past sorrow or joy to
convey, and the documents, too, have their interest, which
comes from the old-fashioned wording or the charm of a
detailed engraving. The crisp French envelopes filled Mr.
Brown’s ranks of cherry filing cabinets, each labeled and
described in archival ink. I enjoyed working in the two-story
library in the main house; a maid came to clean up the litter
after I finished each afternoon.
Occasionally I would run along the lake road, but the wind
was bitter and chapped my face. Mostly I drove into the village
and worked out in the gym. That and attending services on
Sundays and Wednesdays were the sum of my outings. I spent a
great deal of time devising a method of indexing and accessing
my employer’s papers—an activity which was to culminate in a
web site allowing scholars to have recourse to many of them.
Needless to say, those pertaining to his morally dubious ancestor’s role in the Railroad Wars were not among them. Anyone
who has spent time with machines knows how they devour the
hours in their infinite capacity for detail. While I could not have
been described as happy, I was busy, and that was helpful in this
period of my life. I rarely thought of Julia.
From time to time, Farn Ainsworth slipped into my mind, a
regrettable occurrence that never failed to surprise me with a
bolt of anger. When I allowed myself to dwell on him, I discovered in myself a smoldering rage.
This I confessed to Father Martin, who counseled me and was
as true a friend to me as any man has ever been. I also told him
that I had suffered some loss of the sense of God: that is, the two
feelings I cherished were now absent. One was the intermittent
and always unexpected sense of the divine attention turning
toward me. I had grown to love and long for those moments of
expectant trembling when the soul draws near to God, before
the mighty sluice of the spirit splashed over me in a ravishing
flood. The other was somewhat like it: a kind of exultation in
which my entire being seemed to fly upward and dissolve into a
presence larger than itself. Father Martin comforted me, and bid
me to keep the sacraments faithfully and to remember in times
of shadow what I had known in the lighter days. This, I felt, was
fine advice. Yet I continued to respond with sharp stabs of rage
to thoughts of Farn Ainsworth.
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I had come to suspect that Ainsworth had some peculiar, subterranean relation to me. He had the body of a stripling where
I was muscular and fit. He had my wife, while I had an enforced
chastity. Once, when passing a mirror, it seemed that I glimpsed
him in the room, and for some days I felt a horror of that glass,
which I at last turned to the wall. Still, I had an irrational and
superstitious feeling that the reflection was there, facing the
wainscoting. I went so far as to suspect some hitherto unsounded relation between us, and even to question whether we were
both genuine! It sounds nonsensical, yet there it is. I believed the
feeling of unreality that had crept into my heart to be merely a
result of the blows to my marriage, the effect of which I was still
determined to suppress.
All of this made me throw myself into the task entrusted to me
with even more vigor. When my employer called, he was astonished and pleased at my reported progress, though he expressed
some worry that I was working too hard. Later he wired me a
considerable sum of money as a bonus.
The job of surveying and cataloguing had been underway for
three months when a change occurred in my life. I was forced to
realize that my sleepwalking was, as I had dreaded to find, not
yet finished.
There were no warning signals. I hadn’t wakened to find myself
outside in the snow or noticed that my clothes were displaced.
There was nothing to indicate that I was off-kilter in any way.
I awoke, gripped by the sensation of being unmoored, unclear
as to where I was and what the hour might be.
Again I was in the church, but this time it was neither dark
nor light but full of a greenish substance that I only slowly recognized as the weird brightness that sometimes comes before a
storm. I realized that once more the sanctuary had changed, and
for some minutes I thought that much time must have passed,
so that the recent restoration of the place had begun to decay,
the gold leaf to flake from the dull rose of the walls, the lamps
to dull with tarnish. But there were other inaccuracies as well—
missing plaques and carvings, several modern stained glass panels entirely absent.
In wild weather, one may see a cloud that is shadowed to navy
in places but also streams with dazzling sun. That is the closest
I can come to describing how the church appeared, because it
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seemed to ripple with weather. Brief, sharp intrusions of light lit
one window or another. Perhaps that was why I did not immediately notice the angels. Then a spear of brightness made a
glowing spot on the hand of the angel I now thought of as
Charity. It drew my glance to the curious flesh, which seemed
more than ever to be both terrifyingly alien and thrillingly alive.
I remember staring at the eyes and noticing that she stared not
at me but at her opposite, the angel with the broken face.
Yet when I swung around to see my old pew companion, I
was startled to see not the white face sketched in with dull color
but an entirely different countenance. This visage united opposites: stern and mild, strong and yielding, grave and laughing,
simple and complex, male and female. Mesmerized, I drank in
the marvelous shadings of the brow and cheek, so utterly right
below the blue and dreamlike hills and lake that were like our
lake and hills but unaccountably changed.
How long one might take to absorb and to memorize such a
miracle of the glassmaker’s art, I don’t know. To my grief, I can
no longer recall the exact luminosity and shadings that seemed
to glimmer along the neck and blossom on the face.
For as I stared, fixed there as surely as if I had been nailed to
the spot, the swirling air from the open doors increased in color
and in brightness, so that the entire chamber of the room was
stained. For the first time I grasped what I should have noticed
before, the eerie wailings of the wind, tearing through the yard
of stones. Then I heard a sound as if the entire world had been
uprooted and disassembled: an immense slow wrenching followed by a complex series of crashes. The perfection of the
angel’s face exploded into shards that made, for one instant, a
corona around its head. Something struck my face. I heard a
voice screaming, tearing like a pennant in a storm. I realized that
a branch had smashed through the window; the leaves ripped
from the limb like a flock of butterflies, seized and crumpled.
The angel’s mildness had been destroyed, shot through by the
raw flood of air and the stab of wood. The green mysterious air
had entered my lungs, and I seemed hell-bent on expelling it. The
noise in my ears increased to a roar as I saw Father Martin rush
toward me, his bathrobe flapping behind him. The sanctuary
collapsed in black dots; I saw nothing more.
• • •
Where I have been and how I have been, I don’t know. I knew
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nothing for a long time. Then I woke in the village hospital, the
winter light at the window. Father Martin bent over me. I looked
at him with recognition, and then I slept. When I woke again,
Julia was there, though it was beyond me to question why.
This is what they have told me: as Father Martin raced into
the church, his poor half-deaf ears summoned by my cries, I
fainted. My feet were bare and bloody; I was standing in a pool
of melted snow. Chunks of ice clung to the drawstring pants I
had worn as pajamas. Otherwise I wore only a T-shirt. A cut
was bleeding plentifully along the side of my face. My legs were
locked and stiff; I was shaking.
The church is a mere block from the hospital. I was bundled
into an ambulance and piled with blankets. It seems that I had
sped from the house on the lake all the way to the village. That
meant racing many miles in falling snow. It astonished everyone
who saw me. They saved my life, those doctors and nurses in the
emergency room, although I lost several toes and must learn to
run again without them. Father Martin stayed with me, praying
through the night. In the morning others from our church arrived.
But it was a hard dawn for our little community.
Farn Ainsworth died that night, although I didn’t learn this
news until recently. It had been pleasant enough for walking, if
you like a brisk stroll and don’t mind the snow. He and Julia and
our old dog, Max, had gone down to the lake. They went as far
as the little Council Rock Park at the mouth of the Susquehanna
River. For almost a week the villagers had been able to see the
northern lights, which were not so colorful as those one might
see closer to the North Pole, but lovely just the same. I had seen
them myself before going to bed, the pale and glowing formations hanging over Lion Mountain like spears from warriors of
ancient times.
Evidently Julia was too cold to step onto the lake. She waited
for Farn and our dog, standing on the marble arrow that points
north and reminds some people of Chingachgook and Cooper’s
wonderful, laughable Indians. Farn was skimming a stick for
Max, who leaped about on the ice—by this time of year, quite
thick. Ice, for one raised in more tropical regions, has a fascination; like a sheet of glass, it can be clear or striated or cloudy
with air. Strange that even when January brings the greatest
thickness, there is sometimes a pocket that remains thin, undermined by a bubble. The ice broke under the weight of Farn
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Ainsworth and the dog. Julia heard it crack; she called Farn’s
name and clambered from the platform, running onto the ice.
Such a foolish, heartbreaking name for a man, isn’t it? Now I
feel sorry that he was named that way, and that he didn’t know
to be more careful. How could he know, though? We are all
walking on thin ice. Max hauled himself onto the surface. Julia
screamed, lying down to shove her arm into the water, panicked
that more of the ice would cave in. The dog shook itself, spraying icy drops. After a while, Julia staggered back to the beach
and steps. She began banging on the nearest Lake Street doors.
No one responded so she headed around the corner to the police
station on Fair Street, tucked behind the village library.
Julia was aware that victims may be revived after a long
immersion, though it happens more commonly with children.
She was hopeful; his body was recovered within the hour. The
sirens from the volunteers woke up the town, and a few residents gathered at the park, standing on the stone platform.
Farn never recovered consciousness. He was not strong. After
the autopsy it was revealed that he had suffered a heart attack
when his body hit the cold water. Farn Ainsworth was no man
to pit against the elements.
So Farn and I both lay unconscious in Mary Imogene Bassett
Hospital at the same time, each of us despaired of by the doctors.
But I lived. I was granted more life, and he was not, though
Father Martin prayed for us both. This, I gather, has been the gossip of village, and wild things have been murmured. No matter.
I’m not sure I could make those people understand how we stand
in relation to each other, Farn Ainsworth and I. We go on being
the same—being opposite—on two sides of the uncrossable mirror that is our mortal divide. I lie in my bed, the white sheets
pulled to my chin. He lies in his grave, tucked in snow. No, not
that: we have run out of space in the kirkyard, and what is left of
him is only a handful of dust and gravel deposited in the columbarium wall. They may have already cut words on the stone.
What part I have to play in these changes, I cannot tell, but
I’m as certain as I am of my own name that at the very moment
that the javelin of a branch unmade the angel’s face, Farn
Ainsworth broke through the ice of Lake Otsego.
Farn always called it Glimmerglass, as Fenimore Cooper did.
Why am I so sure? I don’t know. There are things one does not
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have to touch in order to grasp. Certain realities seem the sheerest moonshine until one has experienced them. I have absorbed
something of Farn Ainsworth. How else could I hold these
romantic notions? How else could I allow Julia to come to my
room and press my hand and whisper things to me that might
be better left unsaid? Sometimes I don’t know whether she is
speaking to me, James, or to the other man. Often I think that
he has infected me somehow. When the brunt of nature detonated the glass at the same moment that he stumbled into the
lake, he must have passed some shard of himself to me—like a
fragment of ice or glass that embedded itself in my heart. How
else could I have grown so weak? Now and then I cry, the tears
welling up and washing helplessly down my cheeks. The mark
of that night is on me, a scar the doctor promises will make me
look quite dashing, like the victor in a duel. “Like a victor,” I
whispered, wondering whether or not there had been a duel. If
so, had it been a fight unto the death? Did I win, or did I lose?
I fear that I will be conjuring up Farn Ainsworth on my
deathbed, even if it comes fifty years from now.
When I return to my pew in the church, I will find it strange to
look at the angel with my new face, slashed in the turbulence of
the storm. We are both shaped by the tree: the angel bereft of its
proper visage, undone by a vague facelessness, and I by the shattering of that face, which I insist—even when Father Martin tells
me I must be wrong—is the source of this clawed line of scar,
which I have already seen once, in a compact held by a nurse.
There are many things I no longer know. Long ago I was drawn
to the prettiness and the lack of definition in Julia’s features. I
ponder on the angel’s blurry, not-quite-finished appearance:
another kind of glimmerglass. I think of my face and the breakage of faces. At dawn I imagine ice and glass and a chamber of
air going green. I flinch when my mind drifts to the horror of
reflections that can lie or tell truths in a mirror. About these
things, I may come to know more; or, perhaps I may not.
I rest, unknowing.
I am weak, I am weak, I am weak. This much I know.
Pneumonia has robbed me of spark and muscle, and I am nothing but water. Some day I will go home, return to what is called
life. But now I shall sleep in the simple light of noon.
When I wake, Father Martin will bring me the Holy
Communion. I anticipate and dread this act, for I have learned
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that God comes in most fully where there is weakness. It is the
broken glass that lets in the gust with all its terrible freedom. I
have no powers left with which to resist him. Sometimes I
believe that what I called myself has been dismantled and has
come utterly to an end. When I take the wafer on my tongue and
the wine in my mouth, with Father Martin supporting my head
in the crook of his arm, I will be helpless to fend off the assaults
of the Spirit.
Everything about God is so contradictory! Christ the man,
wholly Other. Mortal, immortal. Giver of himself to death, giver
of himself as life. It’s all opposite, as in a mirror, cocked to the
wall. In invisibility, as in the most flawless glass and the most
stainless water, he drives toward me with a supernatural force. I
am too feeble to fend him off. I close my eyes, and he pounces
on me like an enormous catamount from the forests.
His is an indwelling power, bursting and coruscating like a star
reflected in a fountain. Tears seep from the corners of my eyes. I
am nothing; I have nothing but this: that which is entirely Other
has chosen to make its tabernacle inside my flesh. A terrible
delight strengthens itself in me as I become four walls, a floor, a
vaulted ceiling, linked infinitely onto other rooms, standing in
hourless eternity. In the upheld chambers of this edifice, the air
spangles and turns to splendor, its mottled atmosphere tinted
with amethyst or persimmon or with the surprising color of a
mango’s flesh, cut and sacrificed on a stone.
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For we are the stars. For we wing.
For we sing with our light.
For we are birds made of fire.
For we spread our wings over the sky.
Our light is a voice.
We cut a road for the soul
for its journey through death.
An Eskimo story explains the origin of light as follows: “In the
eternal darkness, the crow, unable to find any food, longed for
light, and the earth was illumined.” If there is a real desire, if the
thing desired is really light, the desire for light produces it.
—Simone Weil
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DEATH ENTERS THE
WILDERNESS SINGING
By Doug Thorpe

1

D

arkness gathers around. Out in the meadow in the
middle of the night, wind blowing, the silhouettes of
mountains on three sides of me, the stars blazing
above: Cassiopeia, the Dipper. My daughter Katie
and her cousin Rebecca are in the tent back among the trees.
Judy, my wife, is in the other tent, reading by flashlight.
We have been in the mountains four days now.

I lie on the grass, beside the lupine and paintbrush, the daisies
and monkshood, and I place my hands upon my heart and
breathe. I lie like the dead, my arms the wings of a butterfly,
golden as a monarch. Then in the middle of my chest a stone
rolls away. I do not know how else to explain this. The space
has no boundaries. It opens like a door, a vault, a cave.
The earth is cold beneath me. My jacket grows damp. The
system is failing, I hear from deep within; this system is breaking down. I do not know if it means my body or the earth itself.
I do not even know if there is any difference. I wonder what
could possibly follow and I have no answer. But I know it’s true.
The system is breaking down.
I sit up, cross my legs, and briefly open my eyes. I find myself
in the bottom of a dark bowl. I breathe quietly and look around
at the immense sky. It could be the womb of the earth. I could
be sitting here waiting to be born.
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I describe this moment here as if it can be isolated, giving it
some of the clarity of a snapshot. But I know that it was
informed by what occurred earlier that afternoon as we climbed
from Macalester Lake up to the pass, when Katie was suddenly
seized with sharp pains in her abdomen. I remember the look in
her eyes, the tears which were not from pain but fear, which was
only slightly relieved when her mother or I would assure her
that certainly it was from the lunch and the tightness of the
waist strap, it would pass, and then it didn’t as we continued
slowly up the trail and she had to stop again and again and I’m
standing there on a very dusty trail ten miles in any direction
from anything even remotely medical—or even human for that
matter—and I’m thinking and I can tell as I look at Judy that
she’s thinking appendicitis.
And I’m remembering that Rebecca’s father—my brother—
had appendicitis just a few years ago that went undiagnosed and
came close to killing him, and I’m calculating from my own
appendectomy fourteen years ago just how long we can wait
before taking some kind of action, and I’m trying to imagine just
what that action might be. Assuming the worst I figure that I
could make the ten miles or so down the mountain without a
pack in a few hours and from there find someone who could
radio for a helicopter that could fly in and land in the meadow
easily enough and pick up Katie (and Judy? And Rebecca?) and
carry her to a hospital in order to perform the appendectomy.
Except, of course, that we’re in a National Wilderness Area,
where, by law, no helicopters—no motors at all—are allowed.
In theory I’ve believed that wilderness areas (already something of an oxymoron) should be left, as much as possible, without human interference. I’ve also believed that the hard and fast
rules around this idea miss the fact that humans are as much a
part of the natural order as any other creature, and inevitably
move about in “wilderness” areas just as wolves and bears do.
Sometimes they make trails. They erect temporary structures.
And so it’s not so simple.
What is simple is the realization that when you walk far
enough outside your house you put yourself at risk. And that, in
part, is the point.
At a loss for answers, I told Katie I would walk up the trail to
see how far we were from the pass, and if I reached it I’d come
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back for her pack. At that point I left the others and headed up
the switchbacks alone, watching my feet move through the dust,
my walking stick—christened “Will” by Katie the day before—
thumping along with each step. I prayed, almost mechanically,
until I suddenly found I’d reached the end of the switchbacks
and could see the meadow ahead that signaled Macalester Pass.
And at that point I stopped, as something altogether unfamiliar
occurred to me: I thought of offering myself as an exchange, my
life for my daughter’s.
I stood there, my pack off, looking around the familiar landscape, under the heat of the midday August sun. One of my
favorite places in the world, it was the first place Judy and I had
taken Katie when we began these trips years ago. It was here I
had heard wolves early one morning, and here, or just above it,
where we’d awoken to snow one August morning. It was a place
I loved, and yet for those few seconds I knew with utter clarity
that I was ready to make that deal. I was ready to let it all go.
I went back to the others, slung on Katie’s pack and together
we hiked slowly up to the pass and on to Hidden Meadows,
which we reached late in the afternoon. There we set up the tent
and stove, found a tree to hang the food, and then finally
relaxed, taking our camping towels and books out into the
meadow. I watched my fourteen-year-old daughter read and dip
her feet into the brook, the symptoms disappearing as the day
passed into evening, amazed at how quickly we managed to
reenter our normal life, and amazed—for a brief, naïve
moment—that anyone should ever quarrel, given how fragile
our hold on life is.
I sat in the sun reading William Stafford’s Allegiances, a book
which took me back to my final year in college, when I wasn’t
much older than Katie. I remember sitting in the classroom at
Beloit as I watched David Stocking read the title poem, listening
as I glanced out the open window and caught a little of the
October breeze, the late Wisconsin light filtering through.
It is time for all the heroes to go home
If they have any, time for all of us common ones
To locate ourselves by the real things
We live by.
Far to the north, or indeed in any direction,
Strange mountains and creatures have always lurked—
Elves, goblins, trolls, and spiders: —we
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Encounter them in dread and wonder,
But once we have tasted far streams, touched the gold,
Found some limit beyond the waterfall,
A season changes, and we come back, changed
But safe, quiet, grateful.
Suppose an insane wind holds all the hills
While strange beliefs whine at the traveler’s ears,
We ordinary beings can cling to the earth and love
Where we are, sturdy for common things.
We come back I read again a quarter of a century later, sitting
up there at 6500 feet; We come back, changed / But safe. It’s a
poem about journeying—literally or figuratively—into places of
wonder, but more deeply still it’s about returning. Rather than
focusing on the hero’s journey, Stafford frames his poem with
that word common, a word I had always misunderstood
because I misunderstood all that common really holds. Too easily I moved to cheap, average, of mediocre or inferior quality,
and missed the underlying truth of the word: Belonging equally
to two or more; joint; pertaining to the community as a whole.
I missed as well the underlying roots, which stretch all the way
down through the Latin communis (leading not only to common but to commune, communicate) and the Old English
gemaene (common, public, as in mean, demean) to the Indo
European mei, which meant to change, move, with derivatives
referring to the exchange of goods and services within a society.
This is what it means to hold in common. The word migrates
from the underlying idea of motion, the process which produces
change, and which leads to exchange and thence to related
terms: the Latin mutare, for example, as in mutate, molt, commute, transmute; and mutuus, “done in exchange,” as well as
the old English gemad, as in mad, insane—surely, as Stafford
acknowledges, one of the risks of the journey. This all goes
along with the Old English and Norse prefix mis, from the
underlying Germanic root missa–, “in a changed manner,”
abnormally, wrongly, as in mistake.
It is the risk of wandering, and of wilderness: missing the way,
making the mistake, driven mad by some insane wind. But this
is exactly what leads to transmute and mutate. This is what happens when you travel with Hermes, known to the Romans as
Mercury, from whom we get our word commerce. He’s also our
guide to the underworld, the one who leads us, through dread
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and wonder, back into community.
It is impossible, I’m suddenly realizing, to separate these
“strange mountains” from “all of us common ones,” just as it’s
wrong not to realize that those wandering heroes that Stafford
writes of are us. Every exchange demands a journey, a tiny going
forth. And this, the journey and the exchange—of goods, of
ideas, of love—is precisely what keeps the common (and The
Commons) alive.
2
A month after returning from the mountains with my family
I find myself once again under the stars late at night, this time
on a weeklong meditation retreat. Trying to sleep by burrowing
deep in my bag, by six A.M. the gulls are in motion, heading west
over the empty fields, in flight and rising against the blue sky.
I lie like a mummy. I breathe slowly, easily.
By Tuesday morning the meditation has become very simple.
Just breath, concentration lightly on the heart center, some space
that’s there and not there.
We live, I’m thinking, in an ocean of air. I breathe in the body
of this world atom by atom. I feel her sing beneath my feet. I feel
her rising beneath me, her dawn and noon and night. Her
quickness. The fluid of her form.
With every breath I climb the river of her.
It’s hunger that sends us out into this wilderness, as it is
hunger that we try to solve by figuring out ways to turn stones
into bread—meaning that we seek ways to end this spiritual
longing through means we can control: technology, ownership,
material goods. This is the god that commerce too often serves.
But this hunger will not be done away with so easily. It is our
curse and it is our gift.
It shouldn’t be surprising that so many creation stories have
to do with food: Raven, for example, in some Northwest Indian
tales creates the world out of his own hunger, and Hermes within a day of his birth is stealing the cattle of Apollo. And then
there’s the apple.
As Hermes says to his mother,
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I’m ready to do whatever I must so that you and I will never
go hungry. . . . Why should we be the only gods who never
eat the fruits of sacrifice and prayer? Better always to live in
the company of the deathless ones—rich, glamorous, enjoying heaps of grain—than forever to sit by ourselves in a
gloomy cave.”
“To eat meat,” as Lewis Hyde summarizes, “is to be confined
to the mortal realm.” This is what happens to Raven—and to
Adam and Eve. Eating is a mark of our mortality. Every moment
of hunger is a faint reminder of our fall.
I know this from my own hunger. She is ancient and childlike
and utterly demanding. I have known for years that she will
devour me unless I learn to climb so deeply inside her that there
is nothing at all of me left.
Only the holder the flag fits into, as Rumi says, and wind. No
flag.
Truly I have been married to her. She has been my creature
and I have been hers. She has taught me that beneath the literal
death that comes of not eating is a deeper death that comes of
eating mindlessly. And she taught me that beneath that fear of
hunger lies real life, a place of authenticity and truth, of beauty
and grace and forgiveness. She showed me that inside my
hunger lie mountains and seas and a sky so huge it swallows
even hunger itself.
She is beautiful, my hunger, as beautiful as the wind. What she
builds has been hollowed out at the core. A flute, a saxophone,
an empty honey jar. A home.
3
Jesus’ work begins, the gospels tell us, as he is called by the
Spirit into the wilderness, where, in a sense, he comes to know
himself as a kind of crossroads. Here he is open to the elements.
His experience is the opposite of those who go into the wilderness in order to conquer it. What he conquers is himself, and he
does it by dying to himself. He walks off the map, both literally
and figuratively. In doing so he comes back to himself, knowing
himself as “Son.”
He knows himself as that place of exchange.
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His restraint in the desert recalls Hermes’s restraint around
the meat: it is the restraint of the ego to some greater force than
its own immediate well-being and safety. While on one level it is
the resistance of appetite, it is not in the end a rejection of
appetite: it is instead a profound recognition of its meaning,
which is located in a far deeper wilderness than we normally
perceive. Appetite, desire—all that goes by the name of Eros—
will carry us right to the source of that hunger if we listen to it
deeply enough. That listening is the meaning of wilderness.
This is not some willful asceticism; it is not eating and yet
remaining alive and open to the reality of hunger. We know in
this place our own radical vulnerability and poverty; we know,
most deeply, the reality of death. We deny nothing of this mystery. And in our openness in this wilderness we suddenly discover our freedom: we’re as large as this space around us: this
sea, this desert, these mountains. Our desire is our road, our
way and our truth.
If Jesus “knows the father” directly, he does so because in the
wilderness he has gone directly to the source of hunger and now
knows himself as one with it. As a result, he will not be satisfied
with substitutes.
The mistake the church often makes is to assume that Jesus
saves (himself and others) by repressing this desire, and thus by
denying the wild. But Jesus does not stay away from life, as his
association with prostitutes and drinkers (and tax collectors—
the kin of Hermes!) would suggest; he is himself the very essence
of that energy out of which all things are formed.
The answer, then, is not simply to eliminate the hunger by no
longer eating (in other words, literally killing ourselves by
denial). Not eating as a disorder is as much a substitute as
overeating. Instead the answer is to let the hunger become a
road. It can lead us through our drives into the wilderness,
where we find we are one with the source of those drives.
What Jesus does in his actions is to show us another relationship with that force, a way of letting it use us instead of the
other way around. The paradox is that as long as we attempt to
manipulate and control that energy we inevitably remain its
prisoner: that force will take the form of sin, and its drive will
drive us crazy. Only when we surrender ourselves to the true
underlying force will we discover ourselves free within it,
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because we are no longer fighting with our own essential nature,
which arises from that force.
It is who we are.
From this perspective a fair definition of hell might be: any
moment to which we cling. Any experience that traps us in time.
Jesus in this sense solves the mystery of hunger.
This solution is what the gospels are about. It’s not surprising,
then, to see how often Jesus’ own story involves food. He walks
out of the desert to turn water into wine for a wedding feast.
This miracle at Cana is simply the first of many signs of who this
God really is: he is himself the feast. He is that wine. The feeding of the five thousand and the Last Supper (not to mention the
cross and resurrection) merely confirm what has already been
revealed. Rooted in the Jewish Passover ceremony and thus in
the wilderness journey of the Exodus, this final feast sums up
what life has meant all along.
In Rilke’s words, “Move through transformation.”
If drinking is bitter, change yourself to wine.
4
As I work on this piece, doing a final editing, I’m on the train
heading north from Seattle to Vancouver, following the coast
along Puget Sound through Edmunds and Everett up to
Bellingham and across the border. It is, in fact, years later. Katie
is now on the east coast, a junior in college; our hiking companion, her cousin Rebecca, is in graduate school in Maryland.
9/11 has happened. The tsunami. Another war.
The train carries me north through a grey spring morning.
The whistle blows and we pick up speed, rocking in that familiar way along the rails as we pass grain elevators, shipyards,
lumber mills, parks, homes, 7/11s, roads. To the west is the
water, endless and calm.
Once again I feel held by this water, held by its beauty, its
vastness, its depth—and maybe even by its indifference. That
sea is exactly what it is. It is not God, but in its power and its
honesty it reminds me of something like the truth.
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Much time has passed since I began this essay, and a lot of
space has been crossed. We’ve all grown older and seen some
things, including some painful things, that we hadn’t seen
before. Certainly as a nation, and even as a church, we feel
embattled, deeply divided along moral and political lines. And
yet as I sit here, reading and rocking along these rails, I wonder:
is there ever truly any distance? Or—if we take the image of
Christ’s body seriously—is the idea of distance itself simply one
more illusion?
It seems more likely that separation, isolation—in time, in
space, through death itself—is the nightmare from which we are
all trying to awaken.
We live and die in community, I’m remembering, sturdy for
common things. We are, whether we like it or not, roped
together.
On how many nights have I stared out at the waves or the
mountains or up into the darkness of the sky and felt how true
it is that we are made from and for this place. We evolve from
it and with it, held in common with all the rest of creation.
We are humus, we are stardust.
The kingdom, it may turn out, is located down at the crossroads, that place of exchange where, Victor Turner reminds us,
dwell those who “are neither here nor there; they are betwixt
and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom,
convention, and ceremonial.”
As I watched my daughter soaking her feet in that mountain
stream beneath the late afternoon sun, I remembered my own
moment just a few hours before when, however briefly, I had
made my own life into a crossroads. And as I looked around this
mountain meadow, feeling—temporarily—so safe, I realized
that here too is a crossroads, a place of unending exchange. And
that crossroads is not so much a place as a way. Far streams and
mountains, the city and its suburbs—it’s all the same dance.
None of us stays put. This place transforms, evolves, transmutes; it’s a form of exchange, a kind of commerce. We carry
each other around like credit cards; it’s impossible to leave home
without us. Impossible to leave at all.
We’re mercury, quicksilver, flashes in the pan.
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Let the wild rumpus start, said the great god Hermes, and so
it did, and it was good. It was history and so are we.
It’s right that Hermes should be a wind god. In my mind he’s
another version of that Holy Spirit who moves through
Pentecost: “the scribe of the gods and the divinity of wisdom,
inventor of language, of words which bind and unbind.” He
“makes the souls to breathe.”
He’s the wild thing who makes my heart sing. He makes
everything. It’s beneath his sign that I write.
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FROM A BROKEN ROCK
By John Terpstra

Upon the hiring of a new caretaker
for St. Cuthbert’s Presbyterian
“I am honored,” he said on the telephone. Then,
“I had given up hope. . . .
My wife and I always
have had a special place in our heart for the saint,
Cuthbert. We think of him as the first environmentalist.
Did you know the island where he lived alone
is now a sanctuary for birds?
He lived in a time
when the church was still one. We are all one, to God,
as one family.
I am honored to be chosen.”
His voice slid quietly over the telephone line
and settled in my ear.
“This man is a janitor?”
I asked my wife. She and I long have had
a special place in our heart
for the church, St. Cuthbert’s,
though lately that heart
had been torn like the wing from a bird.
“Call him Caretaker,” she replied.
Poor Dominik: it will embarrass him, I know.
He may wish to retreat to his island furnace room, alone,
to reconsider this new bishopric of mops,
burnt-out bulbs and cleanser.
Did you know
this building where he works
may be a sanctuary for the endangered?
For the ones who became
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almost extinct.
It is good for us to be here
on this broken rock.
It is good for us . . .
Ha! Sundays have been hell.
Why anyone would choose, over this past excruciating year,
to darken the double-doors and climb a carpetworn
ersatz terrazzo staircase, to enter the black
burnt hole and sit and stand while soul and spirit
is sucked out of them, and then be spewed
on the sidewalk, crawling home to recover
on the bleak outcrop of a Sunday afternoon:
I had given up hope,
said the endangered specie.
Who are these people? I thought I knew. Who gather
in a blackened room?
Take care. Some have gathered
charred two-by-fours, ordered drywall,
and tried to rebuild. Others have fled
or walked away, leaving their places vacant.
And some have returned, but slowly, out
of a wilderness of loss and loneliness,
able to move but the single muscle
of heart.
We live in a time
when the church no longer
is one. We are all one, to God, as one
family of orphans and adoptees;
our two-edged honor,
to dwell in the company of those we choose,
but do not choose.
“It is good for us to be here.”
The words
are Peter’s, the apostle saint who climbed a mountain
with his friends, and reaching the top
saw Moses and Elijah, two intimates
of wilderness, step out of the stories
he’d known since childhood, and enter his.
They were dressed in a million watts.
He turned to Jesus,
who looked not quite so mortal as before,
and said, “It’s good we’re here.” As if he knew
what’s good, or thought the whole event was simple
come-by-chance, a sample case of Jesus’ perfect
timing, choosing to arrive just at the moment when
a pair of nearly extinct, rare birds
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happened upon a rock.
He wanted to build something,
huts, housing, a sanctuary for them each,
to contain this thing that was overwhelming him,
and also to make it never stop.
We live with the poor man’s impulse. Rare birds
we are, who, centuries on,
fly to the shining island mountain rock,
to nest in its fissured hardness,
and find it livid with guano:
all the daily dirty truths
our lives contain, that somehow never stop
the mysteries of faithfulness
and pain’s
transfiguration into light;
of Elijah’s cry, “I am alone,” at the cavemouth,
or Moses’ blinded view of a promised land
he lost all entry to.
“I had given up hope,”
said Dominik. “I am honored to be chosen”—
to clean floors, fix walls, scrub down
the broken stone.
“Your family shall be mine now too.”
Take care. The timing
is perfect. Nothing comes by chance.
I think we may begin to see him shining everywhere.
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FORGIVENESS
By Lynn Martin

What have you given before it could ever be asked?
Your life? A clump of calendulas? What would it be like
to be so light-filled? What would it be like to be the shape
of a star? And before dawn, the snake gave up its old skin.
And before dawn, the walnut tree released its bright gifts.
I don’t know why the heart must be broken, but it must.
I don’t know why faith is an erotic longing that never ends.
How the morning glory extends its arms beyond the wire fence.
Isn’t it time to take the world into your arms?
Isn’t it time to sigh and love the reckless day lilies?
I guess I would like to think some things never end.
I guess I’ll always love how the rain washes away
what should be forgotten. Once, on a summer afternoon,
I saw a colt lying on its side in a field—that unafraid.
How did the clouds know how to give their cirrus beauty
in a swath across the whole sky and just disappear?
Did the geese flying past last night at dusk know more
about where to go and when to give than I do?
Forgiveness—to be water caught falling over rocks—
the body shattered into snippets of ribbon, snowflakes of lace—
and know that though broken for a moment—
you are a part of the river and will return to the river.
Shouldn’t we blaze open the way the wild poppies do?
Shouldn’t we adore the air that lifts the eagle soaring?
Shouldn’t we pour ourselves into life and not hold back?
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THE POLITICS OF
POTENTIAL
By Linda Malnack

Neighbors search for gentle,
nonoffending words and you grin
as if you’d just had twins—tired,
but radiant, filled with the vision
of your house as the house it will be
with a new story added and decks
with panoramic upper and lower
views. It’s the same with your car:
things aren’t as they seem. To you,
it already has a new engine, new
dash, new paint, new tires. Even
the garden is full of potential blooms
waving defiant fists of red and blue
in the faces of those who fail
to believe or choose to believe in
only what they see: the peeling box
of your house, your car bleeding
ferric oxide on the drive, brown
grass hemmed in by broken fences.
Your empty hands. Your eyes full
of the substance of things hoped for.
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MARKET STREET:
SAN FRANCISCO
By Paul Lacey

He was young and well dressed,
no one you’d expect
to dig in trash bins.
Whatever he found there,
perhaps a shallow black bowl,
he reverenced,
touched and repositioned on the bin.
He circled it, bowed,
danced like King David
before the altar.
He knelt, found another artifact
to wrap, unwrap, wrap
again, again in newsprint,
hold aloft like communion bread.
Then he was a scientist,
investigator, archeologist
intent at the lab-bench,
a diamond cutter entranced
by purity, fire and brilliance.
Then the bin was a lectern,
he a preacher, a prophet
mouthing songs, chanting
in tongues.
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He was just a small obstacle
on this wide avenue
of purposeful activity.
From across the street,
safe behind the restaurant’s
thick windows, I alone saw
his fragments of divinity,
his demented worship,
his ecstasy.
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SUN BALANCING DARK
By Susanna Childress

The summer I learned what it meant to writhe,
sent firecracking, spiraling up the human tendril
but stopping short of penetration, climax dropping
away like a torch down a well, I also learned
the timely pulse of dawn, tangled in his sheets at five A.M.,
unable to sleep in that state of the body, undiffused,
the sun balancing dark and streak of light. Somehow
in the unshattered center a strange satisfaction lifted up—
mute as an early morning on my mother’s back porch, shelling
peas before the heat set in, cows mulling behind the electric fence, hyssop
and June bugs wet with dew: I had not given yet my gift,
though even I did not know it as such, could not have guessed
its bright weight, like a burst of carnival sounds, its gaudy strength,
spun high and sky-stark as a ferris wheel carriage. Of course
it scared me then, stuck inside as a tree holding back
its spring leaves. Of course I hit at the moon with my body’s
round fury, those seasonal limbs opening and closing.
Friends said they respected this, my holding out, but their sidelong glances
laughed a little. So serious, I could hear, you idealistic demi-femme. Summers
later, it doesn’t matter who was right about that, for I learn
a lesson to shock the blood and beans of my ridiculous body,
like a sock of marbles sent knocking on a glass bowl. Heavy
with our dumb, sure love, so rooted by that conifer I tremulously
climb, marriage, and having discovered the most arcane part of myself,
struck flat with its thrashed breaching each time, the bearer
of such largess: cries, scratches, delirium, the gift given,
the gift taken, you gifting with me, reckless, in and out
of the only earth we know for whole minutes—
—afterwards, as if God himself had named a new day
and called it good, we are left so small, so resplendently shaken.
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OF THINGS UNSEEN
By Julie L. Moore

Mist nests abound
this fog-infused morning,
scattered throughout our lawn,
gauzy hammocks
hanging, each stretching from tip
to tip of lean, summer blades,
dew-drenched,
sagging as though a tiny body
invisible and round
lies napping,
the nest builders working
within the earth this calm dawn,
last night’s storms
now distant as a deist’s god,
while Maggie, at the start
of our walk, paws wading
through the damp,
damp grass,
her young black snout
plunging through sheet
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after tissue-thin sheet
of silk, sneezes . . .
Parting the white, thick air,
we roam farther down the road
where more threads appear,
this time, weaving together
square upon wire
square in the corn field’s
fence and like sails,
inhaling the sealike
breeze that fills them,
evidence everywhere
that the spiders do exist
among us, though we’ve seen
none thus far, though the only
discernible sound
is traffic on a state road
howling in the distance. . . .
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DEPARTURES
By Michael S. Glaser

When I used to linger at the airport
studying the planes that carried my sons away,
I liked to imagine I was standing watch
there on the observation deck, blessing their flights
with fatherly love and sending them off
with a host of guardian angels
but always there was that moment—
the aircraft well underway, its arching turn
setting a course against which my eyes
were squinched—
when the plane suddenly disappeared
crashing into my parent-fears,
confronting my love-mythology
to remind me again how much
I must trust what I cannot see.
And how small I’d feel then, do feel,
knowing this, knowing that no matter
what I wish, there are limits,
squinty-eyed points at which even my children
become utterly other
like these small clouds
passing wispily before me now,
how the speed of their flight does not alter
even as they evaporate,
vanish imperceptibly,
from my sight.
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GROCERIES
By Susan B. Cowger

God being not
the essence of life, but rather
the cause of brown lettuce and
spotted bananas, Rina cursed
the produce, while a baby cried
three aisles over. Like the reluctant
prophet, she preached to the
over-ripe and rotten, saying, It’s not
up to me to save you. But without a thought
or permission, came the flood, a swelling
in Rina’s breasts, the busting spray
of milk that said, I will feed you
to any mouth that cried.
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MOSES
By Jeanne Minahan

My outstretched arms
hold back the sea.
If I clasp my hands
stragglers go under,
if I stretch wide my elbows
fling out my wrists,
families escape side by side.
I am thinking
about the tunnel before me.
Your people run through,
your creatures swim
toward a wall of air
and their eyes roll back;
they turn in terror of air.
Small ones slip through
and land on land.
I see children stooping
in the middle of the ocean
to touch, throw back,
your flapping fish.
Those small mercies below
your wide sea my arms
trembling above.
I imagine you far far above
with your mammoth hands
held wide as paradise
while I
flounder below
until a small hand
scoops and flings
me and my generation
to infinity.
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At the core, pop music is telling people what they want to hear.
Christian pop music is no different. This presents a great
problem when my understanding of the gospel is that it is not
what we want to hear. . . . Don’t be surprised by the CCM
industry. . . . They have created a monster, and now they do not
know how to kill it gracefully.
—Jars of Clay lead singer Dan Haseltine,
February 2005 post, CMCentral.com forum
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WHY CHRISTIAN MUSIC
MUST DIE
By Dave Urbanski

W

ith varying degrees of interest and tenacity, I’ve
immersed myself in Christian music for about as
long as I’ve immersed myself in Christianity—a
smidgen past (a smidgen, mind you) two

decades now.

Indeed, these two forces—my faith and the music that seeks
to serenade it—have been linked in one way or another
throughout the course of my spiritual journey. Sometimes
skipping together harmoniously, sometimes battling each
other in furious tugs-o’-war, and sometimes so tightly
enmeshed that it’s been difficult to distinguish between
Christian and music.
You see, I’ve not only absorbed countless songs and albums
and concerts by Christian artists over the years—I’ve also made
a bit of living doing so. Not too long after I immersed myself
in Christian music, I began writing about it. Record reviews
turned into feature articles that turned into catching flights to
interview artists for cover stories. I camped alongside youth
groups and graying, Jesus-movement longhairs at summer
music festivals and wistfully fancied myself in the middle of
church-sanctioned Woodstocks. I pressed the flesh with luminaries at the Gospel Music Association convention—then
watched them put on their best attempts at Hollywood faces
for the annual Dove Awards show. (I’ve even hazarded a few
jumps into Nashville’s holy watering hole myself, playing guitar in a couple of rock bands that never ascended much higher
than the basements we practiced in.)
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All that to say, it’s not without many seasoned doses of “being
there” that I’m compelled to explore this potentially cataclysmic
proposition:
Christian music must die.
Granted that may read like a line from a financial suicide note
coming from someone who depends almost completely on
Christian music to supplement his income—and who has loved
a fair bit of the sounds and lyrics produced by some Christian
artists over the years—so further explanations are warranted.
Simply put, I don’t endorse the death of the actual music
(though a too-wide swath still isn’t fit for aural consumption)
any more than the end of artists’ careers (though a too-wide
swath still doesn’t possess a prayer of holding down record deals
apart from the Christian music industry).
The aspect that needs to meet Joe Black is the Christian music
megastructure itself—the many-tentacled beast that the folks
pulling the levers behind the holy curtain haven’t yet figured out
how to kill gracefully.
Not that they’re trying—or ever will try. (And not that I’m
trying too hard, either—I’m still cashing freelancer checks from
Christian music publications, after all.) But every so often the
better part of me imagines what might transpire if one day the
entire Christian music edifice just came tumbling down, leaving
only the artists to dust themselves off, grit their collective teeth,
and put their music and faith on the line and compete in the
mainstream marketplace like everybody else—apart from their
companion neon lights that flash “Christian Music Coming
Your Way” (just in case anybody out there got the wrong idea
or something).
It makes me wonder which artists would pack it in, overwhelmed by the pressure of a vast ocean of mainstream music
surrounding them; it makes me wonder which artists would
continue to thrive, buoyed by pure talent that always attracts
music lovers of diverse spiritual persuasions; and it makes me
wonder which artists—previously locked into predetermined,
rote musical paths—would find audiences and triumphs and
even unique ministries that they never could have imagined
apart from shuffling off their Christian music mantles.
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Not Such a Fabulous Ghetto
I’d never heard of Christian music until I was a high school
junior. A good friend had been chipping away at my spiritual
walls with some low-key evangelism for a couple of years when
he—knowing my penchant for rock guitar—put the needle on a
slice of vinyl. “Listen to the guitar solo in this song,” he said.
The strident tune—“Dear John Letter (To the Devil)”—was on
an album called No Compromise by a fiery piano player named
Keith Green.
Keith belted out devil-baiting lyrics (he called Lucifer a
“creep” and declared that Jesus will “put an apple in your lyin’
mouth and cook you in a sulfur stew,” among other predictions), and the guitar solo screamed real good, too. Not nearly
enough to quell my Jimmy Page obsession (which continues to
this day), but enough that I’ve never forgotten the moment
when I first heard a Christian song.
When I finally took my first steps with Jesus a year later, a big
earful of contemporary, gospel-tinged music came along for the
trip as well—it seemed to hang on the hem of his garment wherever he and I traveled. Not that I minded. Keith Green quickly
became a spiritual hero as I devoured every album he ever
recorded. His “Dear John Letter” notwithstanding, I dug into
Green’s lyrics and found myself spurred on (and in some cases,
greatly convicted) by his admonitions for personal holiness and
spreading the gospel. And along the way I also learned that
there was more Christian music out there, too—lots more.
Bands that played rock and roll, even. Soon I was a Petra fan.
Then a Mylon Le Fevre fan. Then Matthew Ward. Randy
Stonehill. Steve Taylor. Stryper (don’t start with me, okay?). And
then, lo and behold, a virtuoso guitarist who still manages to
overshadow Jimmy Page way more than most mainstream axe
wielders ever will: Phil Keaggy.
Yet, underneath it all was a gnawing awareness that the
Christian music of which I was growing so fond was being created not purely for ministry but more and more to meet the
demands of a growing market of Christian music listeners who
wanted the rock without the roll, so to speak. It was Larry
Norman’s call to arms: “Why should the devil have all the good
music?” The burgeoning Christian music industry was constructing a place where moms and dads and youth pastors and
teenagers could safely and confidently snap up tunes by a wide
variety of freshly scrubbed bands and solo artists who sounded
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like their mainstream counterparts but put Jesus in their lyrics.
And apparently that made all the difference. Eventually one
could even acquire wall charts that took away the guesswork by
listing Christian artists along with the mainstream acts they
copy, er, sound closest to. The Christian music industry was
(and still is) a safe haven—with one-stop shopping and guilt-free
listening as part of the package.
Besides the fact that such crass, unartistic motivations have
proved disastrous for the vast majority of Christian musicians
who’ve come begging at Nashville’s gates, this safe haven was
fast becoming a ghetto as well—and not only for fans, but also
for artists and nonartists who had been drawn to the sprawling
scene. And it’s not hard to figure out why. When the Christian
music megastructure pulls in more capital, it can support bigger
recording budgets, better production, bigger stages, better performances—bigger and better everything. Which leads to more
attention from outside its walls, which leads to more listeners,
which leads to more money, which . . . well, you get the picture.
Given those conditions, if you’re a success in Christian music,
what’s the point of pursuing a musical career alongside the big,
hungry dogs scratching and clawing for spots in the Hot 100 or
a shot at a Rolling Stone cover? You’re not only earning a comfortable living, but you woke up one day to discover that you’re
a star. A minor ecclesiastical deity, lauded by youth groups the
world over—and you can still schlep to the supermarket because
most folks in the frozen food aisle have no idea you just sang for
10,000 screaming fans the night before. And besides, you’ve
already landed a handful of CCM covers—plenty good enough
given the fact that most of your fans wouldn’t touch Rolling
Stone magazine without antibacterial soap at the ready.
And given those conditions, if you’re a successful Christian
songwriter, manager, studio engineer, producer, publicist, radio
DJ, journalist, label exec—or part of the remainder of the
employed legions under the gargantuan umbrella of Christian
music—what’s the point of doing anything other than fortifying
the ghetto-fabulous megastructure? Certainly no one’s folding
up the tents any time soon.
Made, Not Begotten
If you’ve been immersed in Christian music for a significant
amount of time—whether as an artist, fan, or worker bee within the megastructure itself—the lines between faith and
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music/vocation can get blurry. It’s not an uncommon issue—
pastors and others in Christian ministry go through it all the
time: Your work and your spiritual life intersect; the music and
lyrics influence your faith; art and ministry morph into commerce; and before you know it, your soul and your music that’s
supposedly supporting it become enmeshed to the point that it’s
difficult to tell them apart.
These scenarios lead to obvious chicken-or-the-egg questions:
To what degree has Christian music informed and influenced
my Christianity? To what degree has my faith prevented
Christian music from occupying too tall a perch in my mind,
heart, and soul? What do I really love more—my faith or my
music?
Such questions address the faith/music overlap in a general
way. But you know the ship is hopelessly overloaded when those
on the Christian music inside track treat the music—and everything else that orbits it—as if it were begotten of God, not made.
And here’s another one to ponder: Isn’t it curious/odd/sad/silly
that “Contemporary Christian” is the only musical category—
save for black gospel, which possesses a longer history without
all the baggage—with an ideological agenda attached to it? It
wouldn’t be so curious/odd/sad/silly if there were a thriving
Contemporary Buddhist Music scene or a lucrative
Contemporary Krishna Music industry, but there isn’t. (Well,
George Harrison had a go at it after the Beatles broke up, but
he ended up shelling out a few bucks to the Chiffons’ publishers
when the courts ruled that “My Sweet Lord” is basically “He’s
So Fine” with Krishna as the object of Harrison’s affections, so
that was the end of that. And how did the Chiffons respond? In
1975, they recorded a version of “My Sweet Lord”—showed ol’
George a thing or three, boy.)
The crucial element here is that, while the lack of self-criticism
continues within the Christian music megastructure, one of its
prevailing hopes and prayers is that its songs and artists deemed
worthy of “crossing over” will manage to successfully evangelize those on the outside without really appearing to do so. The
problem is that most folks these days who catch a whiff of
Christian music aren’t fooled. They’re generally predisposed to
believe that the whole idea of a separate Christian music scene
is hokey, insular, and extremely provincial—unless they’re, say,
intensely interested in the art of “Christian” moshing, stagediving, and crowdsurfing. Not to mention the fact that Christian
music isn’t even a real musical genre, but a funnel that many
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styles of music that advertise Jesus run through. And yes, they’re
also well aware that the music is more or less a sales pitch for
the gospel as opposed to pure artistic expression. All in all, not
a fertile petri dish for mass conversions. And unfortunately, even
when artists and their songs prove subtle, poetic, transparent,
and decidedly nonearnest—and there are a fair number out
there—the “Christian music” tag usually kills the party.
Of course, there are a host of exceptions: Christian radio fare
that truly does get through to a wider audience in spiritually
meaningful ways without listeners getting antsy about the
artists’ religious convictions; execs who place ministry over
profit, glamour, and power; artists who fight against the problems that the Christian music megastructure poses and attempt
to run their careers differently. Not everyone believes the hype—
but enough are staying in their front-row seats.
Would Jesus Topple These Tables?
If you’ve ever paid a visit to your local Christian bookstore,
you’ve likely seen the impulse-buy merchandise near the cash
registers: Jesus bobblehead dolls. “Wash Away Your Sins” soap.
Holy communion refrigerator magnets. And don’t forget those
Testamints—they keep germs from contaminating your spirit
and your breath.
While there’s no reason to risk dignifying the former via further commentary, there’s plenty to say about Christian music’s
often surprising commercial aspirations—and while they rarely
sink to the depths of ridiculousness reached by a “Lord of the
Kings” jigsaw puzzle, the core spirit and motivations are alarmingly similar.
Christian music–related product is readily and abundantly
available from a wide variety of sources, but nowhere is the will
to shop at such a fever pitch as at Christian music festivals. They
all sport special tents and other semiclimate-controlled environs
so that artists, record label reps, CD stores—anything and anyone remotely related to the commerce of Christian music—can
set up tables to sell their wares. The sea of humanity and product at such events is often overwhelming—akin to a church
bazaar (or is it “bizarre”?) from hell. Blaring boomboxes competing for aural authority, cacophonous chatting, and endless
piles of CDs, videos, DVDs, T-shirts, key chains, coasters,
books, postcards, mailing lists, bumper stickers, fanzines, and
whatever else the merchants can cart in. I’ve imagined more
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than once on my way through these instant malls—indeed while
getting a kick out of so much Christian music stuff at my fingertips—if Jesus would topple these tables like he did to those
of the moneychangers in the temple courts.
Again, this isn’t meant as a slap in artists’ faces. It’s certainly
fair enough to sell CDs and other products that support livelihoods. But when hundreds of artists are corralled with hundreds
of other Christian music wheelers and dealers—and the “stuff”
seems to multiply faster than fishes and loaves—even those with
mere rudimentary understandings of the gospel message would
likely consider the whole affair kinda nuts at best and sorely
hypocritical at worst.
Slaying the Christian Music Monster
The Christian music megastructure is so vast and well run
(and for the most part, owned by much larger mainstream
recording empires) that it’s in little danger of passing away anytime soon. In many respects, Christian musicians, execs, DJs,
journalists, publicists, managers, producers, songwriters, studio
engineers—and the fans who pay their salaries—finally got
what they wanted: better quality, more professionalism, and
broader inroads to the mainstream. All of that has happened.
And it will keep happening as long as there’s a market for the
music and those within the megastructure keep a watchful eye
on how the mainstream does it.
But despite some of these positive developments, I have to
wonder if those working in and supporting the Christian music
industry and have inadvertently created a monster. Some folks
see a monster and would love to slay it; some see a monster and
aren’t sure how to do it in—or are concerned it would do more
harm than good to stab it with their steely knives; others don’t
see a monster at all—and what they can’t see (or won’t see)
obviously won’t hurt them. You can check out anytime you like,
but you can never leave. . . .
Whatever kind of creature it is, one can only hope that more
and more of those within the Christian music megastructure will
figure out more and more ways to address the problems and
issues that have arisen since the industry’s humble beginnings. I
guess you have to start somewhere.
Now you’ll have to excuse me; I have a few CD reviews to
wrap up.
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Sufjan Stevens and the Soul’s Union with
God and Creation
(Even Michigan and Delaware)
Seven Swans.
Greetings from Michigan.
Sufjan Stevens.
Sounds Familyre.
After a particularly long
and brutal winter, I am
rejoicing. It’s spring, a
time of blossoming trees,
singing birds, renewed
hope. A time when dreams
long dormant reemerge.
Sufjan Stevens’s album
Seven Swans (Sounds Familyre) is the perfect soundtrack for
this time of year, for these emotions. This in-between time. The
changing of the seasons reminds us that we are part of creation
that can make its own demands, its own intrusions into our
sterile, car-driving, mall-going, Starbucks-drinking existences.
Stevens’s music—characterized by its sensitivity to the immediacy of both God and nature—has a similar effect in this
place of sorrow and joy, this place of mortality in the shadow
of eternity.
Stevens, twenty-nine, an indie, alterna-folk singer-songwriter
and Christian, has been quietly gaining attention on both sides of
the Atlantic. The son of a Greek mother and Lithuanian father—
who was given a Persian first name—Stevens embodies a diversity that doesn’t end with his ethnic identity. He’s an accomplished
musician on several instruments as well as a fiction writer.
The British music magazine Uncut calls Stevens a “powerful
and strange Michigan singer-songwriter.” I can’t think of a
more succinct description. Indeed, Stevens breaks through the
conventions of Christian music—the cookie-cutter studio
musicianship, the spell-it-all-out, let’s-eschew-symbolism
lyrics. Many Christian artists seem to believe they must make
a choice: either music ministry in the Christian industry or
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burying their faith to a certain extent to make in “the world.”
But Stevens takes a path all his own.
Seven Swans is a sparse, mostly acoustic work, relying on
hypnotic guitar, banjo and piano stylings, and breathy, ethereal vocals. The music alone is starkly compelling, but it’s the
marriage of the music with poetic lyrics laden with mystical
symbolism that makes it truly powerful. There is little to compare Seven Swans to in the Christian music world. Rarely do
Christian artists create with Stevens’s extensive emotional
palette—not only of joy, wonder, and awe of God, but also the
grief, sorrow, shame, and loss that are part of the human experience. And while musicians of “the world” who explore similar territory often throw in heavy doses of cynicism and despair,
Stevens does not. If the musical kingdom of heaven belongs to
the childlike, then Stevens, with his simple innocence and awe,
is one of its chief bards.
Many of Stevens’s God-centered songs could serve as a complement to a contemplative spiritual retreat. The opening track,
the mesmerizing “All the Trees of the Field Will Clap Their
Hands,” celebrates mystic oneness with God and creation:
And I am joining all my thoughts to you
And I’m preparing every part for you
From the opening banjo to the addition of nursery rhymelike,
singsong backing vocals, the track aches with the anticipation of
an encounter with God.
Another candidate for retreat material is “To Be Alone with
You.” Strumming softly on the guitar, Stevens sings with a quiet,
simple intimacy that communicates more about God’s love than
any number of messages about how “Jesus would have died for us
if we were the only ones on the planet.” Such sermons may affect
the mind, but this song affects the heart. Stevens compares his own
human abilities and limitations with those of the Son of God:
I would swim across Lake Michigan
I’d sell my shoes
He then declares what Jesus surrendered:
You gave up a wife and family
You gave your ghost
To be alone with me . . . you went up on a tree
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If Bono “climbed the highest mountains . . . only to be with
you” and still didn’t find what he was looking for, Stevens’s
answer seems to be, “What else is there?”
C. S. Lewis once wrote that an author does not necessarily
understand his own work any better than anyone else. I wonder
to what extent Stevens is fully aware of the interpretive depths
to which many of his songs travel. Consider “Size Too Small.”
Stevens recently told WNYC radio host David Garland that he
“thinks” it’s about parameters and role-playing in relationships:
I was the best man in a size too small
You were my best friend, going at it all . . .
I still know you and I still like you, the best man
I still owe you
On the surface, “Size Too Small” sounds like a tribute to
Stevens’s actual best friend and the experience of being the best
man in his wedding—the bittersweet moment of losing a childhood friend while celebrating a new marriage. But on this album
of metaphysical contemplation and deeper meanings, it’s just as
likely that this song is a tribute to Christ as the bridegroom and
our difficulty fitting into the “suit” as his friends.
“A Good Man Is Hard to Find,” another poetic gem and the
most poignantly emotional track on Seven Swans, explores
innocence lost, sinfulness realized. It also raises questions: Is the
good man who’s hard to find a reference to self—the anthem of
a soul who knows he’s chosen the wrong path? Or is the good
man Jesus, who is hard to find for a man lost in sin?
If Uncut’s “powerful” adjective aptly describes Seven Swans,
its “strange” label is more appropriate for Stevens’s previous
release, Greetings from Michigan: The Great Lake State (Sounds
Familyre). It’s a concept album of sorts, with every track ostensibly making some mention of Michigan. Stevens spent his
youth there, growing up in Detroit until the age of eight; he then
moved to Lansing and later attended Hope College, a Dutch
Reformed school in Holland. Stevens told WNYC’s Garland
that he didn’t initially set out to record an album about
Michigan, but the project evolved in that direction. To promote
the album, the idea of the Fifty States Project—a series of albums
based on each state—was born. Initially it was “sort of a joke,”
he told Garland, but now Stevens appears to be following
through “because I’m a man of my word.” (The next installment, about Illinois, is slated for release in summer 2005.)
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Greetings from Michigan is strangely reminiscent of Sgt.
Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band —not due to any ’60s rock
stylings but because of its conceptual nature, musical complexity, and emotional range. Stevens plays a dizzying number of
instruments here, including oboe (one of the first instruments
he learned), English horn, xylophone, wood flute, glockenspiel,
bass, guitars, and, of course, the banjo. A mix of instrumentals,
complex
multilayered
tracks, brass flourishes,
and sparse acoustic songs
would find a welcome
home on Seven Swans.
Fortunately, one need not
be familiar with Michigan
to enjoy and digest the
album. One notable exception: “Detroit, Lift Up Your
Weary Head! (Rebuild!
Restore! Reconsider!)”—a
mini suite to the Motor
City—may feel a bit overwrought to the uninitiated. But wellconceived tracks abound. “Oh God, Where Are You Now? (In
Pickeral Lake? Pigeon? Marquette? Mackinaw?)” is hymnlike.
Quiet and moody, driven by snatches of slowly strummed
acoustic and electric guitars, a whispering choir of urchin
voices, and odd-but-fitting interjections of brass, “Oh God,
Where Are You Now?” is a pleading psalm to the Creator,
asking for comfort:
Oh God hold me now
Oh God touch me now
There’s no other man who could save the dead
There’s no other garden to place our head
The subtitle seems randomly inserted to make the song fit the
Michigan theme, at least to an outsider’s perspective, since
there’s absolutely no reference to these places in the lyrics.
(Stevens even chances an alternate subtitle in the liner notes: “In
Lake St. Claire? Dearborn Heights? Hamtramck?”—and still no
mention of the latter points of interest. A subtle message of
God’s omnipresence . . . or his invisibility?)
“The Upper Peninsula”—a classic, rural-America, down-andout ballad (thematically speaking) punctuated by a lonely banjo
and spooky keyboard and guitar noise—chronicles the cry of a
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man who has lost his wife, job, and child. It’s moving and sad:
I live in America
With a pair of Payless shoes
The Upper Peninsula
And the television news
I’ve seen my wife at the K-Mart
In strange ideas, we live apart
The protagonist of “Romulus,” another spare track dominated only by a few stringed instruments and Stevens’s quivering,
melancholy vocals, is a son who describes with winsome regret
his occasional encounters with his estranged mother. (Could
they be reminiscent of Stevens’s own experiences?)
Once when we moved away
She came to Romulus for a day
Her Chevrolet broke down
We prayed it’d never be fixed or found
I drove through part of Michigan once—I think. Vague
impressions fill my mind. Detroit and the auto industry loom
large, creating the image of a flat, cold, industrialized version of
Indiana. But I also imagine the Upper Peninsula—a place of natural beauty. (Strangely enough, Stevens’s song about the UP
sounds more like a description of life in a rural-South trailer
park.) But listening to Greetings from Michigan shows me to
what degree I stereotype places in which I’ve never lived or spent
significant time.
Of course that’s also true for people unfamiliar with my territory. When Uncut asked Stevens, “Do you honestly think you
can write an entire album about Delaware?” Stevens responded, “I have no idea how to start that one.” That triggers a
“defend Delaware” reaction in my mind and heart, as I have
lived, studied, or worked in the First State for most of the last
quarter of a century.
Naturally my mind wanders to what I would put on an album
about Delaware if I were in Stevens’s position. For inspiration I
decide to drive around Delaware while listening to Stevens’s
music to see how the two interact, and one particular stop
proves unnervingly significant. I happen upon Holy Trinity
Church—also known as Old Swedes Church—in Wilmington,
believed to be the oldest continuing congregation in America.
(Its name comes from the early Swedish colony founded in
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1638, the first European settlement in the Delaware Valley.)
Today this historical church is fenced off from surrounding
urban blight. Rap music blares out of cars plowing down
streets littered with rundown townhouses. Nearby sits a van
from the Pilgrim Holiness Church of the Apostolic Faith. I
ponder the fence between Holy Trinity’s churchyard and the
crumbling city just beyond, and I muse about the current
divides in America. With the van nearby, the fence now seems
symbolic of the divide between the sacramental and Pentecostal
expressions of the church.
And as I stare at the church through the black metal fence, one
of the most beautiful tracks from Seven Swans comes to the fore.
Oddly enough it’s not one of Stevens’s mystical, God-centered
selections. “The Dress Looks Nice on You” has a hypnotic,
swirling quality reminiscent of Simon and Garfunkel’s
“Scarborough Fair.”
I can see a lot of life in you
I can see a lot of bright in you
and I think the dress looks nice on you
The words run through my mind as I view this ancient place of
worship. The most likely subject of “The Dress Looks Nice on
You” is a woman, though given Stevens’s penchant for poetic
symbolism, I’m not so sure. In scripture, the church is seen as
the Bride of Christ—and I find myself singing it to Holy Trinity.
The life of Christ is in the church—it’s as if he’s romancing the
church: I can see Jesus’ life in you, I see the dress of his righteousness on you. Come to life, ancient church.
Musing about Greetings from Michigan, Delaware, and
Stevens’s Fifty States Project gets me wondering about the
importance of place in music. Place seems very crucial to roots
music, the kind of bare-bones, down-to-the-core style Stevens
enjoys. The Bible seems to affirm even the melodiousness of
place: “You will go out in joy and be led forth in peace; the
mountains and hills will burst into song before you, and all the
trees of the field will clap their hands” (Isaiah 55:12, [NIV])—
the verse which Stevens uses for his Seven Swans opening track.
Is this manifestation of place only metaphor or perhaps something more than our minds can readily grasp? Stevens indeed
anticipates the consummation of physical creation. And even
though creation is groaning, it still invites our participation:
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I heard from the trees a great parade
And I heard from the hills a band was made.
Will I be invited to the sound?
Will I be a part of what you’ve made?
The Apostle Paul writes, “For the creation was subjected to
frustration, not by its own choice, but by the will of the one who
subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will be liberated from
its bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of
the children of God. We know that the whole creation has been
groaning as in the pains of childbirth right up to the present
time” (Romans 8:20–22, [NIV]).
Groaning. Frustration. Joy. Song. Hands clapping.
Personification, metaphor—or something more? Does the musician or poet somehow bond with the land? I don’t know the
answer, but I suspect Sufjan Stevens may be the one to find out.
—Rich Campbell
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John Davis: A New Suit after Superdrag
John Davis.
John Davis.
Rambler Records.
His earliest musical
memories involve automobiles—little Deuce Coupes,
classic Chevy 409 engines,
and, of course, daddy’s TBird, which provided the
wheels to never-ending
fun, fun, fun. Those early
Beach Boys songs are
embedded deep in John
Davis’s memory and profoundly influenced the
music Davis made with his former band Superdrag. And so it’s
only fitting that Davis would experience his spiritual epiphany,
his “road to Damascus”–blinding light, when he was behind
the wheel of a car.
“I was barreling down the interstate at eighty miles per hour,”
Davis says to me, speaking in an interview by telephone. “I was
on my way to buy a new suit for my wedding. And believe me,
Jesus was the furthest thing from my mind. I had absolutely no
intention of changing anything about my life. I can’t explain it
rationally. How do you ever explain this stuff in a way that
makes sense? But I started feeling uncomfortable. And then I
broke out into a cold sweat. It was terrible. And it was terrible
in ways that went way beyond the physical. It was like I was
staring at my life, and all I saw was a yawning black hole. So I
started praying, crying out for help. I mean, I was literally cruising down the highway, yelling at the top of my lungs, just telling
God that I was tired and sick, that I couldn’t live like this. And
then it was like a cool breeze washed over me. I just knew. I
can’t explain it in any way other than that. But sometimes you
just know that you know. And it was like God was telling me,
‘I’m here now, so what are you going to do with me?’”
“That was it,” he continues. “God gave me a new set of
clothes, new heavenly robes before I ever made it to that store
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for my tuxedo. That was a little more than three years ago. I was
a raging, out-of-control alcoholic up until that moment. And I
haven’t had a drop of alcohol since that day. God delivered me
from the crushing need to kill myself.”
And now he wants to sing about it. Davis’s self-titled debut
solo album, recently released on Rambler Records, is a musical
chronicle of a changed life. The music will sound instantly familiar and striking to anyone who followed Davis’s career with
Superdrag, and the basic building blocks—Beatlesque power
pop (particularly as filtered through the loose raggedness of Big
Star and The Replacements), intricately layered Brian Wilson
song structures and Beach Boys chorales, indelible choruses and
hooks—will sound reassuringly similar. But the message is
something altogether different.
“I don’t feel any sense of entitlement for anybody to listen to
anything I have to say,” Davis states matter-of-factly. “I’m not
trying to shove anything down anybody’s throat. I’m just telling
my story. And if it resonates with some people, then great.”
• • •
The story dates back to a childhood spent in Knoxville,
Tennessee, and to a conservative Christian upbringing that
found John Davis in church three nights a week.
“The church was literally in our back yard,” he says. “We
walked out behind my house, and we were there. My dad was
a deacon and held other offices in the church at various times.
We were very, very involved. And I heard the gospel message
clearly. It wasn’t like this was new to me.” But adolescence ushered in the usual period of rebellion and questioning. Rock ’n’
roll only accelerated the process.
Davis fronted a number of local bands before forming
Superdrag in the early 1990s. The band’s 1995 debut album
Regretfully Yours was the stuff of rock ’n’ roll legends. The first
single, “Sucked Out,” was a major hit, a jolt of pure power-pop
adrenaline that crossed over from alternative stations to mainstream radio and garnered airplay on MTV. The nonalbum
track, “Alright,” had the good fortune to end up on the Clueless
soundtrack, and hundreds of thousands of music fans were
exposed to a new band thanks to the breakout success of the
movie. In an era when grunge still ruled the airwaves and dominated the musical landscape, Davis’s tightly constructed songs
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and sure pop sensibilities marked Superdrag as the Next Big
Thing. Along with like-minded musicians such as Matthew
Sweet, Teenage Fanclub, Weezer, and The Posies, Superdrag had
rediscovered melody and welded it to a sturdy foundation of
raw, punkish power chords and a backbeat. The future seemed
limitless.
But Regretfully Yours turned out to be the commercial high
point. Subsequent albums were well received by critics but suffered from a lack of label support. Months of constant touring
sapped the band’s energy and patience, but that didn’t stop
Davis from continued experimentation, musical and otherwise.
“I’m Expanding My Mind,” a track from 1998’s Head Trip in
Every Key, showed off both a late-sixties Brian Wilson obsession
and a preoccupation with psychedelia in all its manifestations.
“It’s part of the rock ’n’ roll lifestyle,” Davis explains. “It’s that
whole ridiculous, romantic notion that self-destruction is part of
the job description. Hank Williams did it. Jimi Hendrix and
Janis Joplin did it. So you have to do it, too. And it’s easy to fall
into it. But it sucks the life out of you. Eventually you lose hope.”
That theme is readily apparent in Superdrag’s music. It’s easy
to brand it as fashionable cynicism, but in truth it goes much
deeper and darker. On “Annetichrist” Davis sings:
Nothing’s cool
Nothing matters
I’m jumping off the bridge
It’s the sound of the yawning black hole.
“I had talked myself out of the notion of a loving God who
cared about individuals,” John Davis says. “And life just got
seriously crazy. I’m not saying that there weren’t fun times along
the way. I have nothing but love for the guys in Superdrag. I
know they care about me, too. And the drugs and the drinking
actually work on a certain level, you know? But it got horrible,
and it got horrible fairly quickly.”
“The truth is I had no hope; none at all. My grandfather was
the greatest guy, one of our biggest fans. He’d come to the shows,
and he actually liked what we were doing. And when he died a
few years ago, it sent me into the worst tailspin. That’s when the
drinking really got ugly. By that time I was going through a fifth
or more of sour mash whiskey every day. And the drinking got
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stupider and stupider, and I got more and more depressed.
During our last tour, when we were promoting our album Last
Call for Vitriol, I would just sit in the van before shows and listen to the saddest country music I could find and guzzle whiskey.
I spent a lot of time crying, or wanting to punch somebody, or
both. Then I’d go out on stage, hammered out of my mind, and
pretend like I was having a wonderful rock ’n’ roll time.”
“I had no time for God,” Davis recalls. “I never even really
thought about God. I figured that the next time my body would
enter a church would be when it was inside my coffin. And I figured it wouldn’t take me that long to get there, either.”
Those were the basic ingredients: John Davis, one life out of
control, all hope sucked out. And it remained that way until that
fateful night on the interstate.
• • •
John Davis, the album, opens with hushed piano chords and
soaring, plaintive vocals that could only come from one person:
Brian Wilson. (Okay, two people.) But it’s genuinely startling to
hear how painstakingly and lovingly Davis has captured the Pet
Sounds sonic landscape. “I Hear Your Voice,” the opening track,
sounds like a long-lost outtake from that Beach Boys masterpiece. With echoes of “God Only Knows” and “You Still Believe
in Me,” the album opener is a soul-searching prayer that finds
Davis confessing his own spiritual poverty before it builds to a
wordless, multitracked chorale in which Davis proves he can
imitate Mike Love, Al Jardine, and Carl Wilson equally well.
It’s gorgeous and thrilling, and a whole different kind of fun,
fun, fun. The Beach Boys homage continues on “Salvation,”
the second track, which captures the upbeat, poppier side of
Brian Wilson, and recalls midsixties Beach Boys hits such as
“California Girls” and “Wouldn’t It Be Nice.”
Although there are echoes of sixties and early-seventies musical icons throughout the album—early Beatles on the impossibly infectious “Me and My Girl,” John Lennon’s more raw and
anguished solo work on the bluesy, growling “Have Mercy”
and “Tear Me Apart,” Bob Dylan and The Band on “Jesus
Gonna Build Me a Home”—Davis still finds room for his own
musical imprint. Superdrag fans will recognize the familiar
power chords and fuzzed out guitars on the album’s first single,
“Nothing Gets Me Down,” and the cautionary “Too Far Out.”
It all sounds fresh and uncalculated. Only on the ballads “The
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Kind of Heart” and “Lay Your Burden Down” does Davis succumb to the dreaded Christian music disease of letting religious
sloganeering overpower the music. It’s the conundrum of every
Christian musical artist, and Davis struggles to find the balance.
“It’s hard,” he admits. “On one hand, you want to tell people
about Jesus. Jesus changes lives. He changed my life. But there
is so much already out there, so many preconceptions that people bring to the table, that it’s impossible to do what I do without offending somebody. I’m going to be perceived as too
preachy. Or I’m going to be perceived as watering down the
truth. So I try not to worry about it. I’m focused on telling my
story. This is what Jesus did for me. Listen, when I was downing a fifth of whiskey a day, I could rationalize and make excuses with the best of them. I was doing all right by some standards.
They weren’t very high standards, but there you go. But still, I
was out there, making rock ’n’ roll, and people were paying
money to hear me do it. So I understand how the defensive walls
can be up. But all I’m here to do is tell people that they matter
and that it can be better and entertain them in the process. It can
be a lot better.”
That generosity of spirit is readily apparent on the album’s
dozen tracks. The finale—“Do You Know How Much You’ve
Been Loved?”—throws a musical life preserver to those drowning in their own self-sufficiency. It shows a John Davis who is
characterized by compassion, sensitivity, and understanding.
And something else—clear-eyed honesty and vulnerability.
Maybe Davis doesn’t know any better yet; maybe he’s naïve
enough to assume he can actually continue to be himself and
abstain from the feel-good religious slogans, but one hopes that
the Christian music industry doesn’t latch onto him and smooth
over his searching and his questions. On “The Kind of Heart,”
an otherwise standard-issue Christian ballad, Davis sings:
Sometimes I find myself at a loss for words
When taken at face value, it seems so absurd
To believe in a love that comes on like that
The candor is refreshing, and unlike so many of the write-bythe-numbers musical Hallmark cards one hears in Christian
music, “The Kind of Heart” bears the imprint of a real human
being with a real beating heart.
• • •
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On a bright April afternoon, Davis is on a tour bus, on his
way from Pittsburgh to Manhattan, where he will perform later
that night at the Mercury Lounge in the East Village. He’s running late, and nothing so far has gone according to plan. The
bus has been making suspicious grinding noises that threaten a
breakdown, and there is unexpected construction on the highway. It’s the same arduous schedule he’s known for years, the
same routine of sheer boredom punctuated by two hours of
musical intensity, the same interminable road trip with its trials
and temptations. And it’s the kind of moment that would have
pushed him over the edge three years ago. But this time everything is different.
“It’s like switching careers without really switching careers,”
Davis explains. “Outwardly I’m doing the same things I’ve
always done, at least from a musical standpoint. We roll into
some town and up to some bar, we set up, and we play rock ’n’
roll. At this point we’re not doing the church circuit. There’s
nothing wrong with that, but you usually don’t have the same
kinds of conversations that I’m able to have right now. I love it
when somebody comes up to me after a show and says, ‘Hey
man, you’re not drunk. What’s your problem?’ Because that’s
when I can tell them my story, and tell them about Jesus.”
The journey is a big part of that story—the long, circuitous
sojourn that has taken him from church to rebellion and back to
church, with a thousand detours and side trips along the way. It’s
a journey that has taken him through the blaring clamor of stardom, or something very much like it, and left him empty. And
it’s a journey that promises something better in the hushed piano
chords that accompany a prayer of repentance and confession.
“Look,” he says. “This is a blessing. To compose songs, to
sing them, is the best thing I can do as a human being. If I wasn’t doing this, I honestly have no idea what I would be doing
with my life. This is what I do best. So I don’t take any of it for
granted. Sure, it’s hard sometimes. It’s hard to be away from my
family. But I’m playing with guys who are not only great musically, but who are believers, who are there to support me. I’m
doing what I love. And this time I’m doing it for somebody
other than me.”
Davis is thankful for the opportunity to sing his new songs
before an appreciative audience. And he’s thankful for the newfound serenity that’s centered on serving God, his wife Wendy,
and his infant son Paul.
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“He’s named after the apostle,” Davis explains. “And
McCartney and Westerberg. And Les Paul, the great guitarist
and guitar designer. It all fits together.”
It certainly does. Like a puzzle’s missing piece that finally
snaps into place. It’s all part of a new life characterized by hope.
With highways that open up to new vistas of the heart. With
old-fashioned rock ’n’ roll and a new suit of clothes.
And it all fits John Davis just fine.
—Andy Whitman
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Shattered, Obliterated, Smashed
Smashed: Story of a Drunken Girlhood.
By Koren Zailckas. Viking Adult, 2005.
When my friend’s daughter was learning to walk,
like any toddler, she fell a
lot. It was funny to watch
and a little heartbreaking,
so to keep the situation
light, every time the girl
took a nasty spill, my friend
would sing out, “Oh no,
drunk again!” Her daughter picked up the phrase
and was soon falling on
purpose, piping in her twoyear-old voice, “Oh no,
drunk again!” We laughed
and applauded every time
she said it. “Oh no, drunk
again! Oh no, drunk
again!” It went along with
the clever party tricks I taught my own daughter, like raising a
“play” glass of champagne and exclaiming, “Salut!” Or the
praise we heaped on another friend’s five-year-old who knew the
proper number of olives to color in her crayoned martini glasses.
With our not-so-funny jokes, my friends and I are easing our
daughters into the adult world of alcohol consumption. We give
in to the beseeching, conspiratorial looks our preverbal children
direct at our wine glasses, believing that if we allow them the
tiniest sips now, we can inoculate them against the darker disease of alcoholism later. According to Koren Zailckas, the twenty-three-year-old author of Smashed: Story of a Drunken
Girlhood, her parents followed the same formula. If you have to
drink, drink at home, they told her. Kids experiment, but we
want you to be safe. Little did they know their daughter would
be drinking, and drinking heavily, by the age of fourteen. And
little did they know her experiments would lead to full-blown
abuse, alcohol poisoning, and ultimately date rape.
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Barely out of college, Koren Zailckas has already given up
drinking, and she chronicles the harrowing story of how she
got to that point in her unflinching memoir. From her first
drink at age fourteen in the company of a troubled girlfriend
(which she describes far more sensually than any sexual
encounter in the book), to her blacked-out and hung-over years
in a sorority at Syracuse University, Zailckas paints a vivid and
disturbing picture of female teenaged binge drinking. The statistics she quotes are sobering: half of all eighth graders have
tried alcohol; the number of women who get drunk at least ten
times a month has recently increased three-fold; forty percent
of all college girls binge drink. Zailckas herself is a poster child
for the new demographic.
The daughter of middle class, suburban parents, Zailckas
began drinking heavily in the company of other girls at an early
age, and nothing—not having her stomach pumped, not even
two separate instances of sexual violation—stopped her. In fact,
she didn’t swear off drinking until she woke up (after a blackout) in the apartment of a strange man in Manhattan and was
frightened at the thought of what might have occurred. Living
in the city, she could no longer afford the irresponsibility of her
prolonged adolescence.
Zailckas is very clear as to why she began to drink. It was not,
as advertisers would have us believe, out of a desire to compete
with the boys or to affirm that she was “sassy” and “self-confident.” Zailckas admits that her drinking, like that of many
other young girls, was a response to her own depression and
crippling self-consciousness. It was a way of expressing her
unhappiness, which no one—not her girlfriends nor her parents—seemed to recognize. Loving, but obsessed with their own
careers, Zailckas’s mother and father asked all the right questions (Where are you going? When will you be home?), but they
too fell prey to the idea that under-aged drinking was normal
and a stage that their daughter would outgrow. And while
Zailckas never explicitly blames them, she might be forgiven for
asking why—after an alcohol-induced coma that almost killed
her—her parents looked the other way when she repeatedly
showed up to the breakfast table hung-over. Or why, after she
had passed out on numerous occasions, they gave her a bottle of
Malibu rum for Christmas, the chugging of which would lead to
a night ending in date rape.
The denial continued with her sorority sisters, the girls of Zeta
Alpha Sigma, nicknamed the “Zeta Alcoholics.” They held back
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her hair while she vomited and commiserated through vicious
hangovers, but no one suggested she might have a problem.
How could they, without confronting their own denial? They all
bought into the belief that adolescence is a golden age of irresponsibility before the advent of grinding corporate adulthood.
And how convenient that corporate America itself, through the
alcohol industry, fueled the fiction.
Some of Zailckas’s most scathing commentary is saved for a
liquor industry that aggressively pushes alcohol on young
women by tying it inextricably to desire and sex. The sheer
number of drinks named for sex acts—Shuddering Orgasm,
Passionate Screw, Sex on the Beach—is more than enough, without taking into account the female-directed light beer and “malternative” beverage commercials in which a sexy gal turns down
a loser guy but takes his beer. In addition, consider the promotions in college-town bars, MTV’s Campus Invasion debauchery
filmed during study week when students are supposed to be
cramming for finals, and slogans like those of Anheiser Busch:
“Actually, size does matter” and “They’re not real, so what?”
It’s no wonder that drinking began to stand in for intimacy in
her life. Contrary to the stereotype of drunk girls as “loose,”
Zailckas comes across as borderline frigid, unable to connect
without a drink in her hand, emotionally stalled out at fourteen,
the age at which she first began abusing alcohol.
Sadly, without really being aware, Zailckas seems to have
internalized much of what an antifeminist media has fed her.
“Drinking confirms men’s gender role, whereas it diminishes
women’s,” she writes, speaking of the divide she perceives
between men, who have power in this world, and women, who
do not. She depicts men as more authentic and accepting of
themselves, even of their worst selves. By contrast, she consistently refers to women as manipulative and false. When her
sorority sisters get drunk they call each other names like “psycho,” “bitch,” and “slut.” “It is passive aggressive,” she writes,
“which is feminine.” Even the alcohol that she uses to destroy
herself is portrayed as feminine: “Alcohol is a manipulative
bitch. If she were a person, I think she’d be a telemarketer or a
used-car saleswoman, the type of woman who could persuade
you to do just about anything.”
With these feelings about her sex, and by extension, herself, it’s
not surprising she names self-loathing as both the catalyst for her
drinking as well as the result. It’s no accident that she repeatedly
references Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton. Even at her wittiest,
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Zailckas cannot hide a note of deep dismay—where were the
women to protect her, to save her from herself? Why would they
do this to each other? There is a desperate search for understanding and authenticity here, as if real people and real life were
elsewhere. It is as if Zailckas saw women like her so often reflected in advertisements that she could no longer believe in her own
reality. She was both the market and the marketing ploy. And
like a girl trapped in an endless hall of mirrors, the only way she
could escape was by taking up a liquor bottle and lobbing it at
the glass, leaving herself obliterated, shattered. Smashed.
The image on the jacket of the book captures it perfectly—a
pretty, fragile young woman nodding off, her hair hiding most
of her face. It’s an image of supreme vulnerability and yet at the
same time, suggests a girl disengaged with the world. In fact,
it’s not until the end of the book, after Zailckas has stopped
drinking, that she even mentions events in the outside world by
referencing a terror alert. The kind of drinking Zailckas and
her friends pursue is not about pleasure, but about forgetfulness, or “slack,” as she calls it. They pound alcohol for the sole
intention of getting drunk as quickly as possible and numbing
themselves to the world around them; as a result, their binges
are supremely narcissistic. They are full of a banality (equating
themselves with war veterans) and petty victories (like getting
back at a boy who snubbed them).
Yet to her credit, from her more mature vantage, Zailckas is
now able to see her binging as a metaphor for the irresponsible
and self-involved culture we as a country export. Not content to
drink at home, students take their formals and spring break parties across the border to Canada and Mexico. After drunkenly
vomiting onto a Canadian street, one of her friends sums it up
perfectly: “We’re such goddamned Americans.”
Like Go Ask Alice, the seminal 1960s cautionary tale of peer
pressure and drug abuse, Smashed could easily become a classic.
It is clear-eyed and well written with some hauntingly beautiful
images (a blackout, for example, is described as “a gaping hole,
scattered with fragments of conversations and episodes, like a
night sky punctuated by planes disguised as stars”). If there’s a
flaw in the book, it is that Zailckas, as a writer, can never completely step outside of the pop-culture world from which she’s
evolved. Her prose, like her life, is defined by references to film
and brand names. The air has the smell “that fabric softener
companies are always trying to capture.” A suicidal impulse is
described as an It’s a Wonderful Life compulsion to explore what
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her house would be like without her in it. A girl who has passed
out assumes the chalk-outline position—not of a real murder
victim—but of one from “NYPD Blue.” At moments like this,
her writing speaks to the disconnect in her experience, as if life
itself must be packaged and sold back to one in order to be real.
Her usage of pop-culture shorthand makes it easier to believe
that such a smart girl could have fallen for an MTV fantasy of
college and young adult life (their coverage of spring break premiered when she was five) as all “body shots and wet T-shirt
contests, girls shimmying on life rafts and paranormally hot
folks swapping underwear.”
But Zailckas isn’t indulgent in her reminiscence; she has
bravely written her memoir as a wake-up call to other young
girls and their parents. In so doing, she finds herself part of the
modern conundrum. The sad and inescapable fact is that by
writing and promoting a book about her experience, she joins
forces with the very medium that conspired in her downfall.
“Sober,” she writes of the hypersexualized, hyperboozed spring
break marketing promotions she witnessed, “everything I see
makes me livid.”
At the risk of offending such a gifted young writer (who takes
great pains to distinguish between alcoholism and alcohol
abuse), I feel compelled to offer up my own version of AA’s
opening prayer. May God grant her the serenity to forgive her
younger self, the courage to stay angry, and the wisdom to navigate the commodification of her absolutely authentic life.
—Sheri Holman
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What Would the Lone Ranger Do?
The Office and Human Desperation
The Office.
Directed by Ricky Gervais
and Stephen Merchant.
There may be no “I” in
team, but there’s a “ME” if
you look hard enough.
—David Brent’s Office
Wisdom
When the winner for
Outstanding Production in
a Musical or Comedy
Series was announced at
the 2003 Golden Globe
Awards, the recipients were so far back in the room that it
took an uncomfortably long time for them to reach the stage
to accept their award. When they finally got there, the assembled actors, writers, and producers remained confusingly unfamiliar to most of the audience in the room. The series that garnered this surprising award was “The Office,” a British television show only available in the U.S. on the fledgling cable
channel, BBC America.
There are many aspects of “The Office” that make its success
on both sides of “the pond” quite surprising. The show has no
known stars, no traditional visual sitcom gags, and no laugh
track to clue the viewer to the jokes. In fact, there aren’t really any
conventional jokes, just a set of strange characters led by David
Brent, a midlevel management nightmare played by the writer,
producer, and mastermind behind the series, Ricky Gervais.
As television’s first docu-comedy, the show is shot documentary style, seeking to marry the fly-on-the-wall format of shows
like “The Osbournes” with a particularly British trend of spoofing staid TV formats. Rather than setting the show in television’s
fast-paced fantasy versions of professions like law, medicine, and
crime-scene investigation, “The Office” takes us into the world
of Wernham Hogg, a paper merchant. And instead of placing the
characters in a stylish, ultramodern office in a major city (think
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“CSI Miami,” “Boston Legal,” or “LAX”) the show opts for an
ugly, nondescript building in Slough, England, a place everyone
in Britain particularly would sum up as “nowhere.” Slough, a
very ordinary postwar suburban town, is demographically
important but ultimately has little to differentiate it from hundreds of other places in Britain or the U.S. for that matter. It is a
town of faceless brick factories, strip malls and office buildings—the sort of place most people come from . . . and that is
the clue to understanding the cult-like success of the show. In an
age of glamour, gossip, and celebrity, it is a reminder that most
of us are not like that at all, that drudgery and the monotonous
madness of everyday work life is the world most of us inhabit.
On first viewing, “The Office” can seem slight and insignificant. “Where’s the blatant comedy? Where’s the drama?” one
might ask. And of course, there is none, at least in the expected
ways. The genius of this show comes from the fact that, while
other shows attempt to glamorize working life, “The Office”
presents another form of realism. There is no soundtrack to
cover up the humming of photocopiers and the sound of fingers
tapping keyboards. Instead, there is the silence and boredom of
office work, a boredom broken only by the people who surround you. And in this show, the man at the center is David
Brent (Ricky Gervais)—the boss. He regards himself both as a
motivational speaker à la Tony Robbins and a musician of
undiscovered depths and talents, while in fact, he is a nightmare
of insensitivity, insecurity, and delusion. He delivers joke after
joke, none of which his employees seem to find remotely funny.
He can’t motivate anyone else because his own insecurity
demands that he alone remain the center of attention. One of
my favorite segments of the show is when Brent co-opts a staff
meeting with an outside motivational speaker and winds up
going home to get his guitar. He then spends hours regaling
them, and the very frustrated visiting speaker, with mindless,
terrible pop songs of his own creation, most of which are comprised of meaningless pop cultural references to cars, girls, and
sunsets. His insensitivity is so profound that at times you find
yourself staring in disbelief at the screen. “I don’t believe he
actually said that!” is a common response I hear when talking
about the show with friends. Of course we are meant to see him
as tragic, not necessarily comedic, and that might just be the
show’s greatest strength; empathy for someone locked into the
mindlessness of postmodern life is the key to unlocking the
power of this show. We are meant to view Brent as the sad and
lonely figure that he ultimately is. The documentary style of the
show lays bare his tragic circumstance, chiefly his need for con-
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stant reassurance from his workers that he is funny, intellectual,
talented, and of course, a great boss.
Brent is not the only tragic figure. A cast of other lost souls fills
“The Office.” His right-hand man is Gareth Keenan, played by
the decidedly odd-looking Mackenzie Crook (also seen as a
wooden-eyed pirate in Pirates of the Caribbean). Gareth is
painfully thin and this stands in contradiction to his own deluded
perception of himself as a specimen of virile manhood, spending
his weekends in the Territorial Army, the U.K. version of the
National Guard (but without any of the glamour America showers on part-time military people). Gareth is obsessed with climbing the corporate ladder and his sycophantic behavior is marked
by crass comments towards women—demonstrating his ineptness
in engaging with the opposite sex—mixed with an almost manic
obsession with company politics, rules, and regulations. He is
second in command, but no one pays him any attention.
The show’s moral conscience is found in Tim Canterbury,
played with unusual depth for a sitcom by Martin Freeman. Tim
is the one we, as the viewers, are meant to relate to. In a way, he
plays the viewer. He is the one who looks around with bemusement and a dry sarcasm, and responds to the ongoing events by
shifting between two major emotional points: low-level disdain
and puzzlement over his boss, and a state of aggravation caused
by having to deal with Gareth’s craziness. His character is
rounded out by making him the focus of an unrequited office
romance with Dawn, the secretary, played by Lucy Davies, who
is locked into an unsatisfying long-term relationship and who
finds in Tim some respite from the incredible futility of her job
and life. None of the characters in “The Office” like their jobs,
and they don’t really like each other either, but they struggle to
get along. The main cast is surrounded with great subtlety by
some excellent bit players: Chris, the overweight and obnoxious
account executive, and Brent’s friend and potential nemesis,
Chris Finch, who plays an offensive and deeply chauvinistic
sales rep. Rounding out the rest of the troupe are the lads in the
warehouse, like the rest of the cast, perfectly cast to represent
the classic view of the male-dominated British workplace where
porn videos and sexist banter rule the day.
There is not much in the way of story line. A thread of
potential redundancy links the first series together, with Brent
ignoring the signs and digging a deep hole for himself and his
employees by continuing to assure them that all of their jobs
are safe, when in fact, that is simply not the case. Series Two
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picks up a little later and focuses on Brent’s intense dislike of
his new superior, the handsome and clearly upwardly advancing
Neil, played by Patrick Baladi. He is everything Brent aspires to
be, and he accomplishes it all with little effort and good looks
to spare. But to focus on story line is to miss one of the important elements of the show. If “Seinfeld” was a show about nothing, “The Office” is a show about the mundane, the everyday.
The sheer uneventfulness of contemporary working life is the
real story of this show. Which is, of course, why it strikes such
a chord with viewers: this is their life, their reality. “Put the key
of despair into the lock of apathy. Turn the knob of mediocrity
slowly and open the gates of despondency—welcome to a day
in the average office,” reads a slogan on the “David Brent’s
Office Wisdom” web site. This pretty well sums up the show.
The lack of punchiness is supplanted by biting observations
about real human characteristics, and this beautifully demonstrates the fact that, indeed, many are “living lives of quiet desperation,” as one poet put it. Everybody in “The Office” is
typical. David Brent may be a little larger than life, but many
people who have worked in environments like these can immediately relate his character to their own experiences with overenthusiastic bosses, fueled by delusions of grandeur and an
unhealthy propensity for pop-psychology management slogans. The political correctness that pervades our culture keeps
everyone walking on eggshells and even Brent, for all of his
bravado, remains aware of this tension—even as he blurts out
sexist comments and tells racist jokes.
Despite changes in management style and work culture, the
office remains one of the final places in contemporary life
where you might find yourself thrown together with people of
all types and ages. Other institutions are becoming increasingly segmented and market focused, but the office is still multigenerational and comprised of people from all parts of the
social and class spectrum. There is a classic scene in Series
One—a running gag between Tim and Gareth about space,
and arguments over whether or not one will lend a stapler to
the other. The show ends up with Tim building a wall between
himself and Gareth, and then calling and leaving messages on
Gareth’s phone messaging system, both of them locked in a
juvenile tit-for-tat over a stapler. This is symbolic of what can
happen in new open-planned offices; we build walls, want to
mark out our own territory, and then defend that territory.
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Far from Luther’s declaration that work is vocation endowed
with a sense of divine call and focus, “The Office” is ultimately
about the grinding nature of work in the postmodern world.
Despite the focus that many people today place on their jobs,
with an emphasis on “fulfillment” and the social life it can provide, for many others it is simply an obligation. We work in
order to eat. David Brent, the company man, wants his employees to buy into the glamour of the job, but they know better. The
job, the work, is not the chief end of man, declare the characters
in “The Office,” who live instead for evenings and weekends,
and who long to be anywhere but at work.
“The Office” doesn’t purport to address questions of life’s
ultimate meaning. Nonetheless, the show continually nudges the
viewer toward the idea that meaning can be found, and while no
clue is given as to how to achieve satisfaction and significance,
there is a clear statement that the office is not the place where
most people will find it. Work and religion were very closely
linked in the modern era, but in today’s postmodern world, the
idea of workplaces as a setting for the working out of religious
duty and calling is increasingly being challenged. And in this age
of WWJD? where we seek to turn all aspects of life into a spiritual issue, Brent says, “When confronted by a difficult problem, you can solve it more easily by reducing it to the question,
What would the Lone Ranger do?”
—Barry Taylor
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Wes Anderson’s Aquarium
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou.
Directed by Wes Anderson.
The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou follows the
misadventures
of
an
oceanographer with more
than a casual resemblance
to Jacques Cousteau. It follows the journey of Team
Zissou, taking us on board
the Belafonte (as in “Harry
Belafonte—a punny nod to
Cousteau’s
ship,
the
Calypso). Amongst the
challenges facing Steve are
the death of his closest friend at the jaws of a jaguar shark, the
appearance of a son he has never met, his wife’s defection to a
rival scientist (her half-gay, ex-husband), the need to raise
financing for his next film, the grilling of an inquisitive
reporter, and a band of pirates. If you are interested in the outcome of any of these plot points, you will be disappointed by
director Wes Anderson’s fourth feature. But if you have fond
recollections of glam rock, Adidas sneakers, or the Captain
Nemo ride, then The Life Aquatic offers sheer (but suitably
strange) cinematic bliss.
The films of Wes Anderson (Bottle Rocket, Rushmore, The
Royal Tenenbaums) can be frustrating for viewers looking for
plot, action, and normal onscreen behavior. Their precise attention to detail can leave audiences cold, causing reviewers to call
Anderson ‘precious’ and ‘superficial.’ But to criticize Anderson’s
obsession with production design is to miss his intentions. His
films are superficial by design. They are mostly about getting the
props just right. Amidst those toy soldiers, miniature trains and
rocket ships resides a profound sense of longing and loss. He
recreates the passions of his childhood in an effort to stem the
tragedy of adulthood. In The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou,
Anderson attempts to hold the ravages of divorce and disappointment at bay with a model ship, the Belafonte. As long as the
ship’s whirlybird is flying or the deep-sea capsule is submerged,
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all is at peace. But when life gets back to normal, to people in
proximity to each other, pain looms large. In Anderson’s world,
angst happens.
The Life Aquatic ups his usual quotient of quirky characters,
period detail, and eccentric song choices. It also pays even less
attention to plot. As such, it represents Anderson’s most widely
maligned film. And yet, in terms of Anderson’s aesthetic, it
stands as his most ambitious achievement to date. Wes
Anderson’s movies are rooted in the wonder and woundedness
of childhood. Another Christmas 2004 release, Finding
Neverland, celebrates how J. M. Barrie rediscovered his muse
through a close encounter with Peter Pan. Wes Anderson stands
as our cinematic Peter Pan, a boy who refuses to grow up. Why
else does a director in his midthirties already make films about
midlife crises, lost loves, and melancholy? Tragedy surrounds
even his most generous comedies. Anderson’s films are about
holding onto the best part of childhood, the toys that got us
through long summers, boring Christmases, after-school specials, and a death in the family. They are equal parts sandbox,
dollhouse, and erector set—or in the case of The Life Aquatic,
an aquarium. If the Walt Disney Company gave you $50 million
to bring your favorite things to life, wouldn’t you want to go to
the Mediterranean with your friends, secure your own island,
and launch your own expedition?
As a kid, I collected stuff, from stamps and coins to Hot
Wheels and baseball cards. As a teen, those collections morphed
into Peter Frampton records, then R.E.M. cassettes. The compact discs now crammed onto my iPod suggest that you can take
the boy out of childhood, but he’ll still try to bring much of his
collections (baggage?) with him. The labels that Wes Anderson
applies to his scenes demonstrate his own fondness for scrapbooking. Like a perpetual junior scientist, he knows how to
identify rare forms of flora and fauna. Critics may rightly accuse
Anderson of killing those things he loves. Try as they might to
keep the glory of butterflies alive, collectors must eventually pin
them down. The Life Aquatic will work best for those who
share an obsessive sense of collecting. A quick survey of the ’70s
childhood memories collected onscreen:
Jacques Cousteau’s documentaries on ABC
Sea monkeys
Adidas (shoes and warm up suits)
The Day of the Dolphin
Airplane pilots and their way cool flight bags
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Glam-era David Bowie
George Plimpton
The Achille Lauro hijacking
Pele
Orca the Killer Whale
James Bond films especially Thunderball (also on ABC)
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea e-ticket ride at Disney World
You don’t have to share Wes Anderson’s particular obsessions,
but a strong nostalgic pull for some lost objects from your childhood is recommended. Without those toys, you will be lost in
Andersonia, or at least, bored. What happens in the background
is meant to trump the action occupying the foreground. The
whale peeking in on an interview session is supposed to steal the
scene from esteemed actors like Bill Murray and Cate Blanchett.
Good drama? Absolutely not. Memorable cinema? Si!
Any reviewer who insists that the plot is not dramatic enough
or the actor’s accents are too affected misses Anderson’s point (or
at least his obsession). The wispy mustache on Owen Wilson’s
face could add depth to his character. But it is more likely a nod
to those worn by Leslie Howard or David Niven in previous
earnest, swashbuckling roles. The bullets flying across the screen
in the big rescue scene are not meant to harm anyone. For
Anderson, the guns are playthings, no more dangerous than boys
playing cowboys and Indians. The entire kidnapping subplot is
an excuse to indulge in a bit of James Bond–like behavior. The
thrill of having a Glock strapped to your leg purposely outshines
the logic of exactly how many bullets are in its chamber.
Anderson revels in the chance to try some nifty camera moves, to
take out cool gear, to play some favorite songs like Iggy and the
Stooges’ “Search and Destroy.”
Wes Anderson’s films are always an excuse to raid his own
record collection. He clearly has too many favorite songs from
the British Invasion to cram into one movie. Rushmore allowed
him to get obscure chestnuts from the Kinks, the Who, and
Creation onscreen. The Royal Tenenbaums turned upon The
Rolling Stones’ Between the Buttons album, particularly the
song, “She Smiled Sweetly.” The Life Aquatic contains evocative use of underappreciated rockers like The Zombies and Scott
Walker. But the movie mostly belongs to Ziggy Stardust–era
David Bowie, sung in Portuguese by Brazilian actor, Seu Jorge.
Some may find these foreign language versions of “Space
Oddity” and “Queen Bitch” annoying. As a comic device, they
fail to deliver laughs beyond the first couple of appearances. So,
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why does Anderson keep starting and ending scenes with these
songs? Like a Greek chorus, these Portuguese renditions call the
viewers to the otherworldly quality of Bowie’s songs. Taken
largely from Bowie’s 1971 album, Hunky Dory, they are a celebration of surfaces from rock’s greatest poser (in the best sense
of the word.) With paeans to Andy Warhol, Bob Dylan, Lou
Reed, and the movies, Bowie established himself as their shapeshifting equal, earning his own spot in the pop cultural pantheon. In The Life Aquatic, when Steve Zissou is confronted by
his potential son Ned, he excuses himself for a smoke. A little
marijuana and a lot of Bowie’s song, “Life on Mars?” gives
Steve some much-needed perspective. Zissou stares at the sea,
into the dark beyond. The song lyrics follow a girl caught
between another family squabble. Like Zissou:
She walks through her sunken dream
To the seat with the clearest view
And she’s hooked to the silver screen
But the film is a saddening bore
For she’s lived it ten times or more
Bowie’s chorus simultaneously condemns and celebrates the
movies, “with their sailors fighting in the dance hall, the cavemen running, the Lawmen beating up the innocent man.” And
although these cinematic clichés ring hollow, they still pull
Bowie’s heroine out of her depressing home life, into the existential notion of life on mars. Zissou as a father seems as farfetched (and logical!) a question as “Life on Mars?”
The Life Aquatic takes its questions underwater rather than
outer space. But the creeping ennui, the sense of disappointment
and defeat dogs even the most acclaimed oceanographer. Bill
Murray is perfectly cast as Steve Zissou. He mopes through each
scene, feeling the weight of his former glory. His best days are
past, but he rallies Team Zissou (and his investors) for one final
expedition. Despite his sparkling reviews, Wes Anderson can’t
seem to shake his own melancholy, either. Each cinematic success
seems to plunge him deeper into his own head, under the water,
into the sub, to his own self-contained universe. Certainly, it is
easier to control the movement of characters through a script
than friends, family, and lovers through your life. A pivotal argument between Steve and Ned tracks through every room in the
cutaway ship. The camera follows the actors across this gigantic
Barbie playhouse, onto the deck, where a moment of potential
human connection awaits. On this final voyage (and film), Steve
must confront the calling he has most avoided, parenthood.
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Anderson’s films are always about family. They are littered
with absentee dads or father/son rivalries. Anderson cribs from
(and relives) his own painful upbringing, as a child of affluence
and divorce. The Life Aquatic revolves around the surprise
appearance of Ned Plimpton, the potential offspring of Zissou’s
sexual dalliances decades earlier. Like the titular father in The
Royal Tenenbaums, Zissou has clearly cheated on a myriad of
wives and lovers. In fact, to further connect the two family dramas, Anjelica Huston again plays the jilted wife, the brains
behind Team Zissou. Also like The Royal Tenenbaums,
Anderson has stuffed his film to the gills with a cast connected
by subplots. They serve as a substitute family, cobbled together
from the wreckage of real life. Most poignant (and comical) is
Klaus Daimler, a loyal German desperate to serve on Zissou’s ATeam. Willem Dafoe delivers another memorably conflicted
character, by playing his father fixation for laughs. This ragtag
band of sailors is united by more than their matching Speedos,
sweat suits, and toboggans. When we see them on an old film,
frolicking in the snow, jumping into their makeshift pool, we
sense a genuine bond. This a family forged on the high seas,
united by a common purpose, telling stories onscreen.
The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou is a movie about making
movies. The entire film is framed by two movie premieres. The
dramatic problem, a search for a deadly jaguar shark is introduced via a film within the film. Like all filmmakers, Zissou’s
first hurdle is financial. His faithful producer can’t secure
investors for the second part of his documentary. The addition
of a “bond company stooge” demonstrates the strings that
attach themselves to money. The cutting room on board the
Belafonte allows Zissou (and the audience) to see rough assemblies of his film. The blurred ‘reality’ of documentaries is
revealed in scenes in which Steve directs his crew to go before
him, capturing his ‘leadership’ into uncharted waters and undersea wrecks. The apparatus of film is revealed on the beach and
in the sound booth, where Steve’s voiceover is captured. His real
films are just as faked as the stop-motion fish floating in the
background of The Life Aquatic. So, why resort to such intentional and potentially distancing fakery?
The Life Aquatic is about more than making movies. It is
about loving movies. The crew members of the Belafonte gather in the evening to watch their old films. This is their communal campfire, their enduring legacy and bond. Anderson
includes conscious nods to the source of most movie magic,
George Melies. The animated sea creatures that threaten to take
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audiences out of the film are knowingly artificial. They harken
back to Melies’s The Impossible Voyage, and special effects
circa 1902. Created for The Life Aquatic by Henry Selick (director of The Nightmare before Christmas), their garish colors and
bizarre patterns are integral to the fantasy. When a dozen members of Team Zissou cram into a sub for a close encounter with
the jaguar shark, The Life Aquatic delivers its most enchanting
and transcendent moment. All the previous fakery has been in
service of this Captain Nemo–style voyage. The awe on the
character’s faces is hopefully matched by the childlike wonder
passing through even the most jaded filmgoers. Movie magic is
the greatest gift Anderson can offer.
The entire film can be read as a homage to Anderson’s favorite
cinematic saints. By shooting The Life Aquatic at Rome’s
Cinecitta studios, Anderson got to walk in a trail blazed by
whimsical director Federico Fellini. Aquatic also echoes the
film-within-a-film conceits of Francois Truffaut’s Day for Night
(1973). The private lives of crew members prove more dramatic than the allegedly dramatic film being shot. Is the resulting
movie too precious and insider? For fans of seventies cinema,
the fleeting appearance of Bud Cort will offer nostalgia for
Harold and Maude. But few people will get the nod to Woody
Allen’s production designer contained in the “Santo Loquasto”
Film Festival. An even smaller number of filmgoers will have a
direct experience with a bond company stooge looking over
their expenditures. Anderson runs the risk of being too smart,
too knowing, too cultish. Why create such a highly idiosyncratic, personal film for such a mass media?
Ultimately, what can be gleaned from this messy review of Wes
Anderson’s quirky films? Both are bursting with a few too many
ideas. Anderson and I (and our generation) have seen an inordinate amount of bad TV, listened to far too many albums, been
surrounded by too much stuff. Amidst all the pop cultural
ephemera, are we ultimately just floating alongside the flotsam
and jetsam of what we’ve watched? As singer Rilo Kiley sings on
her More Adventurous album, “Any asshole can open up a
museum, put all the things he loves on display so everyone can
see them . . . ordinary moments in his ordinary life . . . no one
wants to pay to see your happiness, no one wants to pay to see
your day to day.” So why sacrifice valuable time and money to
see The Life Aquatic? Despite his ironic distance and focus upon
his stuff, Wes Anderson desperately wants to connect. He wants
all of us to care. Not just about his stuff, but about our stuff and
our life. The Life Aquatic aches for sincerity. It wants to be a
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heart-tugging yarn. But after we’ve seen so many half-baked
attempts to move us as viewers, we’re all beyond cynical—even
when we don’t want to be. Like Bowie said, “We’re hooked to
the silver screen, but the film is a saddening bore, for we’ve lived
it ten times or more.” We turn to the movies for answers, even
though we don’t expect to find any. They have been our most
faithful friend, our most available emotional outlet, even when
they disappointed us.
Is there life beyond the movies? If not on Mars, then can life
be found in our own world, on this side of paradise? In Aquatic’s
poignant closing shot, Zissou sits outside the theatre, removed
from the public approval he has repeatedly sought. When the
throng emerges, eager to praise him, Steve leaves his award
behind. He picks up a boy, putting him on his shoulders. He
straps on the one title or accolade that he always evaded—fatherhood. As in every Wes Anderson film, Aquatic ends in slow
motion, this time focusing upon Zissou and the boy, leading a
parade. It begs the question, “What accolades are we waiting
for? Where have we focused our time and attention, on resume
building and pop cultural minutia?” Like Steve Zissou, we may
still have a late opportunity to move beyond media and connect
with others—to become the father, mother, sister, brother—we’ve
never quite been up to. If we can’t wear the imposing title,
“Dad,” maybe we’ll be comfortable with the moniker “Papa
Steve.” Is there life on Mars? Are there jaguar sharks? Is love
possible? Better believe it.
—Craig Detweiler
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What to Do with the Time That Is Given
The Lord of the Rings Trilogy
Directed by Peter Jackson.
Reviewing Peter Jackson’s The Lord of the
Rings—three films that, in
total, took ten years to
make, earned seventeen
Academy Awards, will
gross $6 billion, and take
twelve hours to watch—is
a daunting task. It is more
daunting still to relate the
films to the book from
which they are adapted: a
book that took sixteen
years to write, consists of more than one-half million words,
takes up 1200 pages, boasts more than one hundred million
readers, and was named the Book of the Century. It helps to be
able to focus the review on the theme of calling, or vocation, but
even so, that is a weighty theme in its own right.
So when I received the call (or, rather, e-mail) to review the
films and book as related to our faith, I, like some who are
called in Tolkien, and like many who are called in the Bible, was
hesitant to take the journey. The books and the films have been
so popular it seems most everything has been said about them.
And they are both such masterpieces in their own media they
have received attention, both positive and negative, from some
of the great critical minds in both media.
The books, published as a trilogy only because of market
pressures (Tolkien wanted a single volume), were so popular
upon their release a half-century ago they sparked a backlash
from academia. Critic Edmund Wilson, in his infamous essay
“Oo, Those Awful Orcs!” declared the book “juvenile trash.”
Some film critics today decry the same lowest-common-denominator appeal of the films, what with their gruesome battle
scenes, heartthrob casting, and special-effects wizardry. On the
other hand, W. H. Auden reviewed Tolkien’s book as a modern
myth, and the films are starting to be taken seriously as a unified work, most notably by Tolkien scholar Tom Shippey.
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Hesitation also stemmed from the theme of calling, or vocation: something I have been struggling with personally for some
time. I came to Los Angeles nearly a decade ago to pursue what
I felt was my calling as a filmmaker. I earned an MA in Film
Production at USC, but have only been peripherally involved in
“the industry” (such a frightful term). I haven’t felt like I’ve
answered the call to the extent that I dreamed, but perhaps I’m
focusing too narrowly on my occupation rather than my
greater calling in life.
In a previous issue of this journal (#8, pp. 69–87), Os
Guinness bemoaned how the idea of calling had been overly secularized by Protestants into merely being about career choices,
and overly spiritualized by Catholics who only apply it to
becoming a priest or a nun. Tolkien, though a staunch Catholic,
finds a third way, in which our calling is one that goes much
deeper than the Protestant work ethic and applies much more
broadly than the Catholic hierarchy.
Postmodern approaches to spirituality interest me, especially
those involving dialogue with pop culture. I think great films
can baptize our imaginations, as C. S. Lewis put it regarding
George MacDonald’s stories, and help effect transformation in
our lives. Add to this that, since Tolkien is a household name,
I’m not ashamed to say that I was a huge Tolkien fan in my teens
and remain so today. As a Christian, a Tolkien fan, and a filmmaker, I find much to guide us in the story, whichever guise it
takes. My hope here is to look at Tolkien’s myth, and its cinematic adaptation by Peter Jackson, to see what the tale(s) may
tell us about our calling.
Calling and Vocation in Tolkien
Tolkien “cordially disliked” allegory and preferred what he
termed the “applicability” of his story to the heart and life of the
reader. If, as was originally charged, The Lord of the Rings is
simply an allegory about the nuclear bomb and World War II, it
would no longer be so widely read. However, if the tale is a narrative, a myth that can apply to our lives today, then it would
make sense that it resonates with so many people.
Although Tolkien’s story was well known before the films
(Led Zeppelin, George Lucas, and John Eldredge have all referenced it in their own works), the epidemic popularity of the
films has made the story the myth of our times. The reason The
Lord of the Rings is so popular goes beyond the fact that it is
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simply a great story, or that it concerns itself with universal
themes, or even that Tolkien has created a world that seems
more real than the one out the door. The story is loved by millions because it is one of the few that can change the way we see
the world, and the way we act in it. Tolkien re-enchants us. To
a lesser extent, maybe just by osmosis, Jackson does too.
Tolkien interestingly called The Lord of the Rings “a fundamentally religious and Catholic work,” although no deity is ever
mentioned. He set his tale in ancient pagan days, before our oldest recorded history. As Sir Ian McKellan, who plays Gandalf,
said in an interview, “there is no church in Hobbiton,” yet even
Tolkien acknowledged that you “must have gods in a story of
this kind.” Yet there is no prayer, no hymning, and no afterlife.
(Jackson muddles this by letting Gandalf give Pippin courage by
telling him about death as “another road we all must take,”
where we see “green shores under a swift sunrise.” In Tolkien,
this swift sunrise is reserved for those who sail to the Undying
Lands, as Frodo does at the end of the book and film cycle, but
it is decidedly not an afterlife vision. Jackson’s films are almost
more Christian than Tolkien’s books in this respect!)
Tolkien’s greater mythology, published posthumously as The
Silmarillion and the twelve-volume History of Middle Earth,
gives more spiritual background to the story, yet even so there
are no cults of worship such as we find in ancient cultures.
Tolkien posited a prereligious culture that knew of the existence
of gods, but did not worship them. Tolkien seems influenced
here by his fellow Inkling Owen Barfield, who believed that prehistoric man did not separate the spiritual and secular the way
we do. As conceptual artist John Howe says in the Return of the
King commentary, “they didn’t need to vocalize it, because it’s
present in every rock, stone, and tree.”
Tolkien believed the ancient myths and tales were precursor
myths of what he and his Inklings friends called “Myth Become
Fact”: the story of Jesus Christ. In a sense, Tolkien wrote an
Older Testament, an anachronistic prefiguration of the gospel, a
narrative in which unlikely heroes focus almost exclusively on
this life rather than the next. And also like the Old Testament, a
world where those unlikely heroes resist the call to adventure.
While most of the themes Tolkien dealt with (good vs. evil, fate
vs. free will, industry vs. the environment, war vs. peace) were
addressed adequately in Jackson’s films, the theme of calling, or
vocation, seems to have been among the most lost in translation.
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A calling implies a Caller. Despite any overt reference to God
or gods throughout the book, characters reference a belief that
there is a plan behind the events that are playing out before their
eyes: “There was something else at work,” Gandalf tells Frodo,
“beyond any design of the Ring-maker. I can put it no plainer
than by saying that Bilbo was meant to find the Ring, and not
by its maker. In which case you also were meant to have it. And
that may be an encouraging thought.”
Oo, Those Awful Filmmakers!
Tolkien thought his tale “quite unsuitable for dramatization.”
In his seminal critical work “On Fairy Stories,” Tolkien said
drama was not a good medium for depicting Faërie, as he called
it, in general. Yet he also hoped that others would add to his
mythology by retelling it as has been done with real mythologies;
he was even open to a proposed animated film adaptation as
early as 1958, just a few years after publication of The Return of
the King. In letters, Tolkien indicated that cinema, especially animation, would be more able than stagecraft to handle the tale.
But Tolkien was wary of Hollywood; as he wrote after reading
the animated film synopsis, “The failure of poor films is often precisely in exaggeration, and in the intrusion of unwarranted matter owing to not perceiving where the core of the original lies.”
The producers of the proposed animated version did not
know where the core of the original lay, and the film was never
made (it could have been worse: there was a proposed Beatles
version with George as Gandalf, Paul as Frodo, Ringo as Sam
and John as Gollum!). A BBC radio drama and an animated film
directed by Ralph Bakshi were made, but were unsuccessful.
It was only with the advent of current technology that the
book that had been called “unfilmable” could actually be realized. As the millennium turned, Tolkien fans were concerned to
hear rumors of yet another adaptation, but to Jackson’s credit
he not only pulled it off, but did so with Gandalfian panache.
The painstaking attention to detail in the locations, sets, costumes, even the linguistics, pay homage to Tolkien. At the same
time, Jackson is Wellesian in using every cinematic technique in
the book from state-of-the-art effects to older tricks like forced
perspective, scale doubles, and matte paintings, all working
together seamlessly to bring Middle Earth as alive as film can
make it.
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Tolkien recognized that adaptation to a different medium
required change, usually loss. He himself was an adapter: a rare
poem he wrote in 1955 titled “Imram” was an adaptation of a
prose Latin tale about St. Brendan, who journeyed across the sea
to an island that was the lost location of Paradise (as Frodo does
at the end of the tale, sailing with the Elves to the Undying
Lands). As Tolkien converted the prose to poetry in “Imram,” he
retained the narrative core, but abridged the tale by removing
many supernatural events and changing overtly religious symbols
and words to those of a more covert, spiritual nature. Tolkien
not only changed the story to suit the different medium of poetry, he also catered it to modern, disenchanted tastes. He recognized the necessity of a cinematic adaptation to do the same.
Tolkien’s chief fear was that the “Primary Action” of Sam and
Frodo’s quest would be made secondary to the more exciting,
but less meaningful, “Subsidiary Action” of Aragorn and
Gandalf’s war against Sauron’s armies. It’s debatable whether
this happened in the theatrical release of the film trilogy, but the
extended edition version overcomes most objections from
Tolkien purists. Despite Jackson’s infatuation with battle
sequences, he never fails to return to Frodo and Sam.
However, there are also places where Jackson apparently felt
he had to cater to popular tastes. Despite his impeccable faithfulness to Tolkien in many areas, most of Jackson’s departures
from the original are at the very level of the story itself, in the
plot, the characters and, most importantly to this discussion:
the theme.
Jackson’s most drastic plot and character changes have been
well documented: the huge increase in Arwen’s role, Aragorn’s
love story with her, his death and resurrection scene, the weakening of Faramir along with the pointless vilification of his
father Denethor, the loss of the beloved character Tom
Bombadil, and the loss of an essential thematic element of the
Scouring of the Shire (where evil is shown to be powerful enough
to overcome even Hobbiton). Jackson often adds scenes solely to
increase the dramatic tension of the story in the film: warg
attacks, civilians in the battles, Gollum driving a wedge between
Sam and Frodo, Gollum’s Terminator-like revivals, the earth
opening up to swallow Mordor’s army, and Frodo’s cliffhanger
at the Crack of Doom. Tolkien’s story deftly combines gravitas
with levity, but Jackson often foregoes both in exchange for the
cheap shot: close-up orc beheadings, table-dancing hobbits,
moments of slapstick (literally speaking with Gandalf!), Legolas
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riding his shield like a snowboard down a flight of stairs, and,
the lowest of lows, Gimli’s dwarf-tossing jokes.
But the shift in theme, the change in the meaning of the story,
has not been fully addressed, especially not with regard to the
film trilogy as a whole. One notable exception is an essay by the
pre-eminent Tolkien scholar, Tom Shippey, titled “Another
Road to Middle-earth: Jackson’s Movie Trilogy,” (available only
in an anthology of essays on Tolkien called Understanding The
Lord of the Rings). Shippey finds that most of Tolkien’s themes,
the core of his narrative, remains intact, especially in the
Extended Editions, the definitive version of the films; and he
hopes that this faithfulness will lead more people to read the
book. But Shippey does not address the increase in reluctance
among the characters to pursue the quest, that aspect of character most related to calling.
Three Heroes, Two Versions, One Call
There are three heroes in the story: Frodo, Sam, and Aragorn.
The way they are treated in the films reveals how the theme of
vocation has changed in Jackson’s adaptation.
Aragorn
The title of The Return of the King refers to Aragorn (a title,
by the way, which Tolkien detested: it gave away the ending!).
A major change in tone for his character results from the filmmakers changing him from an epic hero in the classic mold to a
reluctant leader who has renounced his calling as king. His selfdoubt is emphasized greatly in the film, more than in the book
where he is merely waiting for his proper time to come to claim
his place (much as Jesus did). Instead, the filmmakers chose to
invent out of whole cloth a death-and-resurrection sequence for
Aragorn that inexplicably gives him the courage he needs to live
up to his calling. Perhaps this character arc is necessary according to the current dictums of screenwriting, but there were arcs
aplenty among the hobbits without having to drag Aragorn into
the modern angst parade.
In an interview on lordoftherings.net, Jackson says of
Aragorn, “He’s not really sure whether men are worthy to
inherit the world, but there is a realization that obviously comes
that if it’s not men, it’s going to be Orcs; it’s going to be something far, far worse. And so Aragorn has to really have a belief
in the nobility of his own people.” You get the sense listening to
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Jackson that he might be speaking about himself as much as his
film’s hero.
W. H. Auden, also a major twentieth-century English Christian
author, rendered the first serious literary criticism of The Lord of
the Rings with a lengthy article titled “The Quest Hero,” on how
Tolkien had reinvented the archetype for our times. Auden
shows that, while a quest is usually a journey to find something
(like a Grail, a dragon, or a maiden), with Tolkien the quest is to
lose something: the One Ring. This is Tolkien’s master stroke; a
move that brings his tale fully within Christian doctrine, for, as
Jesus himself said, and as his parables and the narratives of the
Bible attest, you must lose your life to find it.
Auden also points out the difference between epics and fairy
tales by showing how the role of the hero is different. Classical
pagan heroes were often driven by the concept of areté, or
virtue, rather than Christian heroes, who are driven by agape,
self-sacrificing love. In epics, the hero’s areté is obvious.
Achilles, Jason, and Aeneas are all heroic in the ancient mode.
However, in fairy tales, Tolkien’s preferred mode, as well as in
Biblical narrative, agape is essential: for in both modes of literature it is often the youngest son, not the firstborn, who is the
hero, not because of any innate, hidden power as much as
because of the lack of power, even the rejection of power, and
the humility to accept help. Perhaps this is underscored most
powerfully when Aragorn tells his hobbit friends, “You bow to
no one,” and rather, he bows to them, as does the entire body
of celebrants.
Frodo
As Auden puts it, Gandalf and Aragorn are “expressions of
the natural vocation of talent,” because they are doing what
they want to do in the battle against Sauron, even if it means
their death, whereas Frodo admits he would rather stay home
than risk the quest. However, Frodo’s conscience and Gandalf’s
counsel get the better of him, and he realizes that if he denies the
quest, he will also lose the home. In the end, the deep irony is
that Frodo gives up his home, leaving Middle-earth. As he says,
“It must often be so, Sam, when things are in danger: someone
has to give them up, lose them, so that others may keep them.”
Frodo is understandably reluctant to take the ring. Gandalf
replies, “But you have been chosen, and you must therefore use
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such strength and heart and wits as you have.” Frodo confesses, “I wish the ring had never come to me. I wish none of this
had ever happened.” Gandalf replies, “So do all who live to see
such times, but that is not for them to decide. All we have to
decide is what to do with the time that is given us.” Frodo later
remembers this line in voice-over during a crucial moment, but
“us” in his mind is changed to “you,” making the line refer
directly to Frodo’s (and our) personal response to the call: “All
you have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to
you.” Jackson converts the general philosophical observation to
the personal call in particular. The “you” line was used in most
of the trailers for the films, and fittingly so, because here lies the
thematic core of the films, in a nearly direct address from the
filmmakers to the audience.
Frodo decides to take the Ring to Mordor and destroy it,
though, as he says, he does not know the way. Elijah Wood’s
portrayal of Frodo shows him fighting much more psychological torment than the character of the book. The book balances
between viewing the Ring as an external physical evil as
opposed to something that grows from within the Bearer via
self-doubt. Jackson, perhaps because of the physicality of film as
a medium, seems to opt for the former. The DVD commentaries
by the writers also indicate they wanted to draw parallels
between the ring and addiction, perhaps something Tolkien
would not have minded, although he surely did not intend. This
is acceptable up to a point, but one particularly unforgivable
event occurs when Frodo sends Sam home.
Gollum, a former Ring-bearer himself, knows Frodo’s weak
points and, like a reptilian Iago, plays on Frodo’s paranoia. The
friendship between Frodo and Sam, presented as unbreakable in
the book, proves more fragile in the film. One of the chief critiques of the modern era by Tolkien and his friend C. S. Lewis
was how it greatly devalued friendship at the expense of romantic love. Tolkien would surely disapprove, not just at the romantic love story that was grafted into the films, but at the fact that
Frodo’s love for Sam is so conditional.
In the film, as in the book, Frodo fails to fulfill his quest. He
will not destroy the Ring, but claims it for his own and puts it
on. In both versions, Gollum bites the ring (and a finger) off
Frodo’s hand and falls into the Crack of Doom. However, in the
book, Gollum loses his balance in his hubris over regaining his
precious Ring, (making the point, literally, that pride comes
before a fall), whereas Jackson allows Frodo to redeem himself
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by showing him, apparently, pushing Gollum over the edge,
although the way it’s shot is ambiguous: Frodo may be trying to
get the Ring back, or he may be pushing Gollum on purpose.
Either way, Tolkien’s point is again muddled.
Sam
Frodo’s gardener Sam Gamgee becomes Samwise the Brave.
At first, he is also reluctant to answer the call, although his role
is not so clearly defined. He is to help Frodo; he is, so to speak,
to become the Ring-bearer–bearer. He even becomes this literally as he carries Frodo up the last few steps to Mount Doom.
Christopher Lee, who plays the evil wizard Saruman, and who
is a Tolkien expert in his own right, says in an interview on lordoftherings.net, “[Sam] is for me the hero of the stories: the ordinary man.” And, as Tolkien put it in a letter before finishing his
tale: “Cert. Sam is the most closely drawn character, the successor to Bilbo of the first book, the genuine hobbit. Frodo is not
so interesting, because he has to be highminded, and has (as it
were) a vocation. The book will prob. end up with Sam.”
In a way, Tolkien finds Frodo’s vocation to be limiting,
whereas Sam, who is not given as clear a call, yet who rises to
the occasion nonetheless (some would argue even more faithfully than Frodo does) becomes the true hero of the tale. It is
he that voices one of the deep truths of the story, that the
heroes of stories past kept to their quest, followed their calling, because they knew that “there’s some good in this world,
and it’s worth fighting for.”
And indeed the book and film do end up with Sam. In most
fairly tales the king weds his bride at the end. One of the most
poignant moments in the film comes when Sam walks away
from his hobbit friends at the Prancing Pony pub and, offcamera, approaches Rosie, ostensibly to ask her to dance (he
was not brave enough before his travels). The next shot, however, is not of them dancing, but kissing at their wedding, as
Howard Shore’s gorgeous symphony swells.
Somehow Sam is the least wounded from the quest. As Frodo
tells him, “You will have to be one and whole for many years.
You have so much to enjoy and to be and to do. Your part in
the story will go on.”
After seeing Frodo off on the last ship to the Undying Lands,
after returning to the Shire, his home, Sam speaks the last line
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of the film: “Well, I’m back.” For many readers, the book also
ends with this line (although it goes on for more than a hundred
pages, including six Appendices outlining the history and languages of Middle-earth). Shippey calls these “the saddest last
words of any work of the century,” and one must credit Jackson
for leaving it in. This moment is the true return of the king.
Indeed, the appendices tell us that Sam is later made Mayor of
Hobbiton.
So all three heroes have shown agape in pursuing their respective quests; they have risked, and nearly lost, their lives for each
other: Aragorn in heroic battle, Frodo in heroic agony, and Sam
in heroic service.
We All Have Our Ring to Bear
As Jesus-followers, we are also called to live by agape, to lay
down our lives, to leave the Shire, to trudge the weary miles and
to toss that one possession we want most—our very selves—
into the fire, and thus to truly come alive. Our call is one “costing nothing less than everything,” as another Christian midtwentieth-century Brit, T. S. Eliot, put it.
That is what to do with the time that is given to us (and to
you). As Jesus said, “If anyone would come after me, he must
deny himself and take up his cross and follow me. For whoever
wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for
me will find it” (Matthew 16:24–25, [NIV]).
I gave up my life in order to find it; left the Shire of home for
the “Mordor” of Los Angeles. I’m starting to face the fact that
I may have to give it up again. I may have to let go of those
dreams and the calling I thought I had, and re-envision what my
greater calling as a child of God is, and how to follow it. That
calling may still involve filmmaking. It may not. But if finding
myself is at the end of the road, then I’ll take it.
—Eric David
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BONHOEFFER
IN HOLLYWOOD’S
COURTROOM
By Monica Ganas

I

n the closing minute of a mundane NBA game, Ben
Wallace objects to a Ron Artest foul by shoving him in
the face. While Artest removes himself from a potential
fracas by reclining on the scorer’s table, a Detroit Pistons’
fan tosses a cup of beer at him. Artest and his Indiana Pacer
teammates leap into the stands, attacking less-than-innocent
fans. The resulting melee become the latest and most horrendous example of a culture gone mad. The growing lack of
civility has been blamed on everything from automobiles and
rap music to fast food and reality television. Interestingly, the
tagline of MTV’s “Real World” was “When people stop being
polite and start being real,” as though politeness and reality
could not coexist.
But civility entails more than good manners. It suggests actual civic experience and relationships, and a shared concerned
for civil action stemming from our identification as citizens
rather than consumers. Civility is personal and corporate, local
and global. Its practice is the call, or vocation, of every citizen,
and its absence leads to managerial malfeasance, dissolved
marriages, environmental irresponsibility, and international
warring.
Civility does not come naturally, but is the result of such cultural conventions as religious faith and practice; an important
conduit of which lies in storytelling. Americans in search of
models of civility rooted in theology are advised to revisit an
overlooked film from 1999. Before Enron or Global Crossing or
the Catholic priest scandal, Hollywood dealt with complex legal
thickets and ethical conundrums. A Civil Action is courtroom
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drama based upon the true story of a high-priced, cynical personal injury lawyer, Jan Schlichtmann, who finds his conscience
and loses his fortune as the result of his unsuccessful litigation
against big business.
Starring John Travolta and touted by USA Today as “the best
legal thriller ever,” it is easy to miss the theological implications
of this film, even though it addresses social justice. Surprisingly,
A Civil Action illustrates on many points the biblical outline of
Christian discipleship elaborated upon by theologian Dietrich
Bonhoeffer during his honest turmoil within Germany's Third
Reich, raising civil issues often forgotten within the current and
sometimes vacuous American church.
A typically disappointed reviewer of A Civil Action concluded that the film would have had greater moral authority had it
been “less civil and taken more action.”1 This response can be
expected. American action film, a time-honored arena of
American moral reasoning, doggedly submits to the conventions of classical Hollywood cinema. It positions a lone hero,
(most often a beleaguered, likable common man of uncommon
character and inner strength), within a larger-than-life struggle
between good and evil in which evil is overcome temporarily,
until the next action film, at which time the same process will
be repeated with a new villain. In this way, the audience is
capable of redefining morality along the lines of contemporary
cultural bias, allowing us to become simultaneously immoral
and moralistic.
This process is of particular importance to a democratic
nation in which every person is expected to perform the duties
formerly placed upon the shoulders of monarchs (that is, to
create public policy, elect leadership, and pass judgement upon
others via the jury process). Monarchy had the advantage of
being considered God’s choice, invested by divine right to make
such decisions. However, without such an assumption of the
sacred in our midst, it becomes the American public’s duty to
identify the slippery boundaries of good and evil.2 This we
often do in collaboration with the heady powers of the silver
screen given to melodrama, and especially within the courtroom drama, the very seat of public moral argument.
Set against the theocracy assumed by Christ, American melodrama, which encourages human constructions of good and evil,
makes much less sense. Christ came under considerable criticism
because he was not an “action hero.” Rather, he conquered evil
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by refusing to act on his own behalf, and it is to this baffling
endeavor that he calls his disciples. A Civil Action was in most
ways a commercial and critical failure3, 4 precisely because it did
not live up to the standards of American courtroom melodrama,
but in that failure, it provides an appropriate setting for the discussion of authentic Christianity, thus authentic civility, as
described by Bonhoeffer in The Cost of Discipleship.
From Profession to Vocation
The protagonist, unlike the conventional American hero, is
an uncommon man with few problems, high on the list of
“Boston’s ten most eligible bachelors,” and vested with a deeply
flawed inner character, extravagant, egotistical, superficial, and
insensitive. He does not act alone, but rather draws his hapless
law firm into his eventual demise, and he fails to conquer evil
in the courtroom. Yet, reflecting the purposes of the gospel, in
failing to win, he is himself transformed and ultimately transformative of his environment.
The story, adapted by Steven Zaillian (Schindler’s List,
Awakenings), involves the crimes of two powerful companies
guilty of polluting Woburn, Massachusetts waters for over a
decade, resulting in the leukemia-related deaths of eight children. In the film’s opening sequence, Schlictmann, who has built
his career on compromise and legal sleights of hand, unwittingly numbers himself among the dead. He smugly observes that,
in the economy of personal injury settlements, the life of a child
is of the least value, while the “perfect victim is a forty-year-old
white male struck down in the height of his earning power.”
Despite his best plans, Schlictmann will become that victim.
He is dragged into the children’s cause when Schlictmann
(whose name in Hebrew means “humble man”) is humiliated
during a radio interview by an on-air call from the mother of
one of the young victims. Without his knowledge, his firm had
undertaken her complaint, significantly referred to as an
“orphan,” that is, a case bounced from firm to firm due to its
high-risk, low-yield potential. The mother publicly exposes his
fraudulence by questioning his commitment to a cause that has
lain dormant. Schlictmann confesses nothing but appeals to his
host by scribbling on a scrap of paper: “Save me.”
Returning to the safety of his office, he rebukes the misguided
sentimentality of his partner’s involvement with Woburn’s plight,
and rationalizes that although he can appreciate the “theatrical
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value of all those dead kids,” the cost is simply too great. For one
thing, there are too many aspects that remain “unproven.”
Therefore, Schlictmann determines to disencumber himself of his
unintentional commitment by paying a cursory visit to the community and offering an inadequate apology. Bonhoeffer notes,
“Even if a man absolves himself a thousand times, he has lost all
capacity of faith in true forgiveness, because he has never really
known it.”5 The faithless Schlictmann crosses a river outside
Woburn and is stopped coming and going by the law in the form
of a traffic officer who cites him twice for the same crime:
attempting to speed across the bridge (which he hopes will be the
means of his salvation).
Law and grace are placed in ironic tension the second time he
is stopped, when he leaves the powerful protection of his automobile and notices the polluted waters beneath the bridge. He
investigates further and finds a tannery belonging to the Grace
Corporation, served by trucks from an enormous American
conglomerate. Seeing the opportunity to take advantage of the
“deep pockets” represented, he repents of his earlier misgivings
and enthusiastically accepts the case that will undo him. “It was
fate,” he grins. Schlictmann has stumbled into an illustration of
Bonhoeffer’s tenets of the call to discipleship.
The first of these describes the need to acknowledge the difference between cheap grace and costly grace. “Costly grace is
the treasure hidden in the field: for the sake of it a man will gladly go and sell all that he has”6 as Schlictmann will, inevitably.
What Schlictmann has not yet discovered is that “costly grace is
the gospel which must be sought again and again, the gift which
must be asked for, the door at which a man must knock,” nor
that “costly grace is the sanctuary of God; it has to be protected
from the world, and not thrown to the dogs.”7 Grace is costly
because it cost God his only Son and to avail ourselves of that
grace will cost us our lives as well,8 as Schlictmann will learn.
No Such Thing as Business as Usual
Schlictmann is not in pursuit of costly grace, but of cheap
grace, of a literal settlement with the Grace Corporation.
Nevertheless, by accepting the case, Bonhoeffer would say he
answers “the call to discipleship”9 and “finds his way into the
situation where faith is possible.”10 “If you don’t believe, take the
first step all the same, for you are bidden to take it.”11 An initial
step toward suffering (taking up the cross) is to identify with the
suffering of others. “Suffering is overcome by suffering”12 and
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“the service of God cannot be divorced from the service of
man.”13 Schlictmann enters into the service of the suffering as he
takes up the cause of the anguished Woburn parents. Gradually,
he then experiences several other stages of discipleship.
First, he learns to avoid the high life, his time and money now
dedicated to his work. He transforms from consumer to citizen
as he foregoes his usual pleasures and romantic interests.
Indeed, his only involvement with “the woman” is as her advocate, or “servant.”14 Then he learns discipleship requires solitude, often imposed upon us against our wills, as when
Schlictmann’s partners finally desert him. Although he is doing
the right thing, it appears to be wrong because he is costing
those around him so much.
Civility, like discipleship, is not simply dutiful politeness, but
responsibility (literally “the ability to respond”) to God and
man.
Every man is called separately and must follow alone. But
men are frightened of solitude, and they try to protect
themselves from it by merging themselves in the society of
their fellowmen and in their material environment. . . . But
all this is only a cloak to protect them from having to
make a decision. They are unwilling to stand alone before
Jesus and to be compelled to decide with their eyes fixed
on him alone. 15
Schlictmann slowly removes that cloak without seeming to
notice; in the same way he goes broke. In surrendering his
responsibilities to his law firm, he certainly disappoints this
world’s standards for moral conduct, creating great ambivalence
and requiring that he keep his “eyes fixed” on his decision.
Finally, he realizes that “exchanging a lower ideal for a higher
one” within the world’s system is just one more “attempt at
direct relationship with the world”16 while avoiding the call to
discipleship. When Schlictmann refuses to settle out of court on
principle, and instead insists on going to court to teach the defendants a lesson, he is still operating on his own initiative and for
self-serving reasons, regardless of his lofty intent. “The only
thing you’re willing to accept is the only thing they’re unwilling
to give us!” cry his despairing partners. He continues to believe
that “good news” means what’s good for him, thus he is still
relying on cheap grace rather than appropriating costly grace.
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“Cheap grace can be sold on the market like cheapjacks
wares,” writes Bonhoeffer.17 Schlictmann has long been an
agent of cheap grace, distributing his business cards at accident
scenes, pretending to care deeply about a quadriplegic client he
essentially sells to the high-bidding defendants. He believes he
will continue such negotiations with the Grace Corporation, a
place of ceaseless activity, busy polluting the water of life with
the poisons of this world and creating a metaphor for “toxic
faith,” that which promises life but leads to death.18
When the lawyer representing Grace, John Cheeseman, is
presented with the filed suit, he groans “Jesus” repeatedly and
without meaning. Cheeseman will provide a plausible illustration of the American church at its worst, the self-protective corporate body with “Jesus” on its lips bent on enterprise and success. It seeks to do as little as possible, to use the law to justify
its behavior, to avoid confession, to overlook the plight of the
truly oppressed, and to pay just enough time, attention and
money to accomplish “the right thing” on paper while staying
out of trouble from above.19 With such a church Schlictmann is
prepared to do business as usual.
Devilishly Hard Work
A less willing participant is Cheeseman’s codefendant, the
Beatrice Corporation, whose counsel, Jerome Facher (played
with sinister nonchalance by Robert Duvall), is imbued with
qualities that might reasonably be attributed to Satan. We first
meet Facher when a frightened clerk descends several long
staircases and enters Facher’s dark den where he sits brooding
over a Boston Redsox game. “Roger Clemens is the answer to
my prayers,” he will later confide to an understanding judge.
Facher moonlights as a professor at Harvard Law School, and
in a series of voice-overs, we hear him instruct his class on the
manipulation of the law, reminding us of Bonhoeffer’s observation that “one can teach the law without fulfilling it.”20
Facher is never caught in a lie, unlike Cheeseman, whose
name Facher derides meaningfully and whose worries he teases
by relentlessly throwing a baseball against the wall while
Cheeseman tries to avoid indictment. “What’s that noise?”
Cheeseman asks over the telephone. “Oh, never mind. It seems
to have stopped.” Cheeseman is irritated by the distractions of
the evil one, but never investigates their source. His sole aim is
to rid himself temporarily of the discomforts the enemy lobs his
way. Facher remains openly contemptuous of Cheeseman,
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Schlictmann, and the legal system itself. Facher’s foremost desire
(even greater than his need to win the case) is to bury the truth,
which he claims lies “at the bottom of a bottomless pit.” Of the
plaintiffs he says, “These people must never testify. Never.”
While Cheeseman tries to sidetrack the witnesses with platitudes
and immediate gratification, Facher creates a system, in league
with the law, which will utterly disallow their testimonies.
It is with Facher that Schlictmann must do battle outside the
courtroom, or “outside the gates” as Bonhoeffer would say.21
Yet unlike the conquering heroes of conventional melodrama,
Schlictmann’s only response is not to act on Facher’s bribe, but
instead to quietly turn his back on him, and wait to lose the
case. The entire scene is deeply reflective of Bonhoeffer’s description of the disciples’ attitude toward evil.
Christ removes the church from the sphere of politics and
the law. When a Christian meets with injustice, he no
longer clings to his rights and defends them at all costs. He
is free from possessions and bound to Christ alone. The
only way to overcome evil is to let it run itself to a standstill because it does not find the resistance it is looking for.
The very fact that the evil which assaults him is unjustifiable makes it imperative that he should not resist it, but
play it out and overcome it by patiently enduring the evil
person. Suffering willingly endured is stronger than evil and
spells death to evil.22
No More Lawyer Jokes
Now he is prepared for further stages of discipleship and calling. He forgives his brethren for betraying him, and rather than
becoming angry, he examines himself, as Bonhoeffer suggests.23
He then approaches his fellow man with humility, observing to
an unwilling witness, “you have the right to throw me out.”
Having lost the case, his firm, his reputation, and all earthly possessions but “ten dollars in his account and a radio,”
Schlictmann must surrender the case to higher powers,24 specifically to the United States Environmental Protection Agency.
The EPA’s enormous white building is shot with a tilted and
refracted lens, so as to emanate bursts of sunlight as it towers
over the world below. When the EPA indicts Cheeseman and
Facher, they are conquered indeed. Schlictmann himself must
fade into obscurity, eventually becoming an environmental
lawyer acting in service to the concerns of the EPA (the film’s
metaphoric kingdom of heaven).
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He cannot even defend himself at his own bankruptcy hearing
when the judge requires an accounting for “the things by which
a man’s life is measured. What happened?” she demands. He is
silent. Curiously, although silence is one of the most powerful
devices of melodrama, its use here makes the protagonist seem
weaker than ever. He has lost his last professional asset, his gift
of gab. He looks only bewildered. “Discipleship is not limited to
what you can comprehend—it must transcend all comprehension,” writes Bonhoeffer.25 “Bewilderment is true comprehension. Not to know where you are going is true knowledge.”26 As
Schlictmann becomes invisible under the film’s final cut to black,
we read that it took him ten years to recover financially, but only
one year to fall off Boston’s “Most Eligible Bachelor” list. It may
be read that he has traded bachelorhood for marriage to Christ,
and become most eligible to the lowly, the true spirit of civility,
and the call to discipleship. He is no longer lawyer but advocate.
Again, this is certainly not the stuff of classical Hollywood
cinema nor that of satisfactory action melodrama. We are
vaguely dissatisfied with the conclusion because we have been
disallowed to decide “good and evil” on our terms, even when
they appeared to be so obvious. We are left with a hero without
victory, romance, or even clear-cut sacrifice, only surrender to a
higher, ineffable “good.” Facher, the enemy, may reflect our
desires best when he smirks, “It’ll come down to people, just as
it always does.” Having made no claims of innocence, unlike
Cheeseman, Facher can say with boldness that the jury will find
his company “not guilty” and Cheeseman’s “guilty.” The enemy
is counting on the assumption that “we’re like kings,” (as he
winks to Schlictmann in the hallway), claiming ultimate moral
authority rather than accepting the sovereign authority of the
truly heroic Christ.
Our surrender should include allowing him to use the mundane, embarrassing, and painful facts of our own “true stories”
to create engrossing metaphors for discipleship, whether or not
we ever feel heroic or attract an audience. The daily, grace-filled
civility that stems from discipleship may not look like heroism,
but in our polarized, angry, and posturing nation of strangers,
our melodramatic notions of heroism may need a second look.
Hopefully, we will never face precisely the issues Bonhoeffer
faced in Germany, but every country is capable of its own Third
Reich and the departure of civility is often an early sign. When
we can’t follow the rules in basketball, we will undoubtedly
bend corners in boardrooms, courtrooms, and churches.
Bonhoeffer’s rigorous ethics look more prescient than ever.
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A person’s special calling is the melody of his life, and it remains
a simple, meager series of notes unless religion, with its endlessly rich variety, accompany it . . . and raise the simple song to a
full-voiced, glorious harmony.
—Friedrich Schleiermacher, On Religion
Freedom of will is the ability to do gladly that which I must do.
—Carl Jung
It is not that I object to the work, mind you; I like work: it fascinates me. I can sit and look at it for hours.
—Jerome K. Jerome
Treat failure and success as the twin imposters they are.
—Rudyard Kipling
When ambition ends, happiness begins.
—Thomas Merton
My work is my body and soul, and for it I risk my life and my
reason.
—Vincent Van Gogh
We are what we believe we are.
—C. S. Lewis
Be good, keep your feet dry, your eyes open, your heart at
peace, and your soul in the joy of Christ.
—Thomas Merton
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